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IV.
conspiracy of peace-makers, there cannot be a
shadow oi doubt. It extends over the North
as well as the tkmth.
Its Influence is seen and
every city, town and hamlet throughout
the *{*
with
its headquarters in Canada,
land,
stimulated and encouraged by the three Presidential factious in the Republican ranks,
Which appears have paralyzed the wholeparty.
The conspirators have taken advantage of
this silence and apathy of the Republicans,
who have hitherto professed to be supporters
of the war, and have not failed to add to their
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weak, the timid and cowardly of the
Republican party as well as of the Democratic
party. Wilnin the last two days, however, the
Republicans have been somewhat roused from
their lethargy by the recent successes of Maj.
Gen. Sherman. Nothing, lor aught that I can
discover, will save the Union and its Government, but the successes of Grant, Sherman,
Farragut and Sheridan.
These successes may rouse the people and
preserve our country; but nothing else, from
ranks the
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Laugh and grow Pat—Cry

and grow Lean.
Various are the opinions concerning the
cause of excessive corpulence.
By some it is
attributed to too great au activity in the digestive functions, producing a rapid assimilation of our food; by others, to the predominance of the liver; while indolence and apathy,
such as is commonly observed in the wealthy
monastic orders, are considered as occasioning
a laxity of fibre favorable to thiB embonpoint.
It is certain that exercise, auxiety of mind,
want of sleep and spare food are circmslances
opposed to iatnese. This fact is illustrated by
Shakespeare, when Caesar says to Antony:

fluid similar to vegetable oils, Inodorous and lighter than water ; besides the
elemeuts common to water, to oils, and wax,
it contains carbon, hydrogen, and sebacic
acid, which is pretty similar to the acetic.
Human fat, like that of other animals, has been
frequently employed for various purposes. A
story is told of au Irish tallow chandler, who,
during the invasion of Cromwell’s army, made
caudles with the fat of Englishmen, which
were remarkable for tbeir good quality; but
when the times became more tranquil, his
goods were of an inferior kind, and when one
of his customers complained of his candles
failing off, he apologized by 6aying, l,I am sorry to inform you that the times are so bad that

Englishmen for

1 have been short of

a

CLEVELAND &■
No.

aouoi

joou

wawuwij

mankind, although
frequently see enormous eaters who are
miserably lean, aud fat persons whose diet is
most scanty. During the late war, a ravenous French prisoner was known to eat four
pounds of raw cow-udder, ten pounds of raw
beef, and two pounds of candies, per diem,
diluting his meals with five quarts of porter;
skeleton.

perfect

ii embonpoint is generally a sign of goodhumor and a cheerful disposition, leanness frequently betokens a sour, crabbed and ill-natured character. Solomon has said, "A merry heart doeth good like a medeciue; but a
broken heart drieth the bones.” This observation, however, caDnot be considered a rule
In lorming a judgment of various tempers.
This is by no means an easy attempt in our
intercourse with the world, when physiognomy is not always a sure guide in the selection
of our companions. Dr. Franklin tells a singular story on this subject;
"An old philosophical gentleman had grown,
from experience, very cautious in avoiding illnatured people. To endeavor to ascertain
their disposition he made use of his legs, one
of which was remarkably handsome, the other, by some accident, crooked and deformed.
II a stranger at the first interview regarded
his ugly leg more than his handsome leg, he
doubted him; but it he spoke of it, aud took
no notice of his handsome leg, that was sutti
cieut to determine the philosopher to have no
further acquaintance with him. Everybody
has not this two-legged instrument: but every one, with a little uttpntlon, may observe
disposition,
signs of this carping,fault-finding
and take the same resolution of avoiding the
of those infected by it. 1 there-

acquaintance

first institutions in Paris.
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Hon. W. H. Seward, Secretary of State.
Rev. Bishop W. B.Stevons.D I)., of Philadelphia.
Rev. A. Cleveland Coxe, of Baltimore.
Prof. C. D. Cleveland, of Philadelphia.
Prof. H. Coppie, ol Penna University.
Geo. B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
R. H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
Epos Sargent, Esq., of Boston.
Rt. Rev. Bishop T. C Brownell, D. D., Hartford,

Cloths, Cassimeres
Embracing

no

BASHIONABLE

Aug 9—dAwCm

St

At the lowest figure of whloh the timeg will
admit,
and In the latest
style,
Ja«t received a NEW STYLE of Cloths tor
ladies- cloaks.
septisdim

ex-

Shook Makers Wanted.

Located in

FEW good workmen will find steady employment at the highest prices, by applying at
MORSE'S Shook Manufactory, South Boston, or at
his office No. 9India Wharf, Boston.
Sept 13—dim

A

of

Clapp’s Block, Congress Street,
link in Bryant, Stratton k Co.’s chain »f International Business and Commercial Colleges,
established in twenty-two of the leading commercial cities in the United States and Canadas.
The oblect of these Colleges is to tarnish young
men and ladies the best facilities for
obtaining a

IS

PLEASANT and convenient tenement of four
or five rooms, near the centre of the
city, for a
family of only two persons, buch a tenement can
be reutid to a good paying tenant, and leased for a
number of years to one who will take good care of
the same, by oddresing L. J. D., Box 42 Portland
P. O., stating location, &c.
tf

A

in

Lost

the city.

and they

DEPARTMENT,

family of four (no small children) a nioe
genteel two storied house, in the centre oi the
oity,8eparateor in a block. Address Box 110 Portland Post, Office.
septOdtf

RE-GILT,

look equal to

To

Portraits &

Pictures,

GILT

FRAMES,

constantly

Looking-Glass

on

a

gray

*#* Mantle and Pier Glasses made to order.
With the facilities afforded them
they can get up
any piece of work in their department of business
as well and as cheap as can be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.
Sept 27—dtf

•

can

11th._

MLMBMMSM
THE BUSINESS AND STOCK

Elderberries

Cherries.

Excnange

St, Portland, I

nearly twenty years occupied by &AMBOHN
tf CARTER, ana recently by

O. L. Sanborn &

Co.,

la offered for sale on favorable terms. Tbe stcQk is
in good order and well adapted to tbi* market, and
tbe *‘and one 01 the mo at reeirablein New England,
commanding a lareo portion ot the trade ot tbia

I LIFE

Benefit

INSURANCE

CO.

most successful Qf uil L|fe Assurance Com*
has now a net accumulation of over

$6,000,000.00
Its own history after 20 years’ experience is the
best evidence of its superior management, am of the
great advantages it affords to those who insure.
Special attention is asked to the following facts:

CARTER, JR.

Septao—dtf

The Annual Dividends of this Company
are

AUTUMN, 1864!

Fifty

living

NEW DRESS GOODS,
great variety.

NEW FALL

New Plaid

GARMENTS,

Cloakings,

ceptions.

Parties now insuring in this Company participate
in the benefits of this large and increasing surplus.

This Company has paid to the assured ip Divi:

Armures, &c., &c.,

44

while the total amount paid for claims by death

B. F. Hamilton & Co.’s.

44

Our facilities for supplying

the

Novelties of the

MOURNING GOODS.

on

the

as

in all

nonforfeiting fen year plan

in making other investments, or ini he maiden ent of
his own business will assured')- investigate the advantages of the Mutual Benefit System, as illustrate in the history of this Company, belore instyr^og
his life in any other. By negteettyg to
$o he will
on §very $100 as
probably pay
IQ to 2a
to inform himself.
hi«j
Remcnuer. the Dividends are BO per cent. The
fit st one is paid you just four years from the date of
your policy; a Dividend is paid you every year
thereafter, while tne Undivided Surplus from which
all dividends aro made, is nearly Si,00),000, larger
than that of any other Company in America.
Reliable information in reference
all the com
clven at
from Companics will bp
for successive years.
mis^ionpr§

AXi PINES,

BAROTHEAS,

fronj
thepfift Qf
failure

D’L$iqs,
Canton
Cloths,
Thibets,
Shawls, Glens, &c,,
2-4 and 3-4 Wool

46

dollars

Fur Store!

\

New Bedford

The

of the Treasury gives notioe that
subscriptions
received tor Coupon Treasury
Notes, payable three years from August 16, 1864,

I CH0ICE

MUBCOYADO

su

j

TCS.
GAB.
HHDS Superior Muscovado, and
TCS Clayed Molaases,
BBLS from sierra Morena,
Now landing and for sale by
THOMAS ASENCIO b CO.,
371
37
11

mayOtf

Custom House

qORHHDB
OOO

transportation charges as soon after the reoeipt of
the original Certificates of
Deposit as they can be
prepared.
As the notes drawinterest from
August 16, persons
making deposits subsequent to that data must pay
the interest aecrued from data of note to date of deposit.
Parties depositing twenty-live thousand dollar!
and upwards for these notes at any one time will be
allowed a commission ot ono-qnarter of one per

Wharf.

) CHOICESIEBKA mobena

30 TIERCES (
>
10 BBLS
Now landing from Brig

THUS.

May?—|f

MOLASSES,
“C. H. 8 enucdy

*’

aWcVV C.CofH. Wharf.

cent.

Special Advantages

H.

-A
—

Rkfaibinq
dT* particular attention given
The following is an extract from a private | Fuus, by our Mr. Coe, recently in charge of that
department at J. T. Shaw’s.
in
letter of General John E. Wool, published
Our numerous friends will plo&se call and see us
at 95 Middle street.
tha New York Times:
Alfred H. Coe.
J.F. McCallar.
*******
Portland, Sept 16, 1864.—dim
views
the
than
with
I was more
delighted
of Mcfor Bangor.
li
you entertain in regard to the election
the
Clellan to
Presidency of the United States.
The good Sob Kate Aubrey. Jaoofs
M\L
that
said
his
have
eleption
truthfully
master, will have immediate dispatch,
You
^1
For freight apply to tbe master on board,
nieans the trailing of our flag in the dust beof Long Wharf, or to
5. T. CHASE.
fore its enemies, the entire subserviency of the head
—dtf'
Sept
North to the South; and you m'ghthave adFor Sale.
ded the surrender of the United states to Jefferson Davis and his Government. That such
and Lot No 316 Cumberland street, En.
quir» at City Clerk’s Offioe.
is the intention, if they succeed in the election
septtOdlw
McClellan, of the leaders of this wide-spread

Attorney

at

Law,

105 Middle Street.
Opposite International Bank,.Portland.
To Merchant Tailors and Cutters.
have left With Mr. W. D. dapjies, Np. 63 Middie street, Portland, oopies pf the troe science ol
drafting gaiments. Mr. J. fully understands the
thoary and practice as well as I do. and can com-

I

MADISON.

Having reoeivod authority from Mr. Madison, I
am prepared to fnrnish all the necessary information, and sue
Mr N. 8
Sept 18—3m

BOR

e

s!

—

Photographs,

A

Looking

Glasses.

Manufacturers of all kinds of

and

at

VV- 0- JA^KS.

is

a

In addition to tho very liberal interest

-*°«-

fiptuye Fr*nje»

National Savings Bank, offering a higher
Mte of interest than any other, and the best security. Any savings bank which pays its depositors in
U. S. Notes, considers that it ia paying in the beet
circulating medium of the oountry, and it cannot
pay in anything better. tor its own assets are either
lu Government securities or in notes or bonds payable in Government papor.
It Is equally convenient as a temprary or permanent investment. The notes can always be sold tor
within a fraotion of their faoe and accumulated Interest, and are the best security with banks as collaterals for discounts,
It

Glasses.

Looking

TUb Trade supplied with Blaek Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oval Frames, Oar
manufacturing facilities enable ns to furnish all articles in this line as low in prices as cm be found
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to call and eBB®*
ine our very fine Engravings
w^ugh wb hftve a

large variety.

seplOdtf

on

the

notes for three years, this privilege of conversion is
now worth about three per oent. per annum, for the

6-30 Bonds is not lees than nine per
cent premium, and before the war the premium on
six per cent. U. 3. stocks were over twenty percent.
It will
ieep that the actual prolit on this loan, at
the present market rate, is not less than ten per cent,

ourrent rate for

per

Its

annum.

Exemption

from Slate or

Municipal

Taxation.
[BY BOYAL LETTERS.]

AROTDSISE,
Real

Canadian Betur?’ Grease 1

be.t preparation fo; the
ance of the hair.
For sale by the Druggists.
ASbT.

growth and luxuriseptOdlm

QUAETKtt MaBTHK’S OFFICK,

J

Forage Dnartme«(,
No. 66 Cedar Street, N. V dept. 1?, 1864. J
mHE Government will require in ail purohases of
X Hay $u jts aocount in tlio State of Mein®, a
Strict aonerance to Sections 35, 36 and 87. Chapter
38 of the Kevi8cd Statutes of Maine of 1868.
The law is just and proper for the prevention and
detection of fraud, and must be utriotly complied
8. L BKOWN. Capt and A. Q.MWith,
J. B. Fishxb, Q M. Agent, No. 90 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine.
Sept 30—dim
Billiard Table for Sale.
first rate Billiard Table, with marble bed; also
two sets ivory balls and a sot ol points, and
everything pertaining to a well furnished tableWul be sold ou liberal terms. Apply to

80pt21Nd°tf12“

Federal Str«ct. WuWx V.

For Sale.
Lot situated
T,^J?0U8e’BarDand
KreB8 and 10"'11

on the corner
Streets, adjoining the
w„ ?
lot ’1 he lot is large
Chapel
J:Lt„i:O,n*r0«atic,lal
ft
warden or for the ereotion of anMwwr
other
house. *S,od
For further particulars apply to
HJfiNKY P. WHITE.
.17 o
septl7-2w
or to LJCV1 WKTltOUTa.

But aside from all the advantages we have enum
erated, a special Act of Congress exempts all bonds
and treasury notes from local taxation.
On the
average, this exemption is worth abont two per
oent. er annum, according to taxation in various
parts of the oountry.
It is believed that uo securities offer so great Inducement* to lenders as those issued by the GovernIn all other farms of indebtedness, the
ment.
ta’tli or ability of private parties, or stock companies, or separate communities only, is pledged forpayment, while the whole property of the country it
held to secure the discharge of all the obligations ol
the United States.
While the Government offers the moat liberal terms
for its loans, it belipves that tbe very strosgest appeal wiil be to the loyalty and patriotism of tbe peo-

ple.
Up to the 24Mi of September, the subscriptions

Henry

A.

R. W.

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, IIEZiLTON,
SUGAR LOAF, OLD fcoMPANY LEHIGH,
OUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, WEBSTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals sre oi the
very best quality, well sereened and picked, and
warranted to give satisiactiou.
Also lor sale best of

L&

Crcmite Block.

...

PORTLAND.

Jones,}
)

HARD AND

I

French

CO.,

WARREN’S

Grocers,

FIIiE

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
i

Granite Stores,
John Lyneb, )

eieg Barker, J

l

Thos. Lynch )

i>OLE At

AND

IftlPOHVED

WAIER-PIIOOF

-AMD-

Gravel

PORTLAND, MR.

Jnneldtf

Roollnfi

fait fLAT ROOfS.

K. HERSEY, Agent,

HIOODY,

Organs

to

Stewart's

$40,000,000.
Subscriptions will be received by the Treasurer ol
the United States, at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated Depositaries, and
by the
First National Bank of Portland, Maine.
All respeotable Banks and Bankers, throughout
the oountry, will give further Information and
afford every facility to subscribers,

COMMISSION

]anJ6 dtt

Ho.lt Union Street.

^uVc.M^y. }
Z.

F.

Z-

t
o,
...
June
21.—dtf

BRADFORD,

UARMOli.

P.

C.

PATENT

PAINT

OIL.

IT

JAMES

A

aug3eod3m.

Sewing Machine Improvements.
owners ot approved Sewing Machines are
ALL
invited to call at
NO. 11 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
and aee the operation of two of the most
important
improvements of the day—

Villum'i Patent Crank Mon, ud

Hjde’i

Partnership.

Office 91 Middle St., over Casco

Army Committee
OV

TH*

U. S. Christian Commission.

OFFICE,

JOSEPH

d&wtf_Templji STarnr.
Scotch Canvas,

Law,

Bank,

-FOB

NATH AH

HOWARD.

CLEAVES,

SILVER

O*

ass Congress St., Opp. Court House, Portland,Me.
t-V All kinds of Ware, such as Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, fco., plated in the

200 SWdo
i}£nR?,aPertor..

)

do Kstra All
300 do Nary b lot
Ddltbwed lm Portland or Bottoa.
Both. April 80.1M.

[

WaT*-

and

Re-Jlnishing Old Silver
augddSm

A. & S. SHUBTLBPP A

CO.,

NOS. 54 A 56 MIDDLE STREET.

PORTLAND,

AULmg^STrlAimd
Leu,; ilia

Women's Misses and Children’s Ooat, Kid
«nd Cslf Balmorals, Bubbers. Shoe
Stock, Findings, No.
our superior facilities for manufacturing,
a large experience In
able to sell as low as in Boston or elsewuerf.
and exDealers are respccttUlly Invited to oall
amine our stock before purchasing.
to.
amended
KP-Orders by mail promptly
Portland. April S3.

WITH
and

the„?"elK-wher»

we are

V**-_—

The Cheap***

««#»■»*

■aksr or

Force Pump* and Water

Closets,

WO. 134 EXCHAWOE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
— ■

Boys’ and Youth’s Thick, Kip
and Calf Boots.

J

UMB E R!

P

Manufacturers and Dealers In

Men’s

Won.,

Arbroatft

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

»

Also, Repairing

BY-

Bath, Sic.

#00

WARE,

best manner.

SALTS

| JAMES T. PATTEH A C0.3

M. PEARSON.
Silver Plater,
AHD HAHDVACTDRHR

CODMAX BLOCK,

mclii;

PORTLAND, MR.

Attachment.

The former places the control of the maohine entirely under t -eoontrol of the feet of the operator,
preventing all baokward motion of the wheel, allowing the freedom of both hands to handle the
work, and saving the breaking of needles and the
entangling of the thread.
The latter will allow the free use of linen thread
or of interior cotton, and entirely does
away with
the soaping ol the oloth.
Call and see and you will not fb.il to have them applied to your machines. JOHN PORTER, Agent
Mr. Porter will put machines in order and teach
the operators how to use them, so that they will
have no tronble.
Portland, Aug. 10.1864.
gti

___septSdtf
JOHN r. ANDERSON,
Surveyor and Civil Engineer,

HOWARD-*" CLEAVES.
& Counsellors at

ST.j

ments.

STREET,
PORTLAND,.MM,
Jyl8-.8in

Attorneys

Draper,

Manufactures to order and in the beat manner, Mil.
itary and Navy Uniforms, and Bcja. Gar-

MIDDLE

Law

Sc

98 EXCHANGE

CO.,

jyl8d&w3m

8 k 8 Comjcrrcial Whari, Boston.

Tailor

AT

BAILEY

and Oats.

_Jnneleoddm
Alexander D. Reeves,

Safes \ \
BALE

IALIOV

(y Car, loaded with Corn In bulk IVee of oharge.
Warehouse Wo. 120 Commercial Street,
And City Mills, Deerfag
Bridge.

Saddlery Hard-Ware Dealers,

other.
Address orders to

Portland

Sleighs, Bariev, Rye

Jaaeltf

TOR

merchant

VOX PUECHA8K AMD

POKTLAND, ME.

perior to any

Boston, Ang. 27,1884.

Also, Ground Bock Salt.

Commission

Salt Rooms, UO and 113 Sudbury St,, Boston, Mass.

Safes !

DBALEB IX

Corn, Meal and Flour,

juuel&dtf

Preble street, (Near Preble House,)

oare,

CEAPTS & WILLIAMS,

WHOLESALE

hand and made to

and

Fartlaad, Ma.

EDWARD H. BURGIN,

KIMBALL,

Carriages

work

on manufacturing
establishments, depots,
engines, all kinds ot iron work, for roots, and
wherever a watter proof paiut is required. For all
kinds of ship work, exposed to salt
water, it la su-

on

Grain,

_1-iUtJ

KAHCFACTtmnB OF

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil,
AND MUCH CHBAPKR.
is used In the same manner as Linseed
Oil,
dries quiokly and
very hare, can bs used with
all colors, and possesses decided
advantages lor all

_

Portland, He.

E ^-Carriages and Sleigh,

ut —r—

Cnatrelal Straal,-

Manufacturer,

order.

162

MILLOOHAU'8

juneldBm

Preble Stieet,

dxaixxb

Flour and

HEAD or MERRILL'8 WHARF,

LEMONT,

Carriage

STILL

And all other claims against the
Government, h y.
mg been dnly licensed therefor.
W All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth
er Agency, and no pay
required until the claims are
obtained.
Office 88 Exohange street, Jose Block.

Corn,

POKTLAND, ME.

_

(Established in 1851.)
eontinue to devote their special and exelu*
eive attention to tho prosecution of Claims for
of Pay and

PEODUCE,

No. 5 Salt Block, Commero:*l St,

aprlSdtl

Pensions, Bounties, Arrears
Prize Money,

ALBERT WEBB A CO,
——

PLOUE, COEN AND

Block, Congress St.

BRADFORD A HARMON,
Pension and Claim Agents,

MERCHANTS,

And W holosale Dealers in

E.

WOOD,

FELT COMPOSITION,

Commercial street,

(Opposite bead Widgery Wharf,)

1

I

SOFT

delivered to any part of the oity.
Office ComnaoiAL St„ head of Franklin Whirl.
8. ROUN lift A BON.
ftbld dly

Cage.

Wholesale

t«

CHEAP FOK CASH !

of
adlan Produce,

JOHN LYNCH &

Are the best instruments of their class in tho world.
Nearly all the most prominent artists in the country
have given written testimony to this
effect, and ihese
instruments are in constant use in the conoerts ol
the most distinguished artists—as Gottschalk and
others—as well as in the .y jras in the principal cities, whenever such instruments are required. Trioo
836 to 8600 each. These instruments may be found
at th» Music Booms of the subscriber, where
they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.
H. S. EDWARDS,

No.349£

ti

WOOD .VNtt KOAL

jmneldtf

%

■■

Warm, Cold and Shower

Bowls, Brass &

Baths, Bath
Silver Plated Cocks,

°*
Fixtures for Dwei*
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops
fcc., arranged and sot up in the best manner, and all
orders m town or
country fhfthftifly executed. A!i
kinds of jobbing
promptly attended to. Constantly
on hand LEAD
PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEF.K
PUMPS of all descriptions.
ap&dtl

EVSRT,.deRcriPtlon

«J. T. Lewis <&>
Manufacture ra and Wholeeale

Go.,

Deale'. In

Agency

of elilms arising from
dle.treet*11’T'B' H&y®*’r®ceiv®8 Stores at 118 MidREADY-MADE CLOTHING
collecting
is that of the
the
F)K
r#e#,’®» *■>"<* •* 7*
JSSSSSi Se^8tard'T“t'
AND FURNISHING GOODS,
CLAIM
ASSOCIATION,’
“MAINE WAR
war

»cS£7ri5u&e?:
^
Jnnel8dtt*W

Ch“*’

T°°^e’ ^*®» “

Dr‘ W‘ »•

this loan amounted to over

Aug SO—dfcwSm

mi

GENERAL

The Cabinet

of this Loan.

Convertible into a 6 per oent. 5-20 Gold Bond.

iS/IOULIDlMGrS

A

Any 12—d&w8m

mui

m;

j

0i| Pointings, Engravings,

Copper Sheathing, THE

Cap

&CQ.,

No. 6» Pxphflngp Si,,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

|F

and

three-tenths percent per annum,—principal and interest both to be paid in lawful money.
These notes will be convertible at the option of the
holder at maturity, into six per cent, gold bearing
bonds, payable not less than five nor more than
twenty years from their date, as the Government
may eieot. They will be issued in denominations oi
fifty, one hundred, live hundred, one thousand, and
live thousand dollars, and all
subscriptions must
be for fifty dollars, or some
multiple of fifty dollars.
The notes will be transmitted to the owners free ol

Sugar and Molauet,

30010 aHDS

Secretary

Bumsliji.

Baee,’*
profession.

Portland. May 36. ISM

1

LOAK.

and

ed to inaert Artificial Teeth on the "Vulcanito
and ail other methods known to the

yen

Western and C

MASON & HAMLIN

seven

diidsi tin

137 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )

MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY

with semi annual interest at the rate ot

Mvnjoy St.,

29

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,

No. 96 Exchange Street.

luneldti

customers, with

treet.
t

Dr. 1. H. 1IKAI D
disposed of his entire interest in hit
Oflioe to Dr.S.C F1CBNA1.V, -roald cheerfully
roooommend him to his former pccioats and the
pub*
Dr. Kbrnald, firom long expo' ience, is
piepar

rVHTLlSI), HI.
moyl8dtf

And R©

McCarthy & berry,

will be

81 MONTON k KNIGHT,
48 Commercial Wharf.
Portland, June 13,1864.
Junel6dtf

I

“

CASH.”

U. S. 7-30

100 ’ 000 ^u^TEOAKTKEENAIL8>fo1

Qopper Comp’y.

and Counsellor

“NET

new

new 8*5r|e CRUfTED-FHONl
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy ft Beror no,tneB8‘ comfort and
beauty, it surpasses
anything ever got up in thiB city. Call and seo it;
always on hand at the old stand of M. Mo-

Portland, Aug 10,1864.—dtf

Treenails.

ex-

tQe other uqu&r forms.
Every p^nsiderate man who will apply to lAft Insurance the same principles that w ould guide him

as

well

fucftcBeota* Co“*r8M Balmoral, and

seas cm.

T£RMS

to exeoute all orders with ueat-

ramges
y

promptness, fidelity and despatch are unexcelled.
Our Stock is large and desirable,
presenting all

Scotch Canvass.

$0,400,000.00
Policies issued

our

ready

Oar Ladies' work is from the oelebrated BurU
of New York.
wear we have the best assortment
gentlemen's
ever offered
for side in this city; such ae flue French
Patent Leather Booto; Glove Calf and
Calf Conweu-l Valent Leather ConIS!

:

Muldl
f
RnmB2(C2B.JDn.BiA.oo
Portland, May 26. ISM.

BLAKE, JIAES & CO.,

Ladtek, Oentleaaan, and Cbildren’a Wea
Selected trotu New York and Boston markets

;

Factory, No.

_

Manufactory

Furnishing Goods,

wnsi,

No. 175

IV

Hbnby H. Buhohsb,
Chahlbs 8. Fob hi.

on

hfaT!?

No. 87 Middle Street.

Angelitas.

Prinsados.

BOLTS of “David Corsar A Son's” Leith,
a sail*cloth of superior quality, just re*
oeived direct Irom Liverpool, ard for sale by
MOulLVLHY, KYAN & DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 2ith-»dtf

ceeds

Sept 2fi—eodlro

HOUSE

1st

R. J.D. LARRABEE

$3,350,006,00

to

Gent’s

dends,

-AT-

What the ©eotjop 0f McOJellan Meang.

of the following choice

41

ing

a'80 completed a stoek
J
ofready-mado
work of tbe first quality, lor

Tailors,

DR. S. C. FERJ1ALD,

(Thomas Block.)

ed*State.’W°r4

And Dealers in

Sierra Morena Molasses.

This surplus jy nearly »l,0ff:.ttti0,60 larger than
that of u»^ other Lite Company in the United States
and 81,500,(X.0 larger than any other,*with two ex-

M. D’Lains,

Merchant

JDesignio 1st Londres
2d
3d

Paint and Color

and dispatch. Our work will be made of the
best Of imported stock, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give perieot satisfaction. It Is our aim
ahal*not ^ «wond to any in the Unit-

J. E. FERNALD & SON,

2S Tubs choice Butter.
C. W. SMITH.
6 and 8 Silver st.

are now

a cae:

OStae St Salesroom*, 80 Commercial 8l.,

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS
ness

CO.,

mo klbtt

O,

name

of

6—dim_W' M^B0ND-

Sept

ISAAC EMERY, Head Long Whf.
Sept 12—lm__

$1,807,650,17

IVew Black Cloths,
Prists,

Cent.

and have been for several years.
Declared annually, ano paid afrer two years.
A dividend is declared and paid upon each and
every payment made, whether the
partv is
or not. vsrXo other
conwony in the United States
does this.
Jts assets on the 31st of December last, as shown
by the New York insurance Commissioners' Report,
were sufficient to provide for its
Computed premium reserve," the payment of " dll its dividends,"
and every other liability, contingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net surplus of

Square & Long Shawls!
Id

now

For

McCarthy & Berry,
For tbe purpose
tbe
carry

KOLLINS,

DEALERS

A

ZfffftdlMtBi TrtatBlSfte £• «r*.7f oohomti,

Painter,

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

on

wear,

•*'
6 000
2d Reg Britanicas.
44
5 000
2d Britanicas
44
2 600
Eutriaetus Galenas 1st.
••
44
<»
2 500
2d.
6 000 Angelitas 3d Londres Prinsados.
6 000 A C 2d Brevag.
10 000 A C 8d Londres.
20 000 A M London Flor.
82 300 A M Flor Prinsados.
25 300 A M London Cortes.
7 400 A M London Fino.
33 00U Londres Port Mahons.

panips,
I THIS

early with

CIGARS

brands:
HAVANA
27 400

CXAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

AMD

TRlfS

AO ENTS,
Run. S4 and Be.X* Idle Street.

ADVERTISEMENT Drugs Medicines,
Paints, Oils & Varnishes. HAVING

a

Grateful to onr friends and the public for their
liberal patronage at our former plaoes of
business,
we still solicit their
favors, and we pledge to deal
with them on the square.
T. C. LEWIS,

WOODSIAM,

Juneldtl

MAHUrAOTUBSKB

S

SEWING MAGI- IN ESI

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, 63 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

BURGESS, FOBES, & CO.,

-AND-

268 000

Incorporated, 1845. Charter Perpetual.

Rtate and tbe Pro' ince-. Bent of store reasonable.
1 boao wishing to purchase will please communicate

EZRA

Mutual

State.

~

Premium Paged Account Books.
__

Patterns and
oefldti

S I K O K H

BT“ Work executed in every part of the State.
Juneltf

copartnership Notice*

la nnder the direction of Mr.
Bond, weU known to
the public as a

For Sale*

10 000

Papers,

For

New

and

or

W^Orders ter Machine Jobbing
ex coated.

Forgings, promptly

No. 14.4 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, NR.

Superior Coalfor Rlae/ttmiths.
Hturd and Son Wood,

subscribers haring
tbe Jth day of May
THE
formed
of
copartnership under the

and Butler.

tJvJw
8ept26dlm

36 600
41 000

GREENOUGH & MORSE,
20 Market Square,

or

Sept 6—d&wtf

AND

New

CHAPM AN, J r.

highest price paid for ripe Elderberries,pick
THE
clean, and also Black Cherries, by W. 8. Mains,
Windham,

Books, Stationery,
In the Store 55

E.

■W anted.!

—OF—

Room

Apples

PARTIES

gress street.
sep28 d&wlw

City

Bought

In oonneotlon with the above is an Iron
Foundry,
with a Urge assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention ol Machinists, Millwrights,and Shin-Builders is invited—and all kinds et
Cas'tngs tarnished
at short notice.

OF

Fresco ami Banner

Coal !

OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

y
SMITH
19 & 21 Silver Street.

BBL8. Apples.
For sale by

best quality of

its branches, and having at! the facilities Tor
getting up flrst class work for gentlemen and ladioe

BUTTER,
Foraalo by

NICE CHEESE.

|

mayl2dtf

Wanted,
seeking business, and having a large or
small capital at their command, will find a rare
oppoitunity for investment by calling at 229 Con-

Sale.

For

TUBS FAMILY

1000

sept27 d4w

of Rooms, with Board,
be obtained by
SUITS
applying immediately at 30 Danforth street.
May

Can be

N. C.

25

Board.

as

Gaa and Steam in the beet manner.

j

DAVIS,

XAMUEACTXTBEIl

Pailtji, 4

IrouStuire and other Architectural tVork.
Houses, Stores, and other buildings, filled with

PORTLAND, MK,

Xs.
AMD

In all

Butter and Cheese.

Portland, July 18,1864.-Kltf

Low

XX.

sizes and pattoras,

bioar IIouBa Vfo&K of all desortptionr, and all
kinds of work required in Dtiiuug
Four no ati one.

Bookseller, Stationer,

Dellrered to order In any part of the
oity.
former customers of Messrs. Sawyer A Whitn©y are respectfully invited to give us ▲ oaii.
BANDALL, MoALLISTLK A CO.
J
Portland.
Jane 18.1864.—dly

and Potatoes.

BBLS CHOICE JACKSON POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 & 21 Silver Street.
sepl27 d4w

Colt,
size; whoever will return him or
give information where lie may be found, will be
suitably rewarded, b7calling at No. 89 Spring St.
FRANCIS E. EMERY.

Photograph
4*c., $*c.

as

ol various

Street,
janeldtim

St.

Stem Pipe isrf Piitim, Miil Swing, Stifling,

WL.olesale and Retail.

:

The

FIRST CLASS CUTTER.

100

the pasture of Mr. Francis RobSTRAYED
erts, Westbrook, last month,
three year old
small

Pla'es of all Sizes Ee-Set.

have also a large variety of
Stock and Chemicals, Cases,
Camaras,

▲Iso,

BUSINESS

500 BBLS APPLES,

Irom

with the

Cumberland

enabled to oiler to the publio

In this

Apples

Lost.

nand.

They

Goods

BBLS. ONIONS.
100 BBLS. SWELL POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 and 21 Silver Street.
a.p28d4w

ON

Together

and Sell for Cash and Attend to Our own Business.
are

j

I

_

200

Central wharf, or around the Grand Trunk
Depot and yard; a Calfskin Wallet containaconsidrable
sum of money, and papers of no
ing
value to any one but the loo«er. The finder will be
rewarded as above on returning the same to No.
8 Central Wharf, or 72 Brackett street.
Portland, Aug. 811884.
aug81 dtf

Goods

I
)

Agent,

Union

8TJ5A22 K3GI2JB8 and BOILJEES,

IM

__

Company Lehigh,
Sugar Loai Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Mountain. |
John’s,
White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorherry,

Buy
We

Maine*

•

Furnishing

Tohu T. Rogers,
^.Chas. B. Rogers.

11

Is prepared to famish

& Groceries,

No, 61 Commercial

WELL PICKED AND SCREENED

CLOTHING,

No.
J

DEALERS

Hou.y,

*wy’

~

Maine.

WHOLESALE

Loacnren

tuudti..

Cocoa Hut*.
Nula, all kind a,
Uuialua,

IRA WIM,

OTtland,

Flour, Provisions

Old

A

We

Onions and Sweet Potatoes.

$100 REWARD.

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD
FRAMES,
which they off»r at lowest rates.
Rosewood, Black Walnnt,and all Kinds oi

■

Tailoring,

ESTABLISHMENT.

MERCHANDISE.

LOST.

imitation of

Gents’

a

F)R

new.

Cleaned and Varnished in the best style.
They have also received a fresh supply ot French

:

Portland,
augSl dfcwSm

^888rB-

-AND-

B3F* For farther informations please call at the
College, or send for Circular and College Monthly,
inclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT STRATTON & GRAY,

W anted.
FRAMES

FINE

RESIDENT PRINCIPAL.

leaving it at D. F. Corser’s offico G. T. R. Depot, or
the owner
N. 8. GRANT.
Portland, Sept 12.
seplSdtf

assure their customer, and the
public
generally that all work will be done In the NEATEST anil most WORKMANLIKE MANNER.
can

OLD

Stolen.

GOLD

A

services of Mr H. Q. SMITH, formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend tho

GILDING

or

a

thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for full course of Bork-keeping, Commercial Law, Commercial Calculations, Spencerian
Penmanship, Correspondence, Lectures and Practical Exercises, is good throughout the chain for an
unlimited period.
L. A. GRAY, A. M

WATCH, open fiice, a gold oolored dial,
attached to a black ribbon, with a gold buckle
and a gold quartz rock seal—supposed to have boon
lost in gentlemens’ waik at G. T. R. Depot.
Whoever restores the above will be
suitably rewarded by

The

the above store at a very low rent,we
propose to open a

First Class

1

i

junel3d8w

riTHE subscriber baring purchased the Stoat of
rk®?*,1 Kln»r Woo',’,.*n“ taken the stand recently
* Whitney, head ol
Maine Wharf, aro now
prepared to supply their

AMD

Spruce Gum,
Cau.rySeed,
Lemon Syrup,

ootfl dtf

JOHN T. RORDRS &, CO,,
Commission Merchants,

I

Coni and Wood!

Burleigh.
Having leased

1

Fruit t

Dates,
Tobacco..
Sardines,
ClgareFahcy Caudle* of ull description,

_jnneldtf

ment,
persons indebted to us are requested
to make immediate payment at the old stand
where
one ol the undersigned maybe found for the
present.
8AVYYE8 A WHITNEY.

Store Formerly Occupied by Josiah

ANEW

)
Woodbury Dana, 5
John A. S. Dana. )

WE,

Portland, Jane t, 1861.

®

Luther Dana,

NOTICE.
the undersigned, haring sold our Stock of
Coal and Wood to Messrs. Randall, MeAlitter f |Cb., do cheerfully recommend them to
onr
former customers.
All persons haring demands
against us are requested to present them for settleand all

LEWIS, ROLLINS* BOND,
Nos, 141 & 143 Middle Street,

Boarders Wanted.
gentlemen with their wives can obtain
board; also a few singie boarders, at 13 Atlantic
street. Enquire of MRb. BUfLEK, on the premises.
sepl5d3ff*

,

So that Money can be Saved in these War Timet.
J. K. 8TOBY, No. 28 Exchange St.
Aug 27—dtf

Domestic

Wholeaaio and Retail

Prunes,
Cltreu,
Olives,

Dana & Co.
Fish
and
Salt,

DESCRIPTION,

and

Muses.

Sept 12—d3m

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

and VESTS,

Cloiha and Trimmings

others to make.

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES'

and extensive

OOIILD,

of

octetr 0 b

sawyer,

fiuiiauge fflrett,

Particular attention given to cutting for

THE

QUALITY.

PASTS,

Principals.

good assortment
constantly on hand.
ers.

subscriber respectftilly informs bis triends
in goneral that be will

or XVBBT

Commercia
presents unequalled
imparting
young men and ladies a
complete business education.
Send for a circular containing full informationWORTHINGTON A WARNER,
address

officer in

one or

ECONOMY IS WEALTH.

STYLES,

maj-8,ltl

Store

<*•
rio. S

Merchant Tailor, Foreign
removed to No. 181 Middie street, where he
Orange*.
will be Dleafted to onset his tiriends and customHA8
Laaieor,
A

OF—

BEST

Concord, N- H.

most

NATHAN

JAMES B. RACRLYFT,

)

r.

REMOVAL!

made to have all ordori

aagSU 8m.

He is prepared to make
up to order

thorough
THE
College in New England,
lacilitlea tor
to

other

twe years
prefered that has had
ONE
perience. Apply at 146 Congress street.
16—dtf

Vestings,

the most

all

d2m

Clerk Wanted.

Ding

and

exertion will be
promptly attended to.

a. uoeaaa.

W- W. CARR & CO.,
akea tbo Fruit
formerly

septSdtt

HATS & BONNETS DYED.
Eiery

a.

__

POBTLAND,.Mai**.

-ALSO-

and Well Selec ted Stock

Goods,

site the Post Office,

Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

“OI—

P. LeProhon, Portland.

Central Hall,

fore advise those querolous, discontented, unAT
happy people, if they wish to be respected
freely
tjiis o|lic'e,
B F. HAMILTON $
and beloved by others, aud happy,in themReports
CO’S,
selves, to leave of looking at the vgly lep.”
0o«»» «•»««•»
Preble «t*.
WARREN SPARROW, State Agt,
.epHTeodlm
Various expedients,in addition to a better diet,
have been resorted to, to restore lean persons
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
to a better case; but amongst the most singuNew Hat
and
Central Office No. 30 Exchange St,
lar that we have on record is that of flagellaPortland, Me.
tion. Galen says that horse dealers, having
Sept 17—dtf
{jeep observed to fatten horses for sale by fleg
COE dr Mq CALL Alt
glng them, an analogops method might be us> ?
nil with snare persons who wish to become
stouter. He also mentions slavedealgrs who
uukvu UIO
undersigned, agents of the abovo Company,
1 THE
suily
are prepared to furnish suits of
employed similar means. Suetonius iuforms
No. 95 Middle Street,
ps that Musa, the favorite physician of AugusYellow Metal &
tus used to castigate him, not only to cure him
recently occupied by Rollins & Bond, for the purto
but
him
keep
ol a sciatica,
plump. Meibo- pose of carrying on the
Bolt Copper, Bolt Yellow
Me(n|,
piius pretepds that nurses whip little children
Hat ^nd
Fqr,
Spite,, ffailt, $«.,
Business,
that
t(jey
tpiy
healthy
10 fatten them,
appear
at short notiee and delivered at
any port required.
and chubby to their mothers, ifo doubt but 1| In all Its varieties. Our steak will embrace all the
latest and most Fashionable Paris, London and
a greater influx of
A DAVIS.
flagellation determines
S.—dtf Mc(iILVEKY, EVAN
of plain and lancy Hats and
York
Sept
New
Styles,
blood to tbo surface, and may thus tend to in- Caps.
tone to parts
crease the circulation, aud give
Fur Goods in Great yariety.
Sew all C.
which would otherwise be languid.
Street,
the l§tp ftrqi of Uoward v
Of
UMBRELLAS ! UMBRELLAS !!
strout,

pf

large

Furnishing;

Provisions,

Commercial street, Thomaa liioci,
eoanRi' uRALar,
M
aocLToa, }
PORTLAND, MR.
83

Ho. 62 Middle St.,'comer of Lime Street, oppo-

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

from New, York and Boston
with a

Gen s’

Grain and

Flour,

Ready-Made Clotning,
And

-AMD-

Commercial College, COATS,

Revenue Service,
Or a Small Rent Wanted
In a convenient location. Part of a house
preferred.
Address
8TEPHEN BERRY, 1721 Fore St.
Sept 21-dtf

Lower Than any Other Establishment

Cap

•

Having Just returned

For further paaticulars, apply at Messrs. Bailey A
Noyes' between 11 and 12 A. hi., where information
astoterm, Ac, will be given.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

the

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,

in-

we

and yet this carniveruos brute was a

Board Wanted.
a private family, where there are
IN boarders, for the wife and chiid of an

Straw,

one

THE

Wauled 10 Rent
HOUSE in a desirable location. Rent from ¥200
to $600. Address, Box 1999, Portland Post Office,

_Lace & Leghorn Bonnets

na-

Welchville, Me.

septitfdtf

In New England,—purchased before tho very
great
advance in all kinds of material, aro prepared to
sell at

{
is no

schools and families, lectures in

in

—AND

Wanted,

uncomfortably

yuai.
fluences this condition of
mere

octl dlw*

j

long

pute.

Alexander D. Reeves,

-AND DBALKB IV-

MAINE.

BK.lDI.Jil-, MOULTON * UugiTkT^
Wholmalk Dulbb la

I

Tailor,

Street,

699

BUSINESS CAKUii.

N. S.

PORTLAND

LESSONS
schools, explanation in French Idioms A
tive oi France, formerly instructor of Rhetoric and
No. 98 Exoliange StM
of the
Belles letters in Charlesmagne College,

Dr. E.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Gardiner,
Bleachery,
I
Merchant
Oongres

308

Instructor in the French
and Latin Languages.

Sept 5.

PICKED

OSGOOD,

EVAN’S BLOCK,
Have on hand the largest assortment

stout
that a lady of Clifton used to call him “the
walking feather bed.” At the court of Louis
the XV. there were two lusty noblemen, related to each other: the king, having rallied
one of them on his corpulency, addeii, “I suppose you take little or no exercise?” “Your
majesty will pardon me,” replied the bulky
duke, “for I generally walk two or three times
round my cou6in every morning.”
Various ludicrous anecdotes are related of
fat people. A scena between Mrs. Clive and
Mrs. Pritchard, two corpulent actresses, must
have been very amusing. They were playing
in the parts of Lady Easy and Edging, in the
“Careless Husband,” when the former desires
Edging to pick up a letter she had dropped;
and Mrs Clive, who might as well have attempted to raise a hundred pound weight, exclaimed, "Not I, indeed, take it up yourself, if
you like it." This answer threw the audience
Into roars of laughter, when Mrs. Pritchard
replied, “Well, if you won’t take up the letter
I must And some one who willand so saying, she beckoned to a servant in tbe wing,
who came forward and terminated the disso

Found,

A

Recently

Philadelphia,

Ct.

up on the line of the Grand Trank R.
R., between Oxford and Mechanio Falls, a gold
watch. The owner can have the tame by proving
property and paying for this advertisement Apply
to
E. T. GILBERT,

PICTURE FRAMES!

“Here lies In earth an honest fellow,
Who died by fat and lived by tallow.”
was

BY

of

Sept

home ot the Gentoos enter their dwellings
by a hole in the roof; and any fat person who
cannot get through it, they consider as an excommunicated offender who has not been able
to rid himself of his sins. An Eastern prince
had an officer to regulate the size of his subjects, and who dieted the unwieldy ones to
reduce them to a proper volume. In China
this calamity is considered a blessing; a man’s
intellectual qualities are esteemed in the ratio
of corporeal bulk.
There are cases on record among ourselves,
where unwieldiness led to estimation. The
j
corpulent antiquary Grose was requested by
his butcher to tell all his friends that he bought
hiB meat from him; and the paviers of Cambridge used to say, “God bless you, sir!” to a
huge professor when he walked over their
work. Fatness has often been the butt of
jocularity.’ Dr. Stafford, who was enormously fat, was honored wiih this epitaph:
“Tajce heed, 0 good traveller, and do not tread hard.
For here lies Or. Stafford, in all this churchyard.”
And the following lines were inscribed on !
the tomb of a corpulent chandler:

Dr. Beddoes

Wanted.
a Young Lady, a situation to tend in a Fancy
Goods Store, or to run a Sewing Machine.
sep27dlw*
Address, E. W. Portland P. O.

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

a

time.”

A

ruption.
I am respectfully, Your Ob’t servant,
JOHN E. WOOL.
[Signed.]

“Let me have men about me that are fat—
Sleek-headed men, and nuch as sleep o’ nights;
Yon Caasius has a lean and hungry look,
lie thinks to much; such men are dangerous.”

Fat is

Wanted Immediately.
NEAT CONVENIENT RENT, for a family of
PKS80*8, (no children ) Best of
reference given.
A line addressed to A. D., Press
Offioe," will receive prompt attention.
tf
OWLY TWO

Wanted.

ent moment.
The conspirators have secret associations,
whose members are scattered over the land,
using every means in their power to alarm and
frighten the ignorant and timid. They are alto
distributed throughout the armies and navy of
the United States, and
exerting all their powers to induce those who have the
privilege of
voting to cast their votes for McClellan, who
is represented to be popular with the rank and
file. At a future day I may present facts
which will substantiate all I have said in regard to this dangerous conspiracy and their
convention and candidate for the Presidency.
It was not the sword of Caesar that destroyed the liberty of Rome, but the demagogues
that thronged the forum with souls dead to
their country’s honor, and spotted with cor-

Busibess Notiobs, in reading oolumns, 12 oents
per line for one insertion. No ohargelossthan fifty
oents for each insertion.
tlgf-All communications intended for the paper
should be dirooted to the • ‘Bditor of J*® £"**, and
those of a business oharaoterto the prMuKert.
KyJon 1’bibtibo 01 overy description executed
with dispatch.

Portland, Oct 3,1864.—eod3t
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SITUATION in a wholesale store, either as
book-keeper, e’erk or salesman, by a young
man.
Good referees. ApplyS. A S. Daily Press
Office.
octdlw*

present appearances, will save it from the danger with which it is threatened. The perils of
the Union were never greater than at the pres-

vatoo

Wanted to Hire.
SEVEN OCi AVE PIANO, in thorough order,
for careful use in a private family. Inquire at
this office, or address P. O. Box No. 660, stating

A
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Blocking

Felt Hats for 1864,
AT

Sweetsir’g Bleaohery, 312 Congress St.
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cents.

On Jock v Crown and English shape, DO cents.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, SO cents.
For coloring, 80 cents additional to the aboye

prices.
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Carriages, Carriages!
Firmly

Uni

nnd Neatly Finished.

Not. 1 and J Fret Strut
Block,
(Over H. J. Libby k C*.,)
J. T. Lorrir,
PORTLAND, MB.
J. 1’. Lewie.
Jylldtf

Qhambert

_

Lewis, Rollins

J. F. LtBBEY, No. 20 Preble St.,
for sale, it his establishment, a variety
of Carriages made in the neatest and most substantial manner. The assortment comprises all the
different styles of Light Carriages, and they will be
sold on the most favorable terms. Persons intend*,
ing to purchase Carriages will And it for their later
get to call and examine before buying elsewhere.

OFFERS
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&

Rond,

JOBBERS OF

Cloths,

Tailors’ Trimmings,

Clothing

and

a»SiSJ))

MldtUe Street,

Furnishing Goods,
ro»TL*«D, Me

IlfOwil,

the rebels, and only pray that God will defend
the right. In whatever direction you may
move, however strange my »=Uom may apmind that my frte is
pear to you, ever bear in
all I do is to bring
finked with yours, and that
wish to be, on the deknow
I
you
where
you
business to place
cisive battle field. It is my
I am to watch you as a parent
vou there.
and you know that your
watches his children,
General loves you from the depths of his heart.
Ii shall be my care—it ever has been—to gain
success with the least possible bloodshed. But
I know that if It Is necessary, you will follow
me to your graves for our righteous cause.—
God smiles upon us. Victory attends us, yet
I would not have you think that your aim is
to be obtained without a manly struggle. I
will not disguise It from you, that you have
brave foes to encounter, foemen well worthy
of the steel that you will use well. I shall demand of you great heroic exertion, rapid and
long marches, desperate combats and privations perhaps. We will share all these together, and when the war is over, we will all return to onr homes and feel that we ask no
that
more honor than the proud consciousness
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belong to the army of the Potomac.
(Signed) GEORGE B. McCLELLAN.
General Commanding.
A few days following this higuiaiuun aadress we find the army embarking for Fortress

we

Monroe,
mond.

eu route for Yorktown and RichLet no one say in the light of the

anything had been withheld which
supply to
make it efficient. The address above quoted
settles this point. We soon find him before
Yorktown with more than 100,000 strong, op
posed by a mere handful of not over 10,000
rebels. Instead of going to work at once and
clearing out that place, weeks of inactivity
follow—inactivity on our side—and the rebels
are reinforced by an immense accession.
Ol
their] own accord they go off as they had
above that
the

UNION NOMINATIONS.
ELECTION TUESDAY, NOT. 8th.

PRESIDENT,

FOB

ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ILLINOIS.

ON

of the Government could

ability

McClellan stays behiud with Fitz John
Porter, while Sumner and Stoneman and
Hooker press forward and attack the retreating foe at Williamsburg. Discomfltled and
cut to pieces they retreat from that battle demoralized, but the general-in-chief, instead of
following up the advantage gained by his

come.

FOB

VICE-PRESIDENT,

ANDREW JOHNSON,
OS

TENNESSEE.

For Ejectors.

corps and division commanders, spends another three or four weeks without result.
Passing along the battle of Fair Oaks was

JOHN B. BROWN, of Portland,
ABNER STETSON, of Damariscotta.
1st JHat.—RICHARD M.CHAPMAN ofBlddeford.
id Diat.—'TtlOMAS A. I) FESSENDEN of Auburn.
8d Dial.—GOING HATHOBN of Pittsfield.
ttk Diat.—BENJ. P. GILMAN, of Orono.
bth Diat.—JOUNN. 8WAZEY of Buotsport.

fought, and

Army

of

As it was Hooker penetrated within hearing of the church bells,and

of the

Richmond.

would doubtless have gone into the city had
not McClellan’s peremptory order recalled
him. It was the general opinion of the officers engaged, that the rebel capital was then
at our mercy. It was the opinion of Hooker,
of Casey, of Heintzleman, of Howard, the
Havelock of the army, of the dashing Jameson and the gallant Berry, both now gone to
the soldier’s rest.
Nearly one month later were fought the six
days’ battles, and the masterly retreat was
conducted to Harrison’s Landing. It was
during this period, that McClellan wrote to
the Secretary of War, that Insolent letter
from Savage’s Station, June 28th, in which he

Sooa after the first Bull Kun battle, on the
July, 1801, Gen. McDowell was superseded la the command of the army of the Potomac by Gen. McClellan. Attention had been
directed to him by reports from Western Virginia, the victories occurring there being ascribed to him, though subsequent revelations
proved that he never was under fire in the
campaign of that region; never was within a
dozen miles, more or less, of the field of conflict, and that those splendid victories should
be placed to the credit of Gen. Rosecrans.
It is sufficient for the purposes of this arti-

21st of

Washington under circumstances of high favor, and had opened before
him a field for glory such as had been vouchsafed to few men of his age. Owing to the infirm condition of the Lieut. General, Scott,and
hiB great age, more authority was conceded to
cle that he came to

the new commander

position

the army, divided by a swollen river, there
would have been no possible excuse for not

taking
Gen MoOlellan and the
Potomac.

but for the awkward

said, referring to the battle of the preceding
day, “I know that a few thousand more men
“would have changed this battle from a defeat
“to a victory. As it is, the Government must
“not and cannot hold me responsible for the
“result. * * * If I save this army now,
“I tell you plainly that I owe no thanks to

of the Potomac army,

perhaps, than otherwise would have been. In “you, or any other person in Washington.—
/act, he soon became, to all intents and pur- "You have done yuor beat to sacrifice this
poses, not simply the commander of that ar“army.”
my, but the general-ln-chief of all the armies
Such was the insolence of a man, solicitous
of the Union, being second only to the Presi
for his own reputation, towards a government
dent himself. The Army of the Potomac bethat has left no stone unturned to make his
came bis pet.
Remaining in Washington, he
campaign a success. Mr. Lincoln richly dekept that army near at hand, passing through served the trouble he
subsequently experienc
and
dress
it
a series of reviews
parades, until
ed from McClellan for not displacing him at
became swollen In numbers and perfected in
once.
He, a general in the field, charging the
discipline to such a degree that it challenger,
government with a design to sacrifice the arthe admiration of the military men of the
my 1 Nothing could more emphatically disworld. It was Gen. McClellan’s purpose to
prove such an allegation than the forbearance
make it such. For eight long months it fought
of the government, and its consent lor him
no battles, and saw no bard service.
The batlonger to occupy a position which he had to
tle of BulPRun was lought, as we have said,
s gually failed to honor.
J tly 21,1801, and until after the arrival of the
But we wish to call special attention to one
ar ay at York town, In the latter part of Mar< h
fact. In this same snarling letter from which
1812, it never was put Into asingle general enwe have quoted, he says, “Had I twenty (20,
gagement.
000,) or even ten thousand (10,000) fresh
Were troops required for active duty ? They
had to be raised

force.

independently

of this

large

Every

energy of the government anti
all the resources of a generous and patriotic
people were freely and lavishly placed at the

disposal

of Gen. McClellan in order to enable

him to

organize

an

army

upon which tin

of the nation

hopes

might repose. The generals in charge of Important expeditions, Butler, Burnside, Sherman and others, were compelled to look elsewhere for troops to compose
their commands. Not a man was spared Irom
the army of the Potomac for either of the great
expeditions to Hatteras, Roanoke or Port

Royal.
When Congress met In December, official
reports showed that this immense army, independent of the command of Gen. Dix at Baltimore, numbered 185,000 strong; such an army
had been

gathered

this continent,
as bad seldom been seen in modern times on
as never

on

So unwilling was McClellan
fragment diverted from his per*
sooal supervision, that when the Navy Department solicited the co-operation of only

any continent.
to have even a

4,000

tomac
ture

to occupy the rebel posts on the Pofast as the naval vessels should cap-

men
as

them, he contrived

to defeat the move-

ment, and so allowed the Potomac to be blockaded by rebel batteries. We shall have more
to say on this point in another article. Suffice
it to say now, that his backing and filling and
vascilation so disgusted one of the most gallant commanders in the navy, that he threw
up his command and asked to be sent to sea,

saying that, by remaining at home subject to
such drawbacks as he experienced through
McClellan’s agency, he would ruin the reputation he had already acquired.
In February, 1862, McClellan was ordered
to advance upon Mauuassas, where
lay a rebel
army oi perhaps 40,000. He then had a force
oi 185,000 men. He disregarded the order oi

move, and what did he find? He found the
fortidcations of Mannassas evacuated and the
ramparts bristling with wooden guns! There
is testimony on this point, but we will not de
lay to introduce it.
It was now March, 1802. McClellan had
taken the field in person. He was to lead the
columns. The dreaded strong-hold of ManThen he ben&ssas was an abandoned field.

valiant. There was no enemy in front;
none to be feared.
Then it was that be issued
his bombastic address to his army, outrivalling
the subsequent efforts of Pope or any other
commander in the way of high promise and big
resolve. As the
special friends of McClellan
have been
unsparing in their ridicule of Pope
for saying he should have no more base
lines,
his headquarters would be in the

came

saddle, Ac.,

invite them to read the
following address of
McClellan to his army, and see if it does m t
throw into deep shade all the bombast ol
othwe

er

commanders:

Headquarters, Army of the Potomac 1
f
Fairfax Vourt House, March 14.
Soldiers of the Army of the Potomac:
—For a long time I have kept you inactive,

but not without a purpose. You were to be’
disciplined, armed aud iustructed. The formidable artillery you now have, had to he created. Other armies were to move aud accomplish certain results. I have held you back
ttiat you might
give the death blow to the rehellion that lias distracted our once
happy
country. Tho patieuce you have shown and
your confidence iu your General are worthy
of a dozen victories.
These preliminary results are uow accomplished. I feel that the
labors
of
mauy months have produced
patient
The Army of the Potomac is now
their fruit.
a real army, magnificent in
material, admirable in discipline aud instruction,and excellent-

ly equipped and armed.

Your commanders
are all that I could wish. The moment for
action has arrived, and I know that I can trust
in you to Bave our country. As I ride
through
your ranks, I see in your faces the sure presfc
lge of victory. I feel that you will do whatever I ask of you. The
period of inaction has
passed. I will bring you now face to face with

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
we an-

has been located at Amherst.

mond

comparatively undefended,

and his own

troops flushed with victory, he did not attempt
to take Richmond, and called back his com
manders who were anxious to take it, but now
with a defeated, dispirited army, he can do
that

job

with

10,000

fresh

troops!
anything ol
forth-coming ?
Who be-

lieves he would have attempted
the kind had the troops been
The truth

is, he had allowed his army of at
least 115,000 strong to dwindle down to less
than half that number; he had
40,000
missing

and unaccounted for; he had suffered tin
golden opportunity to escape; he had seen his
army becoming demoralized and driven back,
and, knowing that freBh troops could not pos-ibly reach him short of two weeks, it was
perfectly safe for him to tell what he could do
to-morrow if impossible aid were granted him.
He said this to cover his defeat; to change the
responsibility, and to protect a reputation fast
becoming bankrupt in the estimation of military men. If with 10,000 more men he could
so soon have gone into
Richmond, it is reasonable to suppose he could at least, with the
force he had, have held his position; but instead
of this we find him failing back, back, back,
until the morning of the light at Malvern
when he actually went down the river before
the flght commenced, to find a place to retreat

to, and after his subordinate commanders had
won the day, and the field was
theirs, from
his gunboat headquarters McClellan ordered
them to fall back six or seven miles to Harrison’s Landing, which order was reluctantly
obeyed by the victorious cominauders, and
thus ingloriously ended the peninsula campaign.

EPMr.

The Governor and Council of this

State, vis-

ited the Institute for the Blind, at South Boston, and the Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb,
at Hartford, last week.
Our State having no
Retreats within her borders for these unfortunates, provides at these Institutions lot those
whose parents are in indigent circumstances
A

large

number of pupils are thus maintained

the State expense,
and dollars annually,

involving several thousmaking it incumbent on
the Governor and Council, once at least in
each year, to make personal examination in
order to satisfy themselves that the pupils un-

at

der the patronage of the State, are well cared
for, and its kindness well applied.
At the Perkins’ Institute for the
Blind, there
aro 80 pupils—11 males and 39 females.

Eight

of these are from Maine.
They were employed in reading, geography, arithmetic and mu
sic,—and shew that they are well instructed
and

making good proficiency. This institu

tion is too well known in its wide spread
philanthropy, to need any extended commendation. A remark made by one in authority
may be of use to record: And that is.
that children should not be sent at too young
au age.
Between ten and fifteen years was

there, it

named, and then they will have the advantage
of some maturity of mind; unless it is intended to keep them at the school longer than live
years.
At the Deaf and Dumb
Asylum, tho whole
uumber of pupil* is
205—about equally divided as to males and
females, This State at
present provides for 35. The labor
department
is divided into cabinet

tboemaking.

work, tailoring and

Their instruction in an
English education is happily
intermingled with la
the
whole
air
bor—nnd
of the Asylum was
that

of

blessing

to those who are

obliged

to resort

to it for cultivation.
We believe the State has in these Institutions teachers well adapted and devoted to
their work—and that its beneficence in behalf
of the youth it sends to them, is most excellently bestowed.

for

F.

thirty-two
pound.
EpPreaident Lincoln has placed in the service a representative recruit.
IPThe steamer Scotia has discontinued her
Consul to Trinidad; but the state of his trips between this oity and the Kennebec river.
health would not warrant an acceptance of
EpTke following deaths have been reported
the position.
at Washington: Thatcher Severance, First Me.,
At this moment, our
memory not being H. Art’y; Martin L. Ray don, Seventeenth Me.
sufficiently accurate, we are unable to give
jyA female was detected stealing from a store
such details of his history as would be inter- in Bath, on Saturday, and taken in charge by
esting to his numerous friends; but this will Marshal Perkins.
doubtless be done at an early day by a gentle»-A man named Foley was assassinated while
man who, if his relations to the deceased were
passing through South street in Boston, on Saturday morning.
inot more intimate than our
own, is far more
EPEx-Gov. Dennison entered upon the discompetent to furnish a biographical sketch of
charge of his duties as Postmaster General on
his character.
last.
As a friend of the cause of temperance, and Saturday
Col. Gillen, who shot and killed the rebel
y
of anti-slavery, we knew Dr. Parsons well,
General John Morgan, has been appointed Brig,
and ever reposed in him unlimited confidence.
adier General.
Living or dying, in this sphere or that to which
tyRev. Mr. Hawes, pastor of the Congregahe has suddenly been summoned, we doubt
tional church in Waterville, has tendered his
not he would now, as he has ever done, take
resignation.
pleasure in being known as, what in truth he
lyCol. Henry of the 10th Vermont, says
a
radical.
His
themanifestly was, thorough
that, though a democrat, he shall vote for Lincoln,

he knows his re-election will

as

ensure

lyCol.

accomplish

T. A.

tions of Pierce and Buchanan, has come out
strong for “Old Abe.”

Northrop, Esq., which
paign document.

than any other phase of his character. The
slave never had a more outspoken, consistent

an

1

The

slaveholding fonnd no
It was utterly without excuse. Nor was he disposed to give the
least quarter to any defender or apologist of
with him.

crutches.

Some fifteen years since he spent a season
in the State of Georgia; and his observations
of the peculiar institution” were published
in the form of a book entitled—“ A tour
among the planters.” While this visit was
not necessary to confirm his views of the
character of slavery, it furnished him with
material facts for illustration which he afterwards used, not only as already indicated, but
also in the form of public addresses delivered
in various parts of this State and elsewhere,
in a manner equally creditable to his mind
and heart and beneficial to the cause of hu-

y The journals of Moravia state that the
government of that province has decided that
widows who pay taxes have a right to vote in

municipal elections.
yThe Special Committee of Artillery has
just addressed a report to the Emperor Napoleon,
recommending his majesty to adopt the Prussian
rifle for the French army.
yA man in Halifax wants to bet that McClellan will be the next President.
Down with
the“dosh” in gold or greenbacks to any amount,
and double the amount will be put against it.

yit appears by advertisements in Southern
At Mount
papers that education has “riz.”
Laurel, near Richmond, two thousand dollars
is charged for a half term, and other schools at

manity.
Although severe in his denunciations of
oppression, Dr. Parsons was yet genial in his
personal intercourse. He was characteristically frank, and generous to a fault; and as a
neighbor, none was more kind and accommodating ; while his uniform hospitality was so
proverbial as to suggest that he was ever
mindful of the apostolical injunction—“Be
not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels unawares.”

nearly the

same

circumstances.

yThe Bangor Whig says counterfeit l’s on
Che Lynn Mechanics Bank have been very plenty
about town for a few days past. They are very
poorly got up, with poor paper and engraved
names.

gg"Gen. Dix, the staunch old War Democrat,
made a. brief speech at Sandusky, Ohio, in which

James W. Bradbury, of Augusta, and his second, an estimable lady of Portsmouth, N. H.,
who survives to mourn his sudden depart-

he said, “I can have no part in any political
movement of which the Chicago platform is a

ure.

basis.”

The death of no person in the town of
Windham would be more universally felt than

jyThe Charleston Courier

of

Sept. 23,

says

that twelve or fifteen hundred Federal troops
left Morris Island on the 22d in transports, for

that of Dr. Parsons: tor

although few of the
citizens fully sympathized with his radical
views and corresponding action, yet no one

the

South,

where

had the least doubt that these views were the
result of honest conviction.

on

and

anticipates a demonstration some-

the coast.

jyThe

Bath Division of the Sons of

Temper-

the Times says, is in a highly prosperous
is doing a good work in promoThere are now
ting the cause of temperance.
connected with it 174 members and 182 lady
ance,

condition, and
visitors.

gy Mr. Joseph Holes of Plantation No. 21
while digging for sand, a short time since, at
the outlet of Big Lake, disinterred a human
skeleton, supposed to be that of an Indian, and
with it were nine tomahawks of the old French
pattern, a saw and a sword.
jyThe difference between the Lincoln and
McClellan theory of Government is this: Mr.
Linooln would make Freedom the corner-stone
of the Union; the opposition would follow the
South, and make a Republio with the slavery of
the laboring classes for its chief corner-stone.
jyThe Charleston Mercury of Sept. 5th said,
“If we hold our own and prevent further military success on the part of our foes, there is every
prospect that McClellan will be elected, and his
election upon the Chicago platform must lead to
peace and our independence,’*
jy Col. A. T. McReynolds of the 1st New
York cavalry, an old democrat and “McClellan
man” says: "I cannot go with McClellan politically, 'he keeps such miserable company.' When
I make up my mind to be a copperhead, I will
go one step further and be a rebel.”

1840 pages, large royal quarto, it touches the
extreme limit in size of a one-volume Dictionary, without assuming the cumbrous dimensions of an encyclopedia. The various points
in this revised and illustrated edition upon
which special labor has been expended, and

which call for particular notice,
1.

Etymology.

This

are

department has been

supervision of the learned

under the

Dr. C. A.

F. Malm of Berlin, Prussia, who has devoted
live years ol constant labor to it, and who has

undoubtedly made in it very important contributions to English philology.
2. Histoby of the English Language,
by Prof. Hadley of Yale College, a most admirable summary, and setting forth succinctly
aud cleirly the structure and growth of the
anguage.

Vocabulary, which contains 10,000
more words than any other
Dictionary in the
language; 114,000 in all; Dr. Worcester’s containing 104,000. At the same time, pains have
obviously been taken to reduce the list of words
to the smallest possible compass.
A large
number of self-explaining compounds, and
words so purely scientific and technical, or so
nearly gone out of use, as to h rarely seen,
have been rejected from this edition.
3.

4.

{y Gen. Ewing, who repulsed the attack of
Prioe at Pilot Knob, was a student at Brown

University

gyThe large store at Bethel Hill, owned and
•ccupied by Hon. Robert A. Chapman, was doThursday night. The stock
was valued at about $10,000, and included from
$5000 to $6000 worth of woo}, There was no
insurance on the store or contents. T'as
prigin
of the fire is unknown.
jy llie Richmond Sentinel is laboring to keep
up the courage of its readers, by assuring them

The lists of
Military, Legal, Medical, Musical, aud general
Scientific terms and words, revised and elaborated by exports in the several departments:—
such as Lowell Mason. Prof. J. D. Dana, etc.
5.
Pictorial Illustrations, 3,000 in
number, judiciously selected, engraved with
elegance; in part scattered through the vol-

though

iu a less perfect aud elaborate form, in
other similar works, but several of great value which are given la this work alone.
Among
these we have examined with great instruction

and pleasure,“The Explanatory and Pronounciag Vocabulary of the Names of Noted Fietiti >us Persons, Places, etc,” by Wm. A. Wheeler, Esq., a graduate of Bnwdoin College, class
of 1853. This table is entirely original In conception aud plan, is executed with singular abi ity, aud adds greatly to the value of the

bnok.
7. Definitions. By almost universal con
sent, Webster’s, has ever since its first public ition, been regarded as the best
defining Dictbaary >u the language. Clearness ot concepts 1,nicety of discrimination,and language simple, perspicuous, comprehensive, without re-

circumlocution, characterize the
definitions of the great lexicographer. From
test comparisons of the present with former
editions, and with other works, we are very
sure, that no other Dictionary extant can give
as lull and as precise an account of ail the authorized significations of all the legitimate
words in the language, as Webster’s Unabridgduaiency

or

ed of 1864.

The whole work is a magnificent monument
of literary labor and of
liberality of pecuniary
outlay. Thirty different scholars have been

on

notwithstanding their recent disasters the
Jeff. Davis
South will never be conquered.
would give the Sentinel man a “heap” of Confederate bills to inspire bin with the same conthat

iu connection with the words illustrated,
but all grouped in classes at the end of the vol-

These constitute a very attractive and
valuable feature of the work.
6.
Tables. Not only such as appear,

He is a son of

He was electhe Hon. Thomas Ewing of Ohio.
ted Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Kansas about the time the war broke out.

Special Departments.

ume.

from 1852 to 1854.

stroyed by fire

fidence.
1

jyThe greatest joke of the Chicago Convention was the request of Bishop Whitehouse before he read the service, that the whole
Copperhead conclave should repeat after him audibly
the Lord’s Prayer ! Not being much acquainted
with it they didn’t repeat it; but some of them
laughed a little, and then swore privately at the
Bishop.
y‘So soon as it is dear, or even probable
that our adversaries are ready for peace,”
General McClellan.
There »’> an old man who said, “How
Shall I flee from this horrible cow ?
I will sit on the stile
And continue to smile, A
Which maj soften the hsCseof this cow.1'
■

[JV.

Y. Tribune.

jy Eight thousand federal prisoners died at

July
August, according to
Richmond journal, being at the rate of almost
130 per day, Is not this sufficient to show that

Andersonville in

and

a

they must have been cruelly treated ? If any
uch mortality prevailed among rebel
prisoners

in the North, what

Europe

over

a

federal

howl would go
up from

inhumanity !—[Newbury-

port Herald.
SyThe McClellan-Pendleton tioket reminds
the N. Y. Ti ibune of the unfortunate
dog in
Munchausen’s story, who, while running at full
speed, came against a tree with such force as to

split himself from snout to tail. Munchausen
says he clapped the two halves together and they
united, but inadvertently two legs were up and
two legs were down. The running gear of the

Chicago
similarly botehed, and now
the Copperheads insist on taking the
dog apart'
gy The State elections which occur on Tuesemployed upon it at highly compensated labor, day of next week in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Inand the equivalent of thirty years of toil have
diana, will be regarded with intense interest.
been expended upon this edition alone. We [n Pennsylvania the election will be for members
do not wonder that the Publishers point to the of Congress, The delegation is now equally diresult with pride, and claim with more confi- vided. J'ha majority for Curtin, for Governor,
last fall, was 15,325. On the soldiers’ vote this
dence than ever before, that whoever gets
year, the Union majority will no doubt be much
Webster will “Get the Best.”
larger than last. A Governor and Congressmen
fry The Secretary of the Treasury has anare to be chosen in Indiana, and the
struggle
nounced that offers will be received at the treaswill be a desperate one. As Vallandigham was
ury department until noon of the 14th inst.,
buried last year by over 100,000 rotes, there can
for six per cent, bonds to the amount of $40,- be no doubt that Ohio will give a
large Union
000,000.
majority,
tioket was

say:—
“It is a superb work, both in everything
that concerns lexicography and as respects
its manufacture as a book. The typography
is one of the most finished specimens of the
Kiverside press. It is not a mending up of
old plates, but an entirely new work, rewritten, reset, and in every respect so superior
to the pictorial edition of 1850 that, as wo
the two copies side by side, the eclipse

placed

of the

pictorial

almost total."

was

with the amount

1,1864, compared
during the same period
Green Pine.81
Drv Pine. 7

surveyed

in 1862 and 1863.

1862.
616.192
812.S67

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Carriers of the Daily Prut
to sell papers on their routes.

are

O

advantageous for myself.
charge is, that, after claiming

Mr.

Neal in

The

1883

1864.

29 672,493

18,771.476

our

jine.

26,442,410

August.

16,792,747

July.21,328,198
September,.17,920 238
109,406,666

1,1864.

Circulate the Documents.—The Union
National Committee have issued several campaign documents that will prove as discomforting to northern copperheads as the shot and
shell from Grant and Sherman’s forces do to
southern rebels. Geo. H. Pendleton’s Record,
Speech of Mr. Seward on the Fall of Atlanta,
Speech of Reverdy Johnson In favor of abolishing slavery, Our Barden and our Strength,
are the titles of somes of those received at this
office.
_

Mr. Editor : Is there not some mistake in
the organization of the McClellan Club in

published by

the Advertiser and

I judge there must be,because one
of the Vice Presidents is the same man who,

Argus?

City Hall,

in our

before a

large audience,

the

evening before the late State election, kissed
the three negroes who, Jim Brooks stated,
were

fect!

exhibited that evening for political efAnti Miscegenation
in

Libby.”—A letter

Libby to the Bangor Whig says the
following captured at Sycamore Church, Sept.
16th from Co. D., 1st D. C. Cavalry, are
at that prison; Capt. W. S. Howe; privates C.
C. Simly, D. R. McKinney, G. F. Hamilton,
George Jackson, A. D. Spratt, G. L. Pease, J.
N. Prescott, S. Davis, H. V. Whitcomb, D.
Lawrence, O. Cole, J. McCorrison, P. F. R.
Clark, J. W. Herring, S. S. Simpson, E. Hill.
from

Blackwood.—The September number of
this well-known magazine has been received
from the American republication office of L.
Scott & Co., New York. Contents, Chronicles
of Carlingford, Conclusion; Cornelius O’Dowd,
Part VIII; Rev. Charles Kingsley and Dr.

Newton; Tony Butler, Part XII. The Alphibeticals; Letters from the Principalities, No.
Ill; The City of Gold.
Big Potatoes.—We have upon our table
three potatoes raised by Mr. Warren M. Adams
one

of Rumford. which weigh 4 1-4 pounds;
of them weighing one pound and fifteen

They

ounces.

are

the White Mountain spe-

cies. If anybody has larger please send along
a hall bushel, more or less.
SPECIAL.

NOTICES.

AMERICAN CITIZEN

EVERY
Wbo withe,

fully

to understand

his duty in this

Crisis of Our National Affairs,
and

tbe danger which be.tit

INSTITUTIONS,
should rfad

DEMOCRATIC

DEMOCRACY

IN

AMERICA,

Bt Alxxis Dk

Tocqvktilli,
Translated by Menry Reeve, Esq
by Francis Bowen, Alford Professor of Moral Puilosophy in Marvgrd University.
The Cambridge Edition. 2 volt. Pott 8ro. Bound
in Marroon feUum. Price, $3.00.
"M. De Tocqueville has writ en of Amerioa and
Detnopraov in a manner that no other mao has ever
approached; nor d<» we believe that bis book will
Edited

inasmuch

as

SO

Mvj.

Photographic Gallery,

MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.,

A, $• DAVIS,
Portland, May IS,

(j*orte,

Umcn>

N“““>

9Cb

0rt* Bon,

sch

Johnson.

Pool, Hardy, Port-

FOREIGN FORTS.
July 4, ship Endeavor, Doano

At Foochow

Shanghai*.

At Swatow

lor

July 2, barquo Biawatha, Ryder, from

aewchwiif.
At Amoy July 21. ships Monsoon. Merrill, from
Shaughae, ar July 12; Samuel Kus ell, Burdick, lor
Foochow.

At Hong Kong July 28,
ship
for Maulmain, and others.
At Manila July 20, barque

5e0.do.

Melbourne.

Northland, Emery,
Madelia, Paine, for

Ar

at Penang
Aug 8, barque Courser, Griffin, from
ar 4ib. uuc.
Loudon—Recent engagement: E F He nman, for

»

Mauriitus,

(1881).}0jji

600 United State* 7 310th» |Opt).....10(
600 U S Five-Twentie* (Coupon* od).led
700 .do

(small).11
ihakhied.

Boston, Sept 21. by Wm R Alger, Mr Robert E
MitcUpU, of Port taint, and Miss Esther B Bwatt,
Frankfort.
of
[Corrector!.)
In Gorham Oct 2, by Rev Mr Strong, Enoch B
Cobb, of Cortland, and Miss Maggio A Mayberry,
of Windham.
In Cape Elizabeth, Oct 1, by Rev David D Spear,
Solomon Jordan, of C K, and Mr* Nancy it Skillin,
of Cortland.
In Bath, Aug 21, John T Amca, of Wlscasset, and
Mia* Rosie Fowler, of Westport,
In

E

Cardiff and New
Richardson, ric^

York, ctals 18s. or Boston, 20s; J G
ports to United Kingdom or Continent, £3 10s 3d; 1 lien Hood, do do £8 16s; this C
Duncan. Cardiff to New York, iron ; Sarerta, teak
timber, Maulmain to Calcutta 80s. Burnt ay 70s, three
voyages ami thence to U K or font, £4 1 is tid; Loch
Lanier, rice ports to U K or Continent, £4 16 on tie
round; Gen Shepley, do do, 75s; T J Southard, do do
75s; Kate Dyer, Cardiff to Portland. 17s: ECushing,
at d Star, rice ports to IK or Cont, 76; Crescent
City, do do, 77s; Ceres. Cardiff to Portland, coals,
£17 per on; Roswell Sprague, ^purport to Kio
ueiro, coals, 28ft.
At Santa Cru* (Cuba) 14th ult, barque Florence
Peters. Hooper, for New Y«rk ;3d, ldg; brig Celostica, Pickets, for do 26tli.
SIil frn Liugau CB prev to 231 ult. sells Evelyn,
Mabel Hall, Cyclone, Oriental, and Ms'ilda, all lot
New York.

[Per steamship Asia, at Boston.]
Liverpool 15th ult, Marcia C Day, Chase, fm
New York; 17th, J Folledo. Flumer. Matanzas.
bid 15th, Moro Castle, Boss, New York; 17ih, Ellen Austin, French, do.
AMv 17th, Peruvian. (*) for Quebco; Minnesota,
Ar at

DIED.

Matthews for do Oct 1.

Ar at Loudon 16th, Fawn, Nelson, fm New York;
In this city, Oct 3, William Henry, only child of
Borneo. Heed. do.
9-88 per sent more than it is in ihe Mutual Benefit,
and Mary Jane Wo idside, aged 20 mouths.
Henry
Ar at Portsmouth 15th, Thos Whittey, Kelley, fm
and in fact nearly double.' nor di i I know upon auIn Windham, Oct 2, Charles (j Parsons, M L), aged
London for Boston.
thority not to be questioned, till these reports ap- 67 years
Bid fm Bristol >5th, KntoPrince. Libby, Cardiff.
on
at
GP*Funeral
1 o’clk, I
Wednesday afternoon,
At do lQih. Italia, Fatten, for Antwerp, ldg.
peared, that whU3 the New York Life had issued
at his late residencehid fm Glasgow 16th. Sarepta, Fatten, West Coast
in Bath, Sept 30, Charles D, son of Samuel G and
1164, not “1896" more policies ihan tho Mutual Beneof Africa and Mauhuain.
Sarah J Glass, aged 1 year 7 months.
fit, within the yoar. that the actual amount insured
8Id 1tn Queenstown 17th, M A Herrera, Kil man,
In Bath, Oct 2. Frank U, only son of Daniel Lartor Greenock.
h7 the Mutual Benefit Co was nearly WOO,000 more
rabee, aged 12 years 10 months.
Bid im Cork 14th. J Folledo, Plainer, Liverpool.
than the amount insured by tho N. Y. Life—showing
Ar at Galway 14th, W D Bewail, Abscomb, Callao.
were
men
substance
and
giving
qf
that capitalists
IMPORTS.
Ar at Nagasaki June 19, Delaware, Gray, Bhangthe preference everywhere to the Mutual Benefit syshae; 20th, Comet, Wright, liong Kong.
of
last
report
tem. The following abstract from the
Ar at Foochow July 10. Wild Hover, Rogers, from
WINDSOR NS. Sch Morning Star—160 tons plaathe N. Y. Commissioners may kelp cure the strange 1 ter, master.
Shanghae; 11th, Endeavor. Doane. do
Bid July 6. Forest Belle, Fercival. Tien-tain.
bAFKINGTON NS. Sch Barrington 760 qtls
hallucination which Mr. K. appears to t>e laboring
Sid fm Bangkok July 9, Advance, Barlow, Ban
pollock. 35 qtls codfish, 71 bbls herring. 3 bbls mackunder.
Francisco.
l
bbl
bbls
and
17
alwives,
erel. 3 bbls tongues
sounds,
Amt. insured,
No. doI. issued
Ar at Mes8ina3d ult, Harmon, Buckley, Allcata.
oil, 7 bbls potatoes, 16 bales rags, to master.
in 1883.
iu 1883.
Ar at Havre 14 .h, Yorkshire, Theobald, from New
Sch Mary MoKpnkie—100 qtls fish, 8 bbls oil, 40
00
Mutual Benefit,
$11,910,392
3611
York.
bbls salmon. 30 bbls tongues and sounds, 1 bale rags,
N. Y Life,
4676
11,339,234 00
Ar at Bremen 13th ult, J Baker, Stevens, and Nor190 pairs mittens. 24 pairs sto^kfugs. master.
MAITLAND NS. Sch Ueiadeor-^llfi tons plaster,
wegian, Musans, Basseiu.
Furthermore, in the oard ha complains of, are
master.
mentioned under seven or eight different hepds, the
fPer steamship Saxoi is. at New York.l
ST GEORG ENB. Sch Edinburg—76,000 ft lumstatistical reasons tor the conclusions 1 had arrived
Put Into Portland ITtb, Ceres, from Hamburg for
ber, to N J Miller.
at; reasons whicb|are likely,to be satisfactory to men
HILLSBORO NB. Brig Douglass—139 tons coal, Cardiff.
Kerosene Oil fj&.
Ar at Dublin 19th, Kenilworth, Hutchinson, from
All but two oi these he
of business and foresight.
Sch Eclipse—172 tons ^qal, Kerosene Oil Co.
Callao.
passes over in absolute silence; and on these two he
■■ ■ ■ ■■■■■
Sid fm St Michaels Aug 22, Executive, Gorham,
labors to show that 1 am wrong. But ho w ? he chargNow York.
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
Ar at Odessa Aug 9. Brazil, Weeks, Redoubt Kale;
es mo with an error of $162,177,92 in stating the "inChaa Cooper, Turner, do.
come from interest in 1868"—and attempts to prove
SAILS
Antwerp, Sept It. Bbip Kook light, from Cg'Uo,
FOB
BTBAXZB
WJfOM
the charge by quoting not from the latest, the N. Y.
lost two auchorg and went ashore on the Dike, off
Bremon.. Sonthampton.New York.. .Sept 14
a part
For
an earlier date.
Flanders
Head. Was assisted off by two tugs.
of
hut
from
one
17
....New
of
York..
.Sept
report,
Limerick..Liverpool,
City
Asia..
of this item, however, which does net appear iu the
Liverpool.Boston,.Sep; 17
21
York.
9FOKBN.
..Sept
Etna.Liverpool.New
abstract of that report, I was obliged to rely on the
(.'hina.Liverpool.Boston.Sept 24
Sept 8, off Cape Palos, ship Shakespeare, from New
”
last annual report of the Directors
York.
28
Mr- £•
.Sept
York ror Naples
Hansa.Southampton.New
not question such evidence. Among the items of inEuropa.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 1
Bept 27. 1st. 3«i( Ion 70, berqu® Garibaldi, from New
Orleans for New Orleans.
come for 1868 the N. Y. Liic Co. in their report for
Northern
.Now York. .Asp in wall.Oct 3
January 1st, 1861, gives the following amount of i'ersia.. ....*..New York. .Liverpool.Oct 6
Geo Cromwell.
interest received and accrued, 1863,
Yofk. Np»v Orleans. .Oct 8
Bremen.New York. Bremen.......Dpt 8
$136,861,73
North American. Quebec.Liveppqd.Oct 8
and the Mutual Benefit,
Ain’t interest received, |
City of Baltimore..New Y'ork. .Liverpool.Oct 8
$319,2^2,06
Roanoke.New York.. Havana.Oct 10
Ain’t interest accrued in
£21,274,79

|

—

...

■■

I

Total,

Olympus.New^ York. .Liverpool.Get
Asia...Boston.Liverpool.Oct

$440,646,76

■.,,,Quebec.Liverpool .Oct
China....'.New York .Liverpool.«'ct
Evening Star... ...New York. -New Grlcgps. .Oct
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans. .Oct

Nova Scotian

truth to be exactly as I stated it; Mr.
K. in hfs criticisms having left out entirely the
amount of accrued interest
So with regard to expenses, the second point made
by Mr. K. He daras not deny that the expenses of
the N. Y. Life aro within three-quarters of one per

Showing

cent, of

the

Mutual Benefit

sense

upon

a

thesafety

of his

ji

thorough investi-

productiveness and

tent

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

double the expenses of the
Co.—a fact of itself sufficient to put

any mau of common
gation, since the

to

a

certain

ex-

investment, will depend upon

Y. report, endeavors to oonviet me of eralthough 1 had given my authority for

Says Mr. K., "on (fie

say."

uiB MjL IILJ.HPJJ.U

PORT

OP

»■»

—

ne'ws

arrived.
Steamer Chesapeake, Willetts, New York.
Steamer Now Brunswick, Winchester, boston,

point of dividends,! have but

Indeed (—nor

pret;46

pr

pr

pr

pr

MEDICAL

QIiOTHING

Ftm EAEE WEAR.
WILLIAM C.

,

for

[BY TBL. TO MERCHANTS' 1ZOHAMOI.]
HYANXIS, Sept 3. St« amor Island Uome, from
Nan tucket, reports, at II A M, picned up, in Vine*
yard Soupd, Capt Richardson and four men of tho
seh Charlotte, lumber ladeo, from Bangor ior Newport. Tfcf C strap* on Poll, ok Kjp, Saturday night,
•b'-ut 8 o'olock. and so p filled and went to pieces
The crew, when rescued, wore on the quarter deck
of the ve.sel, just above the water, iu an exhausted
condition.

fo'lowipg vessels have been fold recently at
London: J J #oger, 64g tops, built at Bath in 1847,
at £2050; Oscar, 648 tons, built at paiuariscotta in
1852, £3750; Gertrude, 506 tons, built in Maine in
1852, at £2500; Samaritau. 1210 tons, built at Bath in
1854, at £5000; Sheffield, 666 tons, built at Bath in
1837. at £2700; Atlas. 437 tons, built at Bath in 1856.
The

£23u0;

Napoleon, 9i5

tons, built at Bath iu 1850. at

£7000: Consignor p|, 1134 tons, built at Brunswick
in 1856, at £5*00.

EluKCTRIOJTY

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the Spar Buoy temporarily placed pn Jack Knife Louge, outer entrance to
Kennebeo River. Ms, wps removed on the 3d inst and
a 3d Class Nun Buoy, painted blapk apd parked J K
in white, was set to mark the danger.
By order of the Lighthouse Board,

PORTER,

Proprietor,

H.K.HINKLEY,
L. U. Clerk, 1st District.

mayI2d6m

Portland,

October 3,1864.

DOMKS'l'lC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS
Ar 23d, barquo
Patlifluder,
Robinson, Bath.
—.Ar 30th, schs Margaret, Tarr, fi om
Bath; Rollins. Parsons, New York.
CldSOth.iicii Margaret. (>rr. Ba|h.
PdlLADEL1'illA
Cld 2blli, brig N Stowers,
Park, for Cbarlesiown.
Old tOth, barque C Starrott, Giegory, SWPass;
sell E ▲ Couant. Norton, Boston.
Ar lat, brig Ellen Bernard, Burgess, New York.
Old 1st, brig Hampden, Slow. Tampa Bay; sobs
Tenneegje, YVaoster, Portland; E G Willard, I’ar—

Having jut

]

received

sous. do.

NEW YORK—Ar 33th, sehs Elmira Rogers. Haskins, Garditer; Vicksburg, Haskell, New Haven
Ar lat, brigs J Leighton, Leighton, LinganCB;
Bounding Billow, Stevens, Grand Turk; A L Peck,
Carter. St John NB; fohs Peicy.Comptou Kastport;
Jas O’Donahue. Bartlett, and Galena, Smith, banII K Duntou, Jameson; Dplawore, Crnokelt,
aor;
aud Maria Ionian, Naah, Rockland; N<d burnt r,
Baldwin. Ifondout lor Portauiouth.
BRISTOL—Ar 29th, sch Freeport, Farnsworth,
Roeklaud.
NEWPORT—SId (**, soha Euoine, lrom Portland
for Philadelphia: S II Cady, frn Bath tor Baltimore:
Vendovi, Bangor for Sag Harbor i Ww MeCobb, fm
Frankfort for Koit Delaware.
Also aid 1st, brig! M Dutch, Coombs,fm Boston for
Fhiladelph a; Crocus, Mansou, New York for Boston: sebs Benj Franklin, Millbildgo for New York;
Thatcher Taylor, Gloucester for do; J F Carver,
Hillsboro Nti for Wilmington; Willow, Lut es lor
Mlzabothrort: Sarah Mitilda. do for do: Cameo,
St John NB for Mystic, Ot; C U Herrick, Bangor
for New York; (Sim Tu4ker, do tor do; Charlotte
Fish. Rockport for Philadelphia; ii'lijY Aduh. Krtiidout for Boston; Frauk Marla, from Now York fur
Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE
Ar 3U>h, schs Springbok,
Haskell. New York for Machine; Hon at Abe. Con
arv. do for Boston.
Sid, barque G \V Horton; schs Harriet Baker, U S
Boynton. Gov Cony, F Reed, and others
NEW BEDFORD—Ar lat, ach rresident, White,

a

from Hew York and Bcs*
full supply of

Dress
Coat
Overcoat, Froct,
Pgutalpon Gqqi]s, Ves ing,

and

4c,

dec.,

Carefully selected by himself to suit Us trade

prepared to

ii

furnish

mARMEUTs OR SDITS,
best quality, made up according to the Latest
Fashions, and in the mo9? fin'shod manner.
or the

Among bis selections are now kinds of
Cloths for Business snd Overcoats,Ellega-1
Btyles for Paletots, and the Plaided
Goods for Pantaloons and Vests,
Imported by the last eteimcrand just coming

into

TOgqs.

A’.IY AN# NAVY SDITS 1\BI TO 0E#IEt’*

“

oct4—6w

A

School \

Dancing

J. G-. A.nth.oine

Will

commence a

Dancing

MECHANICS’

On

Tuesday Evening,

Bohool at

HALL,
Oct. 11th,

For beginners in oo mrnon Dancing,
Quad rills, Cotillions, Contra Dances. Lancers, bo including tho
Folka. Walts and Hchottiscbe, Polka Quadrille, Ac.
Terras, one course 13 lessons-Qontloman $4
00,
Ladles 92 00. Ladios' class to commeneo at 7 o’clock
Gentlemen’s at 8.
oct4itd

STOCKS !
FOB SALE BY

H.

WM.

WOOD &■

SONj

Brokers.

$5000 GOVT.
6000
6000
16
60

6 20 BONDS.
Govt. 6’s 18S1.
State of Maine Bonds,
Sbs. F.rst Naiioi ai Bank,
whs. Manufao’ra and Trader's

27 8h*. Bank Cumberland,
8000 Maine Contral K. it. Bonds,
20 0
& K. Bonds,
200) Bath City Bunds,
<000 Bangor city Bonds,
4000 Portland City 6’s.
Oct 4—dlw

25 Free

HAVING

Fall and Winter

Btftk.

Street.

returned from
sortment of

New York with

an

as-

Millinery Goods,

happv to wait upon my friends and the
paolic woo so kindly favored me with their patronage during the past reason.
Strangers are invited to oall.
ocWdtf
E. P. DODGE.
I shall be

Oilice of the II. S. Marshal,
District of JMa;ne.
)
Portland, October 3,18C4. f
Proposals will bn received at this offloo
Saturday, the Jtf tenth day rf October

SEALED
until

current, at noon, for furnishing the Unfed Sta’e.t
(Inerts with Lehigh Furnace Coal for one)ear from
the lirst dav of October A. D. 1864. The Coal to to
of the teat qual't?, free from f-late and dost, and to
be put into the basement of the Cbi om House iu
Portland, in sueh quantities and at tuchtimis as the
Marshal of the Uinriot

ei

Maine may direct.

Prnpoea’sto be endorsed “Proposals for Fuel for
the U. S. Courts,” and ad<trts§ed tn the United
States Marshal for the District ot Maine

PMAHLW CLARK.
arshal Di«t. of Mainp.

U. 6.

oc*4dtd

Heath's Counterfeit Detector.
|nfa)|i|>Je method cf distinguishing Spurioag

—

1

BECKETT,

M erghant Tailor,

Bragdon,

Good News lor the Sick I

DR.

-AND-

ton,

Boston.
Sch Susan k Jane. Torrey, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Red Robin, blunt. Cutler tor Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Freeman, from Mt Desert for
Boston.
Soh Monroe, Horriman. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Ou89l, Cudworth, Bangor for Boston,
Sch Oricas, Blackwood, Pembr- ke for Boston.
Sch Carossa, Fullerton, Ellsworth for Weymouth.
Sch Mariel,
Gouldsboro for Boston.
Sch Pennsylvonia, Soott, Bath lor Boston.
Sch Nictous, Cottrell, Calais for Boston.
Sch Frauces Ellen Brown,Bangor for Portsmouth
Sch E P Horton. MoConnjs, Bangor for Uingram.
Sch Savannah, Metcalf. Bangor lor Salem.
8oh Sparta, Hopkins, Frankfort »or Salem.
Sch Henry, Harding, Br^okliu for Weymouth.
Sch Vixon, bmallage. Mt Desert tor Boston.
I
Sch Friendship. Crosby. Bangor for Marblehead.
Sch WoqcjQook. Moon, Franklin for Boston
Sch yuero, Harding, Ranger for Washington.
Sch Mexican. MoCarty, Bangor for New York.
Sch Hudson. Warren, Bangor lor Boston.
Sch Henrietta. Nutter, Gouldsboro tor Boston.
Sloop Bloomer, Pray, Eden lor Boston.

aoprct|30prctj30prct|86prol|a6pret

STYLES OF CLOTHS,

HO. 137 MIDDLE STREET.

St John NB.
£p l much wonder,
Steamer Lady Lang. Roix, Bangor,
since, after all, that is the question between us—the
Steamer Scotia, Kimball, Augusta.
very gist of the whole controvgpsy. And the little
Brig Doug ass. (Br) bishop, Hillsboro NB.
that he does say, what does it amount to ? Take his
Sob Eclipse, (Br) McBurme, Hillsboro NB.
Sch Mary McKenzie, (Br Crowell. Barrington NS.
own language. " The N, \
Life declared 35 per ct
Soh lieiudeer, (Br) Good, Muitluud NSthe last year, and oould have largely increased the
Sch Edinburg. (Br) Barrott, St George.
same, bad they deemed it wise to do so." UndoubtSoh Barrington, (Br) Hopkins, Barrington NS.
Sch Morning Star. (Br) Miller, Windsor NS.
edly, "if they had deemed it wise" to divide their
Sch Isabel, (Br) Morrison. Granville.
Qgpttal, or any part of their capital, they might have
Sch Amulet, Kimball, Mt Deser£.
Sch Maryland, Thurston, Doer Isle.
fienesq,%g4 takon theconsquences. But the question
Sch Ophir, Snow, Brooksyille.
is one of comparative ability, depending upon actual
Sci Yankee Lass, Duntou, Westport.
Take the latest official reports on this very
s urpeus.
Sch Fowler, (Br) Crosby, Cheveiie NS for Portspoint, and sec how dangerous a question Mr. K. has mouth.
managed to slur over with a "on this point 1 have ! Sch Elizabeth, Brown, Leprcaux NB for Boston
Sch Caroline 0, Poraroy, St Audrewg NB for Bosbutltttlo io say"—They stand thus:
ton.
Mutual Benefit—net surplus,
Soh Savoy, Kumrell, Fremont for Boston.
$1,826,102 46
Sch Orono, Kent, Bangor lor Boston.
Now Yoyk Ljle,
284 627,87
Sch
Mt Desert for BosShowing a differ once jo tjyp amount of undivided ton. Mary Elizabeth, Freeman,
surplus of 81,641,474 59 in favor of the Mutual BenSch Dexalo, Rich, Eden for Boston.
Sch Banner, Hodgkins, Trenton tor Salem.
efit Co.
Sch Oregon, Miller, Bluehjil for Boatm.
Out of this question abont dividends grows the
Sch Ora*U>. Black wopd, P* mfcreke for Boston.
question ol cost to the assured. 1 have undertaken
Soh Monroe, Keller, Thomaston for Boston.
Soh A J Dyer, Rogers, Cutler lor New York.
to show that by the Mutual Benefit system it will
Sch Hurd, snow, Rockland for New York,
cost the assured
$2J,501ess on every $100 of the preSch Oregon, rratt, Rockland for Now York.
mium he has to pay, than to insure
the
New
York
Sch
Forest, Yeaton. Rockland for Now York.
jn
Sch Ann, Cousins, Sullivan for New York.
Life, the dividends of these two companies being
Sch Webhannot, Duncan, Bangor for Boston.
for the last five years as fallows:—
Sch Seth k William. Wallace, fm Waidoooro for
Salem.
1301
1862
1863
1864
1800
Sch Fred Hahn, Farnsworth, fm Waldoboro for
Mut. Ben't 46
ot 60
ot;60
ctl60
ct

hi. Y. Life

SEW ADVEKTI8BMBST8.

POBTIANU.

Monday,.October 3.

ror; and this
what l saifi,
little to

ii 1

MAnrisna

the expenses of administration; but he by quoting
from the earlier Massachusetts report, instead of the
latest N.

12
12
15
19
22
23

Tuesday.October 4.
jun rises.6.02 I High water.12 25
San sets....£.34 I Length of days.11.32

being exactly

A member of the Neyy York Electrical Institute,
Nos. 242, 244 and 246 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y
will (providence permitting) professionally visit
Portland, and take Rooms at the Elm House, on
DB. TEBBETT8'
Mo$diy Sept 26, and remain until Monday, Oct 17.
Three weeks only.
PHYSIOLOGICAL
Dr. P. will receive patients at hjs Rpoms duripg the
day and evening, when and where he will examine all
hair
cases of disease by his new Electric Magnetic Machine. With this Machine he can at once determine
beg ENEBATOR! yyhat the disease is, and wnere located, and the progress it hfi? made upon the system without any guess
ITS MODUS OPEBAKDI:
! work or uncertainty,
ft matters not where the disease is located, whether on flie lung?, heart or liver,
Immediately beneath the soalp there are very I or any other organ, this new machine will instantly
small bodies called Giandsjormorecommonly Hoots ! point out any pain or discomfiture to the pa tent.—
of the ligir. Jt is from these Glands that every hair The Dpctor will, after he has ascertained the disease
and its 'location, prescribe the best remedies now
ofthe bead is farmed en4 secreted As long as the
cure ol the
scrip is tree from [diesase these bodies also remain known for tne immediate
patient to
those who yyish it. All femaje complaints especially
healthy, and the hair keeps iis natqrpl appearance
treated. Particular attention pajd to Paralysis Conand color But when humors and other diseases air
feet the soalp those glauus become involved jn the sumption Catarrh, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Neuralgi» 0*nper#, Ac D^ea^es of the Eye
samo disease, and the h >ir gradually turns gray, dry
and Ear
*r
J
treated successful^.
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins u> fall
in
it
not
and
will
'®*®8
cases,
many
arrested,
off,
produce
Invited
to
r»«pectfully
visit tl(6 Weotor.sc l»* rooms
complete baldness.
on'tbo above m^nti-nt
To remedy this pathological condition of the
Wm,
«S all insultsgentlemen received from »
glands, and create a new and healthy notion, the
.
d Wadies from 2 to
physiological Hair Regenerator has proved a per- t 7? y f.L
6 p. u. Patients
visited at ther own houses after 5pm
fect suooe»s.
aeptlS—dfcw3w
It is not a “Dye," and lyjlj pot stain a particle. It
will positively "R*eTOBgGpAV Il^lB' In all eases
to its original color, ft promotes a growth of npw
Dr. Watson’s Diptheria Cure.
hair in all oases on Bald Reads when the glands or 1
roots of tJm hair are hot completely disorganized.—
OBBBX.IB, May 6th, 18«4.
It prevents thp i)air from fallingojff, and removes all
Sir:
leaving qujtpb ft.nr usual oi piptheriain my
dandruff, beat, hamcrs and itching from the scalp.
nouse, and watched its wonderful sucCe^ in maty
It keeps the hair soft, moist and perfectly healty.and
neighborhoods In my travels; I can Dr. Watson's
gives it a glossy and beautiful appeargncf). It is Diptheria Cure a sure
cure for that awful scourge.
a dressing it has an
superi- No one dies who takes it in season; and I may ay it
highly permuted, and as is
The "Regenerator”
warranted to produce the
or.
cures all who are thorough in using it; even alter
above results tin all oases, if not tbo money to be
the disease Id called fatal by attending physioians.
refunded. With It every “Gray Head” in New EneIohall&nge any ono ip sw>y a failure where the
land can be restored in less than thirty days.
medicine has a reasonable chance. Who would not
Price 75 cents per
have it in the house; it they know its power. A
Bottle.
Celebrated Druggist here who feared to try it for a
TIBBETTS BROTHERS,
while Anally trlei it for every member of his family
Druggists and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester, and told me he would not take 100,00 dollars tor the
cure just lor bis family, and I dont believe he would
N. H
take it in go’d even at its highest premium. It reSold at wholesale and retail
minds me of tbe
Brazen Serpent," a sure cure.
21 Market Square. Portland,
b.M.Spiick.
Very Respectfully Yours,
Druggists every where.
fl. H. HAT, Druggist, Portland, general agent
9*11 you are in want ofanykindo fPRINTUSTG for Maine, to whom all orders must be addressed.
iall at the Daily PranOffloa.
M
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Portiand*’

*

S°!h'
B.d.SSrAr
BANGOK—Cld 1st icst,

BILL. HEADS neatly printe

8.600 .do
1,000 United Slate* Teu-F artios.. ■■■■■■■.
16,000 United State* Currency Certificate*6oo U S Coupon Sixe*
6.600 .do

—

Cambiidge,

itortSliH"

and

Boston Stock List.
SXhM AT THU BEOKKBB' BOAHD, Oct. 3.
6.900 American Gold.191
1,000 .do.

until

Bangor:

Ellsworth;

.Splendid, Jackson.

Hath;

any

of his

at this office.

and the dividends in the Mutual Benefit being not
only declared year y, but paid yearly; tbat in case
01 death or withdrawal they are never lost; that the
! jstdiyifend js always paid in just/our years from the
date of the insurance, gnd
yearly thereafter, while
[
the New York Lite, averages tig and 4 half
years;
prfnfliplp $014odjed
and this difference of time as I stated, will
bring a
il.’rr-Chicago
60 per cent dividend, at simple interest up to
67j per
adm6n|t/oB^
op a f ft t]je time the 85 per cent dividend is paid by
j thpijew }Tork (rife (jo., mating a difference in the
I
yearly cogl of p'o less than $22,60 on evory 8100 of
premium the assured bay to pay, jn fay or of the Mutual Bencdt Co.
What would bo thought of the
|
1
U)f rebant who should lay in a stock of merchandize
|
paying therefor nearly 26 per cent moro (ban good
Republic
history, 'Hojcteu |n bfoo^.' “—Xptjonpl Intellegen- of equal or better quality could
purchased ior at
I cer.
j)je own door? Why not apply the same principle
"It is a book that ought to be generally studied
to tiye puycbgsp of a Life Insurance policy?
here, for no writer baa more thoroughly goworehended the great principles on which our govern?
Jo thp personalities and misrepresentations of Mr.
j mentis foyn^d than De Tocqueville.5'—Portland
K. I havo nothing fo jay; pop do (qapstion the reTranscnjif,
spectability or trustworthiness of the geuflpmen he
is acting for. Certain ‘t '* that no one of them would
The special claims of the
ppt hjs ngipo to the statements Mr. K. has put forth
CAMBRIDGE EDITION
hero. 4mj if t|ye people of Maine had not a very
of this remarkable book are, that the original translation, which was very defective, has been car^fhlly large and growing interest jn gll tlyat concerns 1 ife
revised, and a great pa rewritten, and that the adAssurance, I might have been wilting to overlook
ditions made to the lat*r Paris Editions are here
the impertineneo of Mr. K.. altoffdtber, and leavo
irst translated. Th°> volumes are beautifully printthose who are acquainted with the/actr to judge lor
ed on tinted paper at the University Press,and tastefully bound in marroon vellum, and have received themselves
the unanimous ard uctpl'fled praise o tbo press as
WABtllCM SfAfjFpW, State Agent
being the most elegant books ever made in Araerioa.
Mutual Benefit Life Iusuranee Co
For sale bv all booksellers, and sent by mail poston
of
the
receipt
price, by
paid
Portland, Sept. 22, 1864.
SEVER & FRANCIS, Publishers,

Portland

and

Snow.

BounS

Sole Inventor and Proprietor.

nr* CARDS

the Masja*3hu,?eUs|OomRli8'‘ioncra make

au<l

£".0»^d

wav

composition
preparation. The article bearing their signature is spuriand an imposition upon the publio.
AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

equalled.—traveller.

doctlfcll

existing having in any
to the proprietorship, or

ous

be
“This long famous work, read by iej)» of thousands
in the original French, and bv million* Ju un English translation has as lergth feund fitting expression and manifestation in tbe truly beautifiil volumes
before us.' Philadelphia Inquirer.
,v|4© work |s such ao abl« exponent of the Repubin our Con^ti ution that
lican
every American is i# a bjannef bound to make himJournal.
self familiar with
If the instruction* and tbf
of this
work were already valuable to A«eripgn roarer*,
claim
to
their
a
with
at
attention
coma
special
they
the present fit*©, when tne very foundation of our
social and civil order are threatened with upheaval
and destruction. The chapter on dangers resulting
from a disruption of tbe Union is one that startles
by its vjvidn si Much that was prophecy when De
Tocquevillo fttupgii the segacious outlines of the fuhas since bccom*
ture awaking the great
■oon

Hawp’

Co.

sep30dlw4,w2m

Uay Spring.

naiaoDoro

such tirm

no

and

resce

Certain parties

any c’.a>m whatever
true knowledge of the

Mutual Benefit Co. pflfers to its policy holders
over the New York Life, as w|Jl ;appear by the
statistics, given below, on the highest official authority, al<ke disinterested and conclusive.
He says furthermore, or implies, that by claiming
to have been further enlightened by later official
reports I seek to mislead. To this charge I say that,

May or June, I could not know in Dpppmber
officially what has become but too evident since
June ’61; Jor examp’e, that the percentage qf expenses on imeome in the N. Y. Life js 19-42, being

as

base

There is

of the game

116,167,120
130,142,186 169,406,658
Amount surveyed each month In 1864:
April and May.27,923,068

this city,

a

g?’

Ko«. Herrick, Brewer"
oSSftol fbST' do,;
"lamlnator. Creamer,
VValdobo'io MMtt^f**i.kfort'
S
Hathaway, Hathaway, Bath.
st
Jo,1° N»; St Law.
(■oTt'h”w,\.Kl’ll8'‘
*“"<«> Bogeta, bandy,
SuWvan-Hen’r^1^
SmHBran
Henry a Wade. W.ldobSro;
Florida,

are making :ind
imitation, purporting to be put up by

A. E. Ricker &

of last

that of the
up their report to the 1st of Nov. while
N. Y. Commissioner is j»xde up to the 1st of Jan'y;
the first being published in March, god the last not

Oct.

signature,
Austin B. Fiench)

selling

Cld l«t, barque Emblem, Nickerson Cepe Harden
Huntress, Clark, Deunvsville; Laurel, Parker'
ElleI1 Perkin*’ perkln’' Bangor, to load
Orel*
br‘K Alex Nickels. Kosebrook, Glace Bay
W ti*nV,,.P*rker' Pembroke; Eric, Coombs Lul
Kieb, Hilibridgo; Spartan, Lotd,
AnnW|^ii Shaumut, Hanks; Gen Scott, Tapley;

Wbe

VEGETABLE BAIB k'**IWE*
genuk^ with-

upon every bottle.

newspaper controversy
winter, I have been suddenly converted by a review
arguments. To which I answer, 1st that
my part of the controversy with Mr. Neal was oonflned to one single point,viz: the expenses of the N.
Life, about which he had beeu misled, as ho acknowledged. and that I most carefully avoided every
other position taken by him, because 1 foresaw the
retultj and that facts, and not a review of his arguments have satisfied me. of the vast advantages

over

10.638.H94
68,968 312
11,037.974

370 025
7 6,963 891
12 131.278
11

s„uce.69,670,680
Memlook, Ac.... 6,188,681

out this

triumph

a

N

c*

Will bear in mind that there i« none

communication
The great length of Mr. Kimball’s
whioh ia alwill oblige me to answer In a circular,
an abstract oi the whole
meanwhile
In
ready print;
may serve to disabuse the public.
is that I did not
Theflrst charge made by Mr. K,
t ork Bile at a
surrender the agency of the New
which is
great pecuniary sacrifice; my answer to
it is
twofold: 1st. I never said that I did. 2nd,
true nevertheless; and I now aver, and am read to
inprove, hat I sacrificed four-fifths of my yearly
oome on my Life business
by making the change
complained of; and that I made this sacrifice for
two reasons: first bocaase ol the superior advantages 1 saw in the Mutual Benefit system/or the assured, and secondly bocaase I believed—and my success thus far has fully
justified my belief—that in
the end, the exchange ol agency would be much
1 be 2nd

I

Persons buying

flBSCB’S
vs.

T

U

allowed

not

The Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co.
N. Y. Life.

more

A

the

Bangor Lumber Market.—Amount of
lumber surveyed from January 1 to October

Union Pbisonkbs

rates.

|yThe following Postoflices in this State have
been designated as “money-order offices,” viz:
Portland, Augusta, Bangor and Eastport. The
number of offices is to be increased according to

Dr. Parsons died without issue. Twice was
he married. His first wife was a sister of Hon.

on to

one

members

y The accounts from Caprera are that Garibaldi continues in a very delicate state of health.
He can only walk about with the assistance of

the vile system.

au

excellent cam-

of the oldest
of the Broker’s
Board in Boston, died in that city on Friday
last.

widely

another

and

Surveyor’s Office,

y Mr. Thomas E. Sewell,

and most

inherent wickedness of

qualification

makes

In

—

article lu relation to
improved edition of
the new, enlarged
this great work. Tho Publisher’s Circular
of it.
devotes eight pages to a careful review
The Circular claims the power of having re“
the first copy sent out,” and goes
ceived

column will be found

jy The Advertiser insinuates that Gen.
Grant is neglecting his business to attend to politics, and says, by implication, that peace might
be secured by separation.
y We are indebted to Hon. Wm. D. Kelley
for a copy of his unanswerable Reply to George

pleasure

Dictionary.

Webster’s

Baker, Sixteenth N. H. Vols., a
Agent, during the administra-

The use of intoxicating liquors he denounced in all their forms as necessarily mischievous ; and their complete annihilation was bis
uniform watchword. His arguments, written
and oral, against their use, even as a medicine,
though the attempt has often been made, have
never been controverted.
But our knowledge of the deceased as a

and determined friend than Dr. Parsons.

meeting house is being built at
is to bo opened for public
Presque Isle, which
worship this fall.

an

Democratic Mail

sermon.

A new

honorable peace.

this noble result.

us more

casional

cents per

ory was, that all moral evil should be cut up
by the roots and utterly exterminated; and

given

The Oxford Universalist Association will
meet at Paris Hill, on Wednesday and Thursday the 12th aud 13th of October, next. Rev.
D. T. Stevens was selected to preach the Oc-

Southern cities on the Atlantic ooast.
EP 15utter at St. Albans, Vt., is selling for

sion on account of ill health.
Early in the spring of the present year he
received the appointment of United States

friend of the slave has

in Belfast.

Tracy, our regular trading agent,
will visit Oxford County this month.
EPThe yellow fever is raging in the principal

ume

Deaf, Dumb and Bliud.

stumping^Ohio

Lincoln.

—

|

Tcm Corwin is

EPHon.

ty-seven years.
For about twenty-five years, we think, he
practiced medicine, in company with his
brother Addison, at Windham Hill, until a
he was obliged to reyear or two since, when
linquish the more active duties of the profes-

the main effort of his life was to

Eelieious and Ecclesiastical Items.
Rev. Edwin Burnham, Independent Evangelist, who labors extensively in protracted
meetings and religious revivals with the various Christian denominations is now laboring

CP The Massachusetts Agricultural college

the death of Dr. Parsons, which occurred at his residence in Windham, on Sabbath last, after a short Illness, at the age of fif-

nounce

An Event in Literature.
An American Dictionary of the English Language.
troop9 to use to-morrow, I could take Richby jVoa'i Webster, LL. D., thoi oughly revised
greatly enlarged aud improved, by < hauncy
f and
mond.”
A.
oodr ch, LL. D., and Jsoah Perte*, D. D
Think of the absurdity and transparency of
Springfield, Mass.: Published by G. $ C. MerriStMe st., 1£61.
urn,
this claim .A month before,at Fair Oaks, with
The issue of this splendid volume forms an
20,000 more men than he now had fit for duty,
important era iu the history of American
and with the enemy mnch weaker, and Richscholarship and American letters. Containing

his

superior, making one excuse after another,
but when hard pushed, and the orders to advance became so peremptory that he could no
longer remain stationary, he concluded to

Charles G- Parsons, M. D.
It is with the deepest sorrow that

AN

and altered Notes.
lho work is profhseir il nst rated with Engravings
by the American Bank Note Company, representing
the standard of work on genuine bills. It contains
full and complete instructions, which will enable
detect Counterfeit r.r
altered
a^y one, at s'ght. to H.
Co’es worthy's, Bailey and
bills
For sale at 3.
bookstores
the
Noise’s, and
generally.
oot4d2w*

Physicians.

Notice to

The Stock and Stand of a Physician and Dru*.
gist, in a flourishing Village in this State on a
Railroad, will le sold at a bargain, as the owner is
about retiring from business
Apply to W. F. PHILLIPS, 149 Miodle Street
Portland.
oct4dlw
For

Sale,

good second-hand
Can

be

seen

A.

Oot 4—dlw

at

l'lano,

prlca
r

ROBINSON’S,
SI Eachaug#

St

Lost.
SMALL package of papers, among which was
letter from the Adjutant General of CaliforThe flndor will be suitably rewarded »y
nia
|.,r.
at
Ingit this oftico.,
6ct*dst

A

a

—

Gardiner.

BOSTON—Ar 1st, schs Hir.let. Gay. Millbridge;
Mill Creek, Wood, Surry; Astoria, Branacomb. tm
Hancock; Agricola. March, Ellsworth; Brutus,
Dodge, and Ada I rap oca, Tapiey, Bangor: Col Hanson, Williams. and Sarah Hall, l’ieice, doj Excel,
Smith, and Equal, Kglloph, Rockland.

Notice.
fllhe Stockholders of the Mew
Berew
J. Steamship Company are hereby England
otiHed
an
aa-essment of thlrly-two dollsr- ou a
share h», h«!S
laid, and that the same Is payah>.
th“
office of th-Treasurer, Brow£>s

ths°t

if

Wharf

°°MlwUbNBT FoxjTrcurer,
To Let.

A *2&&5t

rtto»

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

Death of a Gallant Young Officer,
Among the many gallant braves who have

New Advertisement* To-Day.
Auction Sale—Henry Bailey 4‘ Oo.
Democracy in Amerioa.
Notice to Phjsioians.
Heath’s Couoterieit Detector.
Proposals for Coal—U. S Marshal.
Stocks—Wm. H. Wood A Son.
Piano for Sale.

fallen in defence of their country, we are called to record that of Capt. George W. Thompson, son of Rev. Zsnas Thompson formerly of
this city, but now of North Auburn. Captain
Thompson was one of the early three month’s
men from Maas., who responded to the first
call of the President for 75,000 men. After,
serving out his time and returning home,
having participated in the first Bull Run bat-

Hoorn to Let.

School—Mechanics’ Hall.
Millinery Goods.
Host—i aokage of Papers.

Danci**g
New

Oity Affairs.
In Board

or

Mayor

Monday

company in Springfield, over
which Gov. Andrew commissioned him as
Captain, and joined the 34th Mass, regiment
as Co. D.
With that regiment, in the Department of Western
Virginia, ho has seen much
hard fighting.
tle, he raised

Aldermen, i
Evening, Oct. 3. f
and

Aiucrman Boa worth was
appointed to fill
vacancies iu several
committees, created by
tae decease of the late
Alderman Smith.
Orders
the Commit-

tee on

Passed—Authorizing

Public

Buildings

to sell at auction the

During the principal portion of the past
summer Capt.
Thompson has had command of
his regiment, in consequence of the disabled
condition of his superior officers, aud up to

engine house coruer of Monument and 8t.
Laurence streets; appropriating $1,343 to pay
lor

the

Brackett street; authorizing the Committee on Public Buildings to
sell, immediately, the recruiting office in front
of the Custom House; authorizing the
City
Treasurer to exchaDge deeds with Mrs. Bryant for strips of land iu the rear of the
engine
house on Brackett street;
appropriating $1,525
lor recruiting purposes;
authorizing the extension ot the sewer in Silver
street, providing the abuttore comply with the city regula°
tions.
new

stable

on

A communication from E. & F. Fox in relation to a claim of the Cumberland and Oxford
Canal Corporation against the
city for damages from sand flowing into the canal, was
lead, and an order was passed directing the
Committee on Streets to refer the matter if
they deem it expedient.
A communication from the Board of
Engineers of the Fire
Department was read and
ordered to be placed on Hie.
A communication from the Committee of
Arrangements of the 5th National Quarantine
and

Sanitary Convention, to be held at Philadelphia on the last Tuesday of October, directed to the Board of
Health, was read and or-

dered to be placed on file.
Erastus Bodge was appointed special policeman, without pay.
License was granted Patrick Tobin to keep

victualing house.
Ueports of the Committee on Streets on laying out continuations of Danforth, Green and
Washington Streets, were accepted.
An ordinance concerning meetings of the
City Council, came Irotn the Board of Common Council, passed to be engrossed in that
body. It was laid on the table.
Communication from L. B. Smith, Chairman of the Board of Overseers of the
Poor, in
relation to selling Gen. N»al Dow certain land
adjacent to the city farm, was referred, in
concurrence, to a joint special committee, con-

the recent battle near Winchester bad fortunately escaped without a scratch. But on the

The Committee

The

following

of money have been
received for the Christian Commission, since

last acknowledgement: Baptist Church and
Society, Bidddlord, $7.75; Methodist Church
and Society, Saccarappa, $25,00; Brownfield
$4,50; Monthly collection State St. Church,
$9,45; a Lady Friend, $5,00; Cong. Church
and Society Newcastle, $6,00 Cong. Church
and Society, Aina, $4,50; J. A. Young, Boston, $5,00; Citizens of Mt. Vernon and Readfield, $29,00; St. Lawrence St. Church and
Society, monthly collection, $12,00; Chesnut
St. Church and Society,
$28,60, monthly col-

on Street Lamps reported
petitions as follows: For a lamp
Waterville Street, no gas, and leave to
withdraw; for a lamp on Parris Street, no gas,
and leave to withdraw; for a lamp on Deering
Street, not expedient; for a lamp on Plumb
Street, not expedient; for a lamp corner of
State aud Dau orth Streets, not expedient—
The several reports were accepted.
The Committee on Fire Department, on petiton of members of steam fire engines Cumberland and Oasoo, for compensation for extra lection,
services at the tire on Hobson’s Wharf,report
ed a statement of facts, aud recommending
Treasurer
the
of
to the members
on

several

on

of the
$08,50
payment
Cumberland, and twenty dollars to the members of the Casco. The report was accepted.
IN

CONVENTION.

convention of both Boards was held for
thp purpose of electing a j3ufyeyor of lumber
and Saumel B. Clark was elected.
The convention then separated and the
Board of Aldermen adjourned.
Jjf the Board of Common Council.
An order havjng passed this Board requesting the Committee bn Fire liapartpient to rer
port, forthwith, wbat progress, if any had been
made in selling the steamer Falmouth, and the

Cyrus Sturdivant,
of Army Committee, Y. M. C. A.

Obsequies.—The funerals of the late Capt.
John Williams and Hall J. Little, Esq., took
place from their late respective residences yesterday afternoon, and were attended by crowds
9* people. The religious exercises, which
were solemn and

impressive, were conducted
by Rev. Mr. Holies of the 1st Univerisalist
Chinch for the fgrtger; and, in the absence of
hi3 pastor, Rev. Mr. Walker, by Rev. Dr.
Shaller of the 1st Baptist Church foi the latpurchase of a new steam Are engine, as au- ter. A large concourse of relatives and
thorized by vote of the City Council Jane 27, friends
accompanied the remains pf papt'
18(14—
the isasterp
Oeiqetpry and the reCouncilman jIohuBon, Chairman of the Oomr Williams tp
mitte'e on the part of tpe Boferd, Slated''that ! Wa!ns °f My. Little to Evergreen Cemetery,
the Committee had decided to repair the Fal- \
Attention Sabre Zouavim
mouth and keep her as a spare engine, and
_The mem.
had contracted with the Portland Company
hers of thin
Company are requested to be at
for a new engine.
their armory this
evening, Oct. 4th, a t 7 1-9
O’clock,

Bank Directors,
The Banks in this

eity held their annual
meetings yesterday for the election of Directors for the ensuing year. The old lists were

Per. Order,

BY

V. H. White, Capt.

TELEGRAPH

re-elected in all cases except in the Bank ot

Cumberland, where Alvah Conant was elected
in tije place of James Todd. The following is
the result;
Jiank of Cumberland—William Moulton,
Ashur Ware, Jonathan Tewksbury, Edward
H. Daveis, Manassah H. Smith, W. F. Milliken, Alvah Conant. William Moulton President.; Samuel Small, Jr., Cashier.
Canal Bank—Wm. W. Thomas, Thomas
Hammond, C. p. Barrett, Wm. Kimball, Geo.
F. Shepley, Byron Greenough, J. C. Brooks.
Wm. W. Thomas President; B. C. Samerby

Cashier.
Casco Banlc—Samuel E. Spring, Nathan
Cummings, N. O. Cram, J. B. Carroll, T, K.
Jones, Eben Steele, Joseph Walker. Samuel
E. Spring, President; Edward P. Gerrish,
Cashier.
Manufacturers’ and Traders’ Bank—Rufus

Horton,

Neal Dow, A. K. Shurtleff, E. McKenney, F. G. Messer. Rulus Horton, Presi-

dent; Edward Gould, Cashier.

Mechanics Bank—Allen Haines, Edward
Hamblin, Daniel Hood, Henry Pennell, Wm.
L. Southard. Allen Haines, President; Wm.
H. Stephenson. Cashier.
Merchants Bank—Rensellear Cram, Wm.
Willis, li. E. Wood, J. MeLellan, Chas. Oxnard. John Lynch, N. W. Itice. R, Cram, President ; Charles E. Payson, Cashier.
The subject of adopting the National Bank
system wss rot definitely acted upon either
by the Canal or the Merchant’s Bank.

-TO

PAPERS.

If this is

will take a

high

a

lair

sample

of her skill she

Washington, Oct. 3.
Maj. Gen. Dix:—A dispatch trom Gen.
Sheridan, dated at Harrisonburg, Oct. 1,9 30
P. M., has boen received by this department.
To

It says:
1 have been to Staunton and Waynesboro’
with the cavalry, destroyed the iron bridge on
South River, at Waynesboro’, throwing it into the river.
Also the bridge over Christian
Creek, and the railroad from Staunton to

Waynesboro’.

Details of future operations

from Gen. Grant:
City Point, Va., Oct. 2, S.30 P. M.
Moj. Gen. II. W. Ualleck, Chief of Staff:—
Butler, on the right on James River, and

Meade south-west of Petersburg, occupy the
position as yesterday. There lias been
but very little fighting to-day. A ftw prisoners, however, have been captured.
Last evening Butler sent two brigades of
infantry, with a little cavalry, within a few
hundred yards of the inner line of works, east
of Richmond, meeting with no opposition.
U. S. Grant.
(Signed)
No dispatches have been received for three
days from Gen. ShermaD, but vigorous meas
ures, which it is believed will be successful,
have been taken by him to protect his communications from the rebel raiding parties under

same

(Signed)

the cabin
lor.

as

attractive

as

a

I ifth Avenue
par-

McGregor.

correspondent

says the rebels have

a

Butler,
railroad through their
with

works, tfiqs enabling them to reinforce quick1
ly at any threatened point.
were
made
of
some
of
the rebel
Captures
home guard who report a great panic in Rich-

mond and that Jeff Davis and his cabinet have
fled. This correspondent also says If Rutler
had had a sufficient forpe lip could have captured tlie cltv, and prisoners acknowledge
that if We press our advantages the game is
up with them.
The entire

Army in motion—A General

en-

gagement expected at once.

Wasxhnpton, Oct. 3.
Passengers >ylio left City Point yesterday
Two
Engines.—
beautiful
jSynAii Filip
I morning at ten o’clock, state that at that tima
Steam fire engines were exhibited yesterday 1 there was heavy firing at the right and left of
In front of the Custom House, They were j Petersburg, but very little in front,
The entire army was in motion and the inmanufactured by the Portland Company from ! dications
were that a general engagement
Johnson’s patent and design. One of them is would take p'ace Sunday.
for
A
Salem
and
for
the
other
Lynn,
steamer
arrived with a load of prisoners
intended
this morning from the James River.
Mass.
Forty deserters from the Rebel Army arThe Enlisting rived here this morning, took the oath of alQuota of Pobtland.
I
and spirted north.
Committee yesterday enrolled ten additional leglancc
of
the
this
towards
Movy
quota
qlty.
recruits
Scipntific Exploration.—Prof. Agassiz
is the time I Walk up Immediately all who
left Bangor on Saturday to examine the celeof
the
onr
on
to
enlist
quota
“
wish
city.
brated horseback,’’ or gravel ridge, which
Cattle.—Twenty-four car loads of cattle runs from Orono to the Piscataquis river, a
distance of forty or fifty miles, the longest
came in yesterday over the Maine Central
in the country. The Professor will
to
of
which
known
proceeded
Railroad, twenty-three
Massachusetts. Among the oxen was one Afterward* visit Mt Pesert and the region in
that vicinity for a few days.
that cost 1400.
____

from

Washington.

Washington, Oct. 3.
The mail boat to-day from City Point,
to
brought
Washington fck-n. Stannard, commanding the 1st division of the 18th Corps,
who lost his right arm in the recent
engagement. Four of his aids were also
wounded,
among them Capt. Kemp and Lieut. Hubbell.
The body of Gen. Burnham, who was killed
at Chapin’s farm, has been embalmed
preliminary to its transmission to Maine.
The subscriptions to the 7-30 loan
to-day
amounted to $1,080,700, and for the last two
to
days
$1,891,000.
It is understood that orders will soon be
issued, under propar authority, for taking
soldiers votes for
President and Vice
President in the armies, the details have not
yet transpired, but it is believed that persons
will be empowered to receive votes at the
various divisions, in the absence of
speech
making harangues and other open electioneer-

ing-

___

day.

hoarded by the Associated
yacbt and reported that she \yas
bound to Wilmington via Haljfai? with machinery, The Caroline is a beautifully shaped
side-wheel steamer of 470 tons register aud
very fast. The Caroliue also reported that
her sister ship, the Colonel
Lamb, woul-’ pass
here on Tuesday for the same destination.
The steamship Arabia from Boston via HalPress

Bhe

ifax for

Liy^,passed pape^aceatWM

yest^r^ay.

to-day.
Mr. McClellan and Assistant Medical Direc-

tor at Fortress Monroe seut several surgeons
to Newbern to-day to assist Dr. Hurd, the

Medical Director there.

Deep Bottom:

Washington Correspondence,
New York, Oct. 3.
Secretary Stanton has ordered that when
sums
of
large
money are found on bounty
jumping deserters, it is to be returned to the
to
be returned only after the
government,
service of the term of enlistment.
The trains on the Railroad from Richmond
to Fredericksburg have been running several
weeks to transport old iron and rags from
the Wilderness battle ground. The bodies
have been exhumed to strip off the rags covering them.

Ifaval.

Halifax,

N. S., Oct. 3.
steamer Florida anchored
below here on Sunday. A boat with dispatches, <fec., was sent to this city. The officers and
crew were hospitably entertained by the officers and crew of Her Majesty’s ship Jason,

The Federal

war

Capture of

a

Blockade Runner.

Washington, Oct. 3.
The steamer Matagorda, from Galveston,
was captured off Cuba by the gunboat MagShe bad

nolia.

a

cargo of cotton.

of Sjck and Wounded Soldier*t
New York, Oct. 3.
The steamer Viotor from New Orleans 25th
ult., has arrived with wounded and convalescent soldiers.
Arrival

Fire,

New York, Oct.
Mills and Provost's pickle factory, in Yonkburned
was
ers,
Saturday night last.
York Market,
New York,Oot. 3
Cotton—dull; sales 100 bales; middling
* uplands
I 2Wgjl 25.
Fleur—sales 8a00 bbls; State and Western 26®50c
lower; State 7 G'j(a825; Round Hoop Ohio Hall Of);
Western 7 76^9 CO; Southern—dull, sales 800 bbls at
8 00@1075.
Wheat—E(a,&c lowers sslee 14 0)0 bushels Amber
Michigan at 1 00, and 7S00 bushels new Chicago
tie:

at 1 TO.
Corn— l@2c
Western 1 86.

Spring

lower; sales 14,600 bushels; mixed

Beef—steady.
Pork—heavy;

44 00.

}(65 bbls;

new

mess

48 00®

Lard—firmer; sties 2^60 Lbls at 18j®21e
Butter—heavy; O' jo 30®3:c; State at 83@4Gc.
Whiskey—low«r; sums 800 bbls at 175.
Rice—dull at 12J@18o for Rangoon
Sugar—dull; sales 10 lihis Muscovado at 18c.

pair

Army

Freights

to

Liverpool—dull

N*w Yoiui, Cet. 8.

Seooiut to ward —Stockr heavy.

U* tod States 6-20
6-20

coupons.106*

registered.1063
iT«-*e2 5tatei
10-40 coupons. 96j
fTnitalw ®Jates ODe

96
SncJ188 year oortificateR
Hudson.Pa.ny't*.aXj,

284 CONGRESS

2ci
Reading..7.7.'.,Sd1
Michigan Centre].,..A'"''-'’".
Miohigan Southern... ‘i.
Illinois Central scrip..' ’‘‘lii!

3-10tUi.....7,.J£j|
7!.;

Treasury 7
Missouri «•».
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy..7" "11**
Cleveland & Toledo.77 10*1
*
Gold dosed this evening at 1 91J.
„Yete 1'orlf Iteeily Hank Statement.

Increase

of
"

New York, Oct. 3.
Trans,.$240,000.
deposits..
circulation,..,...

in«no.

Decrease of apeoie,,... 890,000.

It#' George Selwin onoe affirmed in company
that no woman ever wrote a letter without a post,
script. “My next letter shall refute you,”
said lady 0. Selwin soon after received a letter
from her ladyship, when after her
signature
stood: “ P. S.
Who is right now, you or
—

UGHT k HEM AlTIUEti',
AHD

Haring fitted np the largest and

most

I

APPLY AT

t.ard

hi<bei“« “meteredinto

APPLY

sept21

H ALLOT YPES,
in'ponUu§lendid Pioture' ma<le by other Artist
BeP121
_3meod-ltw
no

Hw8ithUon"o"t£ed

in

French, German, English and Scotch
Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas,

one

Moscow and London Fur Beavers
All of which he will make up in toe neatest
manner
at reduced pricet. Call ana Examine,

fcept 29—eodtonov2l

13 to 18 ftet
100 Hotse Ohestnnts 8 to 10 “

(>
200 Noiway Spruce 3 to 8
500 Roses, 600 Pear
and
Trees,
5000 Currants*

High,

\I

H. OSGOOD,
DENTIST,
Block, Market Square.
Clapp’*.
p'o R T L d

No. 8

DANFORTH &

.New fall

Goods!

Millinery
Comprising

And all other articles desirable for the
Millinery
Trade. Also the

HATS.

which will be sold low far each at

Sept 90—d8w

MATCHES
Of the best quality manufactured and for sale

tor

Information givon concerning Bounties, reunions,
State Aid, Ac.

Any
my,

soldier

St.,

INGERSOL,

Cm be purchased at a bargain. This is the most
Eating House in the city, and has a full run
of customers. It has also one of

Disability,

#

in

WILL

33r*Taej»day

AIKINSON A INGERSOL’S,
Ao. 77 Middle Street.

TRUNKSj

8.

DURAN
HO.

Maine.

&

Wholesale Rubber Store,
THE STATE
OF MAINE.

of Rubbers ean be bought of Brkkd
& Tpkby at seventeen and six
per cent, off from
the gross prices—the same as at. the General
Agency,
We keeps full assortment at aJl times, and
by buying of us you will save your freight from Bos
ton.
BREED % TUKEY,
Oct 3i&w4w
No. fO Union 8treeet.
To Contractors,
OEALED Proposals will fee received bv tho underuntil
signed
13 o’olook M. Saturday, Oot 8lh,
^or Ml0 oreoiion and
completion 01 a four story
brick block of Divt'ling Fouses, proposed to be built
(foundation now laid) on Congress St, near Central
Church, for J. W. Lane, E*q.
fce oxaminod at
a8.P1r£8’ **Pe®iac*tiou8, &o may
the office of the Architect
t*. M. U ARDWs G.

—d*w

'! « Let,
Grand Trank Railway Company ’s Refieihraont Rooms. Applications will be received by
the stibsojiber, at his office, for renting of the Refreshment Rooms at the Grand Trunk Station, in
Portland Rossession will he g ven the first week in

November next.

cnAS. E. BARRETT.
Office G. T. R. W. Co.
Tortland, Oot 3,18G4 —eodisim

House for Sale.
desirable cottage house, on
MyrOeSt. neafUxfnsd. lighted with gr§ and

Avery

C L O
A

May

A.

Sept 30—d3jv

Isa:.

Also

an

‘dienmed meeting of the stockholders of the
horew Steamship Company * ill
01 tt-e New York Steamers,
Brown’.s w^V*10'
Brown
Wharf, on Monday, Pot 3. at 8 o’clock P
Ordor’
HENRY FOX.
^Octi
rtiH
001 l~dtd
Cierk.

M?W.IB.W

Boarding.

the

\

Cheapest

Cheap
!

GARDINF.Rj

At 02 Middle Street,
Opposite the Post Office.
iy Call and examine this stock before purchasing elsewhere.
sepi23d6w

BUTMAN,

New Wholesale House!
Merrill, Parson3 & Small,
Successors to H.

Hotel,

Merrill,

removed fiom 131 to the new spacious
Middle St, Evans’ Building, where
a oomplcte stock of
they n«*w
Foreign and Domestic

HAVE offer146
rooms

ME.

Fancy Goods,

SE

Worst, ds. Woolen Tarns, Hosiery, Gloves, Drese
Trimmings, Undertakers’Good, fcc.
H. Mbbbill,
L. Pabsons,
Sept 13—dim
Chab. Small.

LECTMEN,

U. S. marshal’s hale.

NOW IS THE TIME TO

Dsited States
District

or

America, 1
Maims,ss. J

o»

Inteilccutoiy

Order of Sale, to
me oirected from the Hon. Aehur
Waro, Judge
of the United States District Court, within and lor
the District of Maine, 1 shall expose and Sell at Public Vendue to the highest bidder therefor, the followpropertyand merchandize at the time and plaoe
within said District as follows, viz:—
At the Warehouse of the Montreal Ocean
Steamship Company. Gr«nd Tronic Wmabe,
in Portland, on Pr ilay. the fourteenth day V vc'
tuber next,at 10 oV!o<* A M
Iron.
32 Locomotive Tike Irons, "Low M<k>r
and
31 Platrs Boiler iron-aborted sizr«
the
thicknesses, laved from
<*«'*”*
stamship Bohcman;ordered
D
to besold by the Disrd for Salvege. and
tor the District of
the United States,
trict Coart

PUKSUANTto

FILL YOUR QUOTAS!

an

ing
mice Custom

Work.

We would inform our firienda and the public that
intend to keep the beat the market affords, and
can sell at the lowest rates.
Our Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
flt at all times. We would also call attention to our
nice Custom

Don’t Bo Afraid of Getting Too Hany!

we

—

1HE ARMY HEEDS THEN ALE!

wn^been'ldb^lV
.'

Ready-Made Overcoats,
Undercoats,
And

AH of which will he sold
stand ol Lewis A Smith.
....

low for Cash, at th« old

A

2-dtd

House and Store Lots to Lease.
North and Cumberland, ahors
Washington Btreet, Including the desirable lot
corner of Congreas and North streets.
Apply to
A. r. FULLER, 284 Ceagreaa stmt.
SeplSdta

UliKAT

Prolific Strawberry!

Plants of this celebrated
plied at the Nurseries of

oZSd St Portland "this
GIVE US A CALL!

1864'

Biding Academy!

SOUTH STREET.
E Superintendent of the above, with a
splendid Iroupe of hories.ii now read? Uir the

TH

and Winter
and prices nor serucsD
Let all wlio have not learned to ride cn nurse
and
those who have learned, drop In afternoon or
evening. lor healthful exercise, or recreative

Campaign,

pleasure.
and Evening.
Private parties can be accommodated in the eventog by making application to the Superintendent.
If you wish tO'-onjjy oood unarm, ami have a
merry good time, ratroniie the Biding School.
d- VF. KOBINSON, Proprietor.
Oct 1—eoilm

Open Every Day

(*5M*surgeon dentist,
HO. 148 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAKD,
(Opposite foot of Free Street,)

Havingfitted up the above named rooms, te would
be happy to wait on all who may wish lor
the services of a skillful Dentist, every branch
of Lmlittry will receive careiul attention, and penect sat.
isiiaotion will be warranted.
jygc

TO

Benevolent
of the

at

Cents

Middle

Wednesday. Ootobtr 12th, at 3 o’clock

choice of

r. u.

on

for the

officers, Ac.

MARTIN tiORK.
Secretary.
Portland, Sept 28,1864 —dtd

DSTear TX. S. Hotel,

iipua-aim

AFFLICTED!

THE

Medical
No. 11

Electrician,

Clapp’s Block,

CORNER OF CONGRESS AND ELM STREETS

During

the eleven month*
eity.
that wehave been in town we have eured some ot
the wont forme of disease in peitom who have tried
other forms of treatmeat in v».n, and curing n-i.
tients in so short a time that the question is
oftta
Mked, do they stay oured ? To answer this questic a
we will say that all that do not
stay ou> td. we will
doctor the second tiro*- tor nothing.
Dr. O. has been a practical ^iectrlolan fer

twenty,

fMM* *••*•« » regular graduated phyaioi .n
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic unease*
In the form of nervous or sick
hoadache; neural ria
In the hand, nook,or
extremities; consumption,when
In the aoutostages or where the lungs
are not full*
laxMTM; acute or ohronlo rheumatism, sorotuia hit
diseases, white swellings, spinal disease., ourvatv s
of the spine, oontracted muscles, distorted
limbi,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, staxi.
menngor hesitancy cfspecoh, dyspepsia, indioea.
H>n, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cai
every oaaethatoan be presented; asthma, bronrh
tls, striotores of the oheet, and ail toms of feinm

Brig itlnnzanllla for Sole.
boUtlnWl,

line Brig Mamanllla, 186 tons.
THE'ate.
A2 good, well Toond In sails, riggir
is

offered for sale upon reasonable
J'

‘Te'pW01

term"-

«-

iCwStfWlwr.

■

By Ellootricity
The Eheumatio, the gouty, the lame and the lar?
leap with Joy, aud move with the agility and
Ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the fro*
bitten limba restored, the uncouth deformities
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weaknerw t»
Strength; the blind made to f>ee, the deaf to bear an I
the pale led iorro to move upright: the hJeniahe*c
“
youth are obliterated; the accidents of ****** aaJ
J
prevented; the oalamltlM* of old age oboiuted,
an active oiroulation maintained.

LADIE»
stomach*;
Who havooold hands and feet:
“* •*•*
*
lame and weak baoks; »«»»»'
the head, with Indigeidiazinese and swimming in
the
bowrts;
In
of
the
pain
sida
tlon and oan.tlpaUon
and hack; Isuoorrhma. (or whites); filling of tbs
cancers; toon, poly pns, an I
womb with Inters*!
oa disease will find in
Electric,
all that long truiu
cure, r or painful menstruation
of
mean*
ltv a *ure
menstruation, and all of t hose long lia
t,o Drofnee with
young ladles, Electricity Is a ccrU.a
Of troubles
*■ » eh°rt time, restore the suffer, t
specllio, sod of health.
vigor
Jotho
*** *«»* Arrponuet > a
VX~
H
extracting Mineral Poiaou from the ayatem, *uoh 1

?ej£jfil

Merourv, Antimony,
troubled wlthstiff

are

Otis

Arsenic, k0. huudrad* win
Joint*, weak backs, au»l var;«
othcrdlEowltfao, the direot oausr of which, li

sine Cis. > ont of ten. 1* th* offeci of tolsonousdrugc
otnherrs»ored to natanlstrength and vigor by tr*
*om flTe to ei«hl Brtto.
miZ2?
OQo'> hours from 8 o'clock a. m. to 1 f«m. si#
• ; ana 7 to Sr. v.
...
fy14 l«*d
OorwltitlftE fw**
..

V1"

“'

giuxKKR 4 PI LMONALF.S
immediately relieve Coughi.
Colds, lloarvenes-. boss or voice,

Bronchitis Lassitude. Thirst,
and every Bympttrm of the first
stages of t u'mouarv Consumptiou.
hey are * Lit' in form
of a war.tr, ard as suitable for
the Infant in tbeoradiea* a aj
tient of three score years and
ten. Oratorsaud til who over-

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal, Diat: ot Maine.

Annual

PORTLAND, ME,

sno*

Delewarn, Diana, Bobecca, Ooncord, Rodger*a
Muscadine, Hartford,Prolific, Dracut, Ac.
Large Vines esn be famished for Immediate Doit
'“*•
septabooddw

Portland Benevolent

Street,

be

Vines, including

Soth day of Sopt. A. D.

Society*
Meeting Mtle Portland
MEAD, DAME AND BUTMAN THE
Society will be held
the office
Portland
Five
Savinra Bank, No 10J
itreet.

Federal

can now

AOANttf Morrill's Comer.

oc'ldM

[

105

Fruit

30 VARIETIES OF GRAPES
Have been fruited tbe present y> ar at this Nursery
and can be examined by those
desiring to purchase

Maine.

AB1EL M. SMITH. 171 Fore St.

M. C. M. A.
STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitab’e Mechanio Association will bo held at the Library
Hoorn, ou Thursday Evening, Oet. 6th, at 7j o'clock.
STEPHEN MABSti, Sec etary.
Oct

KESSEEE’S

|

of

Pants, Tests,

Furnishing Goods,

W

oompiaints.

Street,

PORTLAND,

Near the Post Office, Portland.

tv

Of the best quality at the LOWEST PRICES by

N. S.

or Retail
Trade, at the
possible notice.

respectfully announce to th« citizen» -A
WOULD
Portland znd vicinity, that he ha* permanent,
located in this

Eeady-Made!

Furnishing Goods,

RECRUITS.

German and

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,

77 Fre« Street,
TInewPlvD*at^Hr.d‘Sgh<!,ls*No’Eoomi
‘bmuhed ONCoiijfrecBs,
and unfnrnSih^Tiittb^f^tad'

8apt 88-<U*a

as

Clothing \

Overcoats of overy shade and quality on hand or
order in the lat.at style and in the best
Also,

SMITH’S,

fine stock of Cloths, snch
American Moscow and Castor

C

17

Boys

be found at

a

Sept 20—dtf

Notice.

and

No, If 1 Fore Street.

to

F. BRIGHAM BISHOP,
97 Franklin street.

Ben

\

made to

S.

1

DR.W.M.

manner.

SPLUN1UB ASSORTMENT OF

For

ELEGANT!

As Good an the Bent &

SUBSTITUTES

!N"ear TT.

o

Sept 24—d& wlm

Latest Introductions,

Custom and

Fall and Winter Clothing I

with good water, will be sold low.

Apply

T_H

STREET.

B»# Ilia establishment is opposite the I*oet Office,
bept 22—tf

BRACKETT,

I N G !

s

WHEN

WANT

105 Federal

alio manufacturing to order all kinds

FEUCHTW ANGER & ZUNDER,
81 Middle St., Fox Block,

tsodtw

AND

STILL

DAME &

REASONABLE,

OR- G- H- RICH,
»

A7VT

RIIDDLE

Clothing

MEAD,

Cloaks,

,,

CAPS!

you see a gentleman wearing a hat which
attracts general attention by the beauty of the
fabric, and its remarkable neatness and eleganoe of
style you may be assured that it is one of

and RETAIL

MIDDLE STREET.

165

^

Hotel,

Traveling Bags!

STREET,

IX

13 0
•opt9

AHD

for sale

Thursday Evenings. Tickets for
septa0d2w

liarria9

WE

are

Now toady at

»

PORTLAND, HE.

AND

Manufactured and

and

00

TASTEFUL

Near TJ.

1 We

Portland

FALL STYLE

VALISESj

WHOLESALE

School !

HATS &

wishing to purchase will please apply at

septtjdtf

.PRICES

W*

J*d‘e»..

Street,

m

and

And Lower than in Boston or New York*

commence

MEAD, DAME £ BUTMAN,

Federal

of Do-

Of every description.

CHANDLER,

his Fall Term ol Singing
School at Sons ol Temperance Hall, No. Congress St on Tuesday Evening, Oot 4tb, at 71 o’ol’k.
Terms—Twenty-Four Lessens:

FALL AND WINTER

Portland, Oqt S,

D. H.

sale at the hall.

Portland.

Parties

Shawls

shortest

Mr. Gardiner

105

as

For the Wholesale

HAVING re-organized under our old Leader

Singing

Marshal General.

VETERANS AND RECRUITS

GOODS!

vnrinty, of Foreign u well
;mestic Manufacture.

In

ALSO OF

Secretary.

we are now prepared to furnish Music for all
oeoasions where music is wanted.
Orders left with D. H. Chandler, P. J.
Willey or
at Paine’s Music Btore, 168 Middle
street, will be
attonded
to.
D. H. CHANDLER,
promptly
septl, eodSw*
Secretary.

Soda Fountains,

There is no better location, or run of onstom in this
city. For one seeking business It will be found the
beat opportunity ever offered lu this class
of business

Fall and Winter

Very large

PORTLAND
BAND
Re-Organized.

into the

Provost

a

Hew and Faihionable Stock

BY

On the moat reasonable terms at short notice.
kM Orders by- mail or otherwise promptly attended to. Address A T. WALSH, 3i*3 Congress St or
K. A JORDAN. No 27 Market
Square.
N. T. COBB, Leader.
Sept 1.— codim*

oentral

Celebrated

Hsre just opened

DRY

Ball*. Assemblies and Private Parties,

whether discharged in consequence of Expira-

now go

Block,

as

Is prepared to furnish MUSIC for

who has served two years in the Ar-

tion of term of service, or for Physical

goods

Fourth door West of Post Office, Portland,

COBB’S_ BAND!

One-half of the Establishment

ATKINSON A

dry

Outside Garments for Ladies’ Wear,

septaa_ dtf
Eating House for Sale I Maine Recruiting Head Quarters,

8ep28dtf

*gjsy.

SUBSTITUTES!

I

Commission Merchant & Auctioneer

on

F.dwakd M. Rasd,
Bw»j F. Lour,
Samoxi. Chadwick,

dtd

Veteran

ALIEN

All orders in the city or from the country prompt*
orders in the city, or from any part of the
S ly filled.
sept28dtf
world where our flag Is respeotod, promptly filled.

supplied

sept30

AX

No. 77 Middle

cumberlaud,

ahull aeil, by public auction.at the
dwelling house on the premises, on ihe sevrntieuih
day ol October, A. 1) 1864, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, the homestead lot of the late Beuben Holbrook, late of Eroeporr, in said Ci>unty, siiuatrd iu
Freeport, and containing lour acres of land,
B*r
with the buildings thereon.
HOttACK BREWER. Administrator.
Dated this 7th day of Sept., 1864.
StawSw*
OI

ASSEMBLY

IT'Artioles intended for the Exhibition should be
» *c the "Senate
Chamber," New City
Building, on Tuesday afternoon, or as early as
practicable Wednesday morning.
The profits ot the entire exhibition to be divided
equally between the “Widow’s Wood .Society” and
“Soldiers’ Homo Institution.*'
Per order,
S. B. BECKETT,

AXD

Ail

well
eetias

Wanted I

LARD,

STREET,

a

cenae

81 Middle St., Fox

fcntleman

It sued.

Principals

PORTLAND, HE.

by

Portland Match Comp'y,
....

1.1 ML E

3

Admiuistrator’s Sale.
U hereby
given, that by virtue of IINOTICEfrom
the Judgo of ITobate tor the County

Feuchtwauger & Zunder,

9th,

Tiokbts—To the Exhibition 25 ets. Children 15
lo the Promenade
Assembly, 76 ots., lor a
and lady; each additional lady 26 ets
ora single geulleman 50 ets.

Will find it to their advantage to enliat with

EGGS,

Hams, Beans, Dried Apples, &c.
WO.

BOSWQRTH, KAL.GR & Co.
163 Middle Street, Portland.

FORE
Portland,

Merchants,

fora first-class eating house,

BLOADS, LACES,
STYLE

CHEESE,

Oct.

ooots.

Which draws crowds of customers.

VELVETS,

LATEST

Commission

BUTTER,

Dow’s

EIBBOHS,
FLOWERS,
feathers;

toon be

Call!

TO

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CQ.,

Produce

other

[—

City Hall,

JakhsE. Caktik,
Jobs H. Hall,
GxorqkP. Gross,

CLIFFORD,

SUCCESSORS

ning back

Hall

dlw

!

Tbo lot is about 46 foot ou Creek street, runto Mechanic aueet. Lot auitable lor anhot-ao on Meohenio atreet. ferine uberal—sale
positive. Enquire of H. C. BAKNhS, or of
HttNUY HAILEY A CO., AuetiOnecra.
^
Oet 1—dtd

water.

establishment.

2 o'clock P. M. Liberal
premiums are
offered on me various products of the
season, list of
which may be obtained gratuitously of Samuel
Bolfe, Etq., Treasurer, at bis store. No. 168 Middle
Street.
The Exhibition will close with a Grand

Near the Po.t Office, Portland.

ND

jy Artificial Teeth Inserted on Gold, Silver, and
vutoanite bast. All operations warranted to
give
satisfaction,
JuneS0eodialy'6A

New

BT BSCBMT OBDSR8 OF

AND DEALERS IN

The stock of Fruit Trees comprises all the
best
sorts shown at Horticultural Exhibitions.
Trees of
the celebrated flowed Pear can he
supplied.
Nursery at Morrill's Corner.
SsepSOeodHyr
J. yf. ADAMS.

Will

STREET,

septSO

«•
•«

-Another

can

MIDDLE

81

ON
story brick hous.i No. 49 Clreen Street will be
d.
Ir has nine finishea room*, hard and *oit

so

-AT-

FEUCTHWANGER & ZUNDER,
INVALID CORPSI
(FOX BLOCK)

Esquimaux.

House end Let at Auction.
Tuesday, Oct 11th, at 3 o'clock r. w., two

Chandler’s Cotillion Band.

the

bought

week from this day.

HENRY HAILE 1 * Co., Auetioneer.
Oct 1—dtd

Flowers,

At New City llall. on THURSDAY
EVENING,
whioh occasion the following gentlemen will act

THB]

short time only

On all bills of »20 and upwards, an additional disoonnt of 6 per cent will be made, when
with-

Ever brought to this city,
consisting of

Maples

a

and

WEDNESDAY,

MUSIC

100

Prices ©T the previous Week.

FOR—

Gentlemen’s Fall and Winter Wear,

nigs.
1000 Rock

for

(COTTONS NOT EXCEPTED,)
Twenty-Five Per Cent, below

CLOTHS,

TREES.

Gen. Sherman,
FOB

PRICES

DM GOODS, SHAWIS k CLOAKS,

OF

Fruits, Vegetables

FALL CAMPAIGN.

THERE!

Tbo Undersigned will sell

Society

Opening at

the

FOR A FEW DAYS !

York,

The oil owing Trees of extra
qua].
lty arc cffced for pale very low, to
Clear the land
already sold for build.

and

h.

It ha.
cat and oesrly new.
goodcloets. pood o.llare,good water—bard and sett. The home 1, In
good repair and a safe property for luveiurect. Male
positive, the owner having removed from lhe 1,1 Bee

hold it* Fall Exhibition of

PROMENADE

IS

LOW

No. 104 Middle Street,
fr°” B°8t0n “d

—

Gen. Grant

iT wu,B.li*11

Ham removed to the spacious store 12
Exchange Street, four doors below
Merchant’s Exchange.
Will receive oor.signxnents of Me' bandies ol
description, for public or private* sale. Sales
or Real
Karate, Vessefs, Cargoes, Stocks and BlorohaiuliBQ solicited.
Cash advances made, with
prompt sales and returns.
mob 12 dly

Managers:

JOHN T. HULL,
'■)
HENBY C BAKER,
JOHN H, HALL,
Beornitinv
g
CHARLES A. GILSON 1
HKNKY WILLIS,
Committee
CHARLES R. MILLIKEN,
EDWAKD L- UCKARU.
utf

*y*CAl4s AND SEE„=£®

Portland Horticultural

Effort to Eecruit

at thia Time.

Recruiting Office in City Building.

and
Sc.

a

F.

sann

fc?epd^rSyaeairN HANOtVita S3JM|!
lJ!*s.

hi8 sincere thanks lor liberal
P®J®V,rna “d
patronage
rt,8Pcctfully solicits couUufiance cl
tho same™’

Augustus

Every

IUD

mo01

ke
f“'Ure afivert‘*emeut.

v

Ship Yard
U?,!\u"lm
u,.ULea

THE

Hotel,

MEAD, DAME i BUTMAN.

Should TJuie

Elizabeth, opposite Tutn*,'.
logs are of wood, two story,

at Auction.

FLORAL EXHIBITION.

w ,tlrTO >e*n' enlistment Into

tli'o*40'’

aerrio#t

Engravings,
Tassels, Knobs, Sc.,

BOUNTIES

ivavy,
|foog4h.eoJottC°“"aure/, 5-gy.sr &

--

Q"d’' Photograph Albums, Fancy
Frames, Cord ana

S.

army or

Manufactory,

All kinds of

the"

*

erw
com‘

GRAND FRUIT

SELECT MEN OF TOWNS

the STATE and U. 8.
BOUNTIES viz-

either

Quarters,

TST***—-"*

EDffABD [O. PATTEN,

DAVENPORT

the Powerful
DRAMATIC
y or the boston
i

Will

PORTLAND,

ADDITIONAL

Head

XT.

the pollowihq

for all kinds of Frames, both Mirror and
Pictures

A

fan

jw "

-ox-

The Citizens’ Committee will
pay to any volunteer
enlisting on the quota of tho

New
wi'h Reception and
Exhibition
Rooms oil the Ground Floor,
and added to it a

AtsBO

E.

Supported by

Federal Street,

Near

Establishment
Photographic
England,

—'

Magic I.,or

WALLACE

appearance^,n^Portland,, *nd grlf

E.

105

in

Frame

Commencing

Monday Evening. Oct. 10,1864.
the Eminent

pTw
W.

Recruiting

To

f-w NeW

for FIVE NIGHTS ONLY!

0?t11f-dt5tU'*” iB

elegant

13th.

Lessee and
Manager,
Henry C. Jarrett.
so of the
Boston Theatre, Boston, and Academy
ot
Manic, Providence )
__

0le*r—8*)o poaltive. Poeee.-aiou

“a*1 BAILEY k CO., Auot'ra.
Sept 30—dtd

0NStl|ea double

peering hall.

(Hi. drat

girenimiSut*]^1*

<=>ock!tfeni

So’c\£l'.‘

J
A M
JAMES

#1,000!
#700 !
#400 !

October

c“i*

TUB

City of Portland Bounties!

commenoe

Priyato lersons given at the
from 9
o’olock till 6 o’clock, P.M. AlsoAcademy
acla-s for
drenwill
on Saturday
punmepos
afternoon,
Oct
16th, at 2 o clock, in which a 1 Fancy Dances will
wut be
taught. Terms S3.00.
Prof. Smith having had long experience as a teach
or wimints perf ct
satisfaction to all who may
attend his Scacol.
octa, dtf,
[ Courier please copy.

,

HIGHEST BOUNTIES PAID!

Navy, Attention

CITY OP

THIS
New'vSrtoJlSSfW*’!!!!«f
Brie.
ko|

c A V A L R Y

MAINE!

STREET.

new.

Chicago & Kook Island

and

Corner of Centre, opposite
Preble House.

Boston.

Coffee—dull.
Molasses—dull.
Naval stores—dull.

«

BECBUITING OFFICE
Corner of Federal and
Exchange Sts.

FOB

Evening,

Barnum’s
hi*

over

Begiuu'er»ai*oVhost'’whoahave0SPOrt,1?it7

MARINE CORPS.

VOLUNTEERS

Hall

Street, will

Dances as he will teach all Fancy !u*r e*n,, Fanoy
in this City. Also.
u',<'ht
CotUjo«. Contra
danoes, Ltneers, *c., >c
Terms one course 16jle«sons, Oents am no
C‘“* 10 C°mm*nce at 7 “

INFANTRY,

Adjntant General.

OctSdlw

Tk* I?*w

on
"

Q^adrU^e7d^"?^l‘eve,'

$300,00

Augusta, Sept. 26,1564.

McKENNEY’S
Photographic Establishment

at Anrtton.
Tue"<iay, Ootober 4th, at 3 o'clock p. m. on the

a

__

os

Thur«d »jr

FOB

City and Town Bounties.
JOHN L. HODSDON,

A.

FOR

sales

ONE AND THREE TEARS!

$300,00

In Addition to

FLEl^rov^L

murdered after he had

surrendered to the enemy, and Maj. Wilson
badly treated.
Iron Mountain Railroad is badly damaged.
Two brigades of Infantry have gone to
Loclede station, on the Pacific Railroad,
Gen. Rosecrans will take the field to-day.

,

Battalion of

Bounty,
Bounty,

U. S.

ing for McClellan.—Rochester Democrat.

_

—

State

A Whole bundle of
Straws.—A soldier
in the army, Ceylon H.
Shetfer, of Shortsville,
Ontario county, N. T a son of Roswell
Sheffer, a gentleman well known in this
writes to his lather in a letter receivedvicinity,
yesterday, that a vote for President was recently taken in the brigade stationed
at Alexandria, Va.,
with uhe following result:
McClellan, 628;
Lincoln,*},.>72. That s the way the army’s go-

St. Louis. Oct. 2.
was

EiMnifsafoon

States.—(Tri-

bune.

nouse and Lot

Ot*

premia, hone Ko.M Federal «rret. It ie ol
health^* atoriee, with good cellar and oieterne; io
J?entr*l location, aud an excellent
neirhb.

w. smith,

of HEW YOBK,

Fall term,

JACOB McCLUR
authority to raise a

□prof.

WANTED!
—won—

;blt«sLeii?il%““rgeoXtfflcee^.Vantage80fagr6e-

From Missouri,

Major Walker

I

Authorized by the War Department.

ion shall not be as it
was, but as it should be!
The blood ol the slain
darlings shall be the
cement of a Rapublic of free

The prevailing sick-

is the cause.
The following sick and wounded officers arrived at the Chesapeak Hospital to-day from

ness

SHARPSHOOTERS

yomntePere«StSreacervre0t0hPePOrtU,lity f°r g°°d 8ho!8t0
HIGHEST BOUNTIES,

Slavery ? Standing on their graves we swear
with uncovered heads, that the restored Un-

dancing academy,

SALES.

AUCTION
v-r

THE U. S. SERVICE.

LARGEST ANQ BEST STOCKS

Fortress Monroe, QctThere has been no arrival from dames River

entertainments"

REC RU IT S grand

—OF—

MAINE SHARPSHOOTERS!
FOR

The Restored Union.—“The Union as it
was!” the Copperhead cries. Where are the
200,000 dead, slain by the Rebellion ? Where
is the freedom from the debt and taxation that
distinguished the old Union? Where again
are the slain
darlings causelessly and cruelly
murdered by the villains who broke the Union, because it did not foster the growth of

From Fortress Monroe.

MILITARY

SELECT BATTALION

Has

was

news

military.

COL.

Constitution aud the laws. Nor will there be
any twenty-four hours during the continuance
of this war, but that the
country can have
peace if the rebels will cease to fight, menace
and disturb, and return to their
allegiance.—
The loyal people will have no peace which is
produced by shaking hands with rebels in
arms over the bodies of our brave defenders
who have fallen in the service, but
upon honorable terms it would be hailed with delight.

Blockade Runners for Wilmington.
St. Johns, N. F., Qct.
£j.
The new steamer Caroliue, nine days from
at
2
P. M. yesterGlasgow, passed Cape Race

Oats—dull.

Rerald

superb; in material acd fiuiah, we think it
would be bard to exceed jt. T(ie furuiturq of
the cabin is very One, Brussels carpets, stuffed
chairs, pier glasses, and everything to make

$114,537,300, or an Increase for the past month
of $46,137,000. The July 17,1861, 7 30 three
year notes has been decreased from $71,000,000 to $25,410,000, and the 6 per cent, bonds
01 March 3d, 1863, have been increased Irom
$43,252,000 to $73,922,000 since the 3th of
August last. The March 1st, 1862,6 per cent,
certificates of indebtedness have been increasfrom $203,057,000 to nearly $230,000,000.
The statement, also shows that the whole issue of $150,000,000 of two
years’ notes with
five per cent, interest under the act of March
the
3d, 1863,
amount less withdrawn and destroyed or ready to be destroyed is $S5,137,750, leaving $65,862,250 in circulation. The
fractional currench has been increased $167,000.

for obvious reasons omitted.
The following dispatch is the latest received

are

Jeff Vavis and. Ms Cabinet fled from Richthis country.
mond.—The yame nearly up
P. S. Since the above was put in type the
New York, Oct. 3.
The o2d and 13th Mass., and 20th Maine
painting has been removed. It was sold to
\n the charge on the 30tb.
go to St. Louis.
j reP|Q'cn'8
s
The

Pine Snip. The New Ship Pleiads,
built at Bath by J, P. Morse, Esq., and expected at this port to load for Liverpool, the
Bath Times says is a most substantial and
beautilul cralt, of 1200 tons, white oak, and A
1 in every particular.
The cabin work is

comparatively small

We want peace without
dishonor. And
here let me
say, friends, that there has been
U°
s^nce '■he war began, but that peace
could have been secured
by the simple and
honorable process of the rebels laying down
their arras aud
returning to their homes,
peaceful and law-abiding citizens under the

PEAR

of Railroad Rridges by General
Sheridan—hater from Gen. Grant.

Destruction

rank among the artists of

A

a

Easy

tract:

-—♦ •

Business at the Office of the Provost
Wheeler and Forrest.
Marshal.
Edwin M. Stanton,
(Signed)
Yesterday eight drafted men from Bridgtou
Secretary of War.
and one from Sebago, who had been previous-,
from the Army before Richmond.
iy accepted, and had been allowed a few days
furlough, reported themselves and were sent
Headquarters Army Potomac, )
October 3.
to camp. They are stalwart lookiug men, alJ
The enemy attacked Ayers division yestertogether different in appearance from the subday morning and were repulsed with heavy
stitutes that are offered.
loss, this was the only fighting on the left yesSeventeen recruits were mustered in and terday, with the exception of the attack made
by Thompson’s cavalry on Gen. Gregg, on the
sent to Camp Berry from the following places:
Vaughan road where the rebels were driven
Westbrook 5, Portland 3, Yarmouth 2, Bridgback wilh loss, and we captured some
prisonton, New Gloucester, Parsonsfleld, Alfred, ers. Our loss was very slight, the army is now
entrenched.
A
battle may occur any
Berwick, Cumberland, and Pownal one each. strongly
moment. Our loss op Friday is not definitely
Faun' Piece.—In the window Qf Messrs. stated. The enemy claim to have a number
Cleveland and Osgood may be seen a beauti- of prisoners from the 0th corps, taken on that
ful painting of fruit. The melons look like day.
The Richmond papers boast of a victory
realities and the basket of apples, peaches, &c., over Sheridan in the Valley, and say he was
is very natural. It is the finest thing of the
retreating. Our troops took some 30 prisonkind we have seen in this city and would re- ers yesterday, among whom is a Lieut on
Gen. Benham's staff. A heavy rain storm has
flect credit on any expeilenced artist.
prevailed all day, preventing movements to
The piece was painted by Miss Skelle of any considerable extent.
Saco.

will consequently show

Lieut. H- W. Jennings, 21st
Connectieut,
wounded in back; Lieut. Thos. H.
McKinney,
29th do, wounded in hip.

THJ£-—

EVENING

iinancial.
Washington, Oct. 3.
A statement issned from the Treasury Dethe condipartment this eveuina, exhibiting
tion or the public debt, shows a considerable
increase within the past month, which is
mainly due to the flict that the Secretary of
the Treasury has thought it right and just
that the entire arrearage due for Military
service in the army aud navy should be paid
this month. Some of
up to the beginning of
the payments have been long delayed, and
they involved the expenditure of about $75
000,000,1ho whole amount being provided for
and included in this statement. Future ones

unpaid requisitions August 30tb, were nearly
$79,000,000, aud the amount in the Treasury
$17,190,000. The unpaid requisitions September 30th were $36,641,000, and the amount in
the Treasury $24,359,400. The amount outstanding of July 17th and August 5th, 1861,
six per cent, bonds exchanged for 7 30’s, is

1

sums

Press.

H8’®

part of the sacrifice and affliction demanded
of the loyal people in this great contest of
civilization against barbarism, and he could
do so cheerfully though with tears,
believing
as he does, that a more
righteous cause than
that iu which his son fell, has never demanded
human efforts iu its behalf siuce the
days of
the early Christian
martyrs. Such is the spirit
of the loyal people of the
land, and such a
spirit will never yield; can never be conquered.

CLIFFORD, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—Thomas Snow of Hallowell, v.
Gaspee Fire and Marine Insurance Co., of
Providence, R. 1. Action to recover two policies of iusurance on ship Forest Oak and
freight, amounting to $40,000. Plaintiff contends that the vessel was a total loss, while
defendants claim that it was a partial loss
This is the question for the
jury to determine!
Not finished.
Evans & Putnam.
Stanchfleld,
Fessenden * Butler.

Daily

*56>488'587,406; interest $2,717,debt on which interest has ceased
“i8;,1
i debt bearing no interest $40,the amount outstanding
Iwvfmahing
$lUo,59i,371,646, and the interest both in coin
and currency
$8,177,865,312.
The above statement, as contrasted with
that exhibiting the
public debt Auguslh 30th,
shows an increase of the principal of about
$77,500,000, and of interest $4,301,531. The

His stricken father remarked to us that it
was right and fitting that he should bear his

U- S. Circuit Court.

I Portland

z~’

burial.

—_____

TOTH*

bearing

his men amid the terrible carnage of that occasion. He was twenty-four years of age,
and was greatly beloved by his camp associates. His body will be brought home for

|

i

increase of debt.
The following is a recapitulation up to the
r
30th of September:
Debt beariug interest
$72,308,594,180; interest $o,400,844^)70: debt
interest in

21st of Sept., in the severe battle referred to
under Sheridan, he fell while gallantly leading

a

sisting of Aldermen Messer and Stewart and
CouDcilmen Gilman, Bailey and Ladd.
Petitions presented and referred.—Of John
W. Collins and als. for sidewalk from corner
of Larch to corner of Washington Streets; of
James S. Marrett and als. for brick sidewalk
on Pleasant Street, in front of the vacant lot
next east of Park Street Church; of Charles
H. Stuart & als. that Cushman Street may be
made the present year, &c.

a

! BY TELEGRAPH

An Honorable Peace

Col. R. E. Fenton, Union candidate for
Governor of New York, in his
acceptance letter shows very clearly that all
that is necessary to secure an honorable peace, is for the
wrong-doers to do the most honorable as well
as the most righteous act
within the reach of
human capacity, viz.: to
“cease to do evil and
learn to do well.’’ The
following is an ex-

■

m

tnx

the vocal organs receive

instant relief by their uae. Said bv ail Druggists.
Prepared by hi. M. SxUinvx, Chemist, 57 Trrmont
street, Boston. H H llay, cor. Free S'td Middle
streets, supplying atants.
sepV7ecdhio»Gm

Fortress Monroe Hospital*.

MISCELLANY.

hotels.

I

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

--

MEDICAL.

STEAMBOATS.

MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.
~

Mr.

Kashby

Waileth

uv the

Noo

Chubch

I MOUNT ZIRCON HOUSE,

Muohly!

Dispensasheh,

September 16, 1864.

at

)

oyester-shell!

but he doveil into tho

Naman wuz a leper,
Jordau, and cum out ez good ez noo!
Sampson hed his hare shingled and wuz
week ez waterd whisky, but it growd agiu

and be bustid his enemies!
We hev biles and are rotten with ’em, but
whar’s the comfortin oyster shell?
We hev Jeprussy, but whar’s the Jordan to

jump into?

Our uare is short, and thar’s whar our enemies hev got us, but whar’s the Bestorative
to make it grow agin ?
Job, aud Namau, aud Sampson, altogether,
wuzu’t ez bad off ez we is.
We kin thro in Lazzyrus with his sores,
and the dorgs a lickiu uv them, aud give em
60 iu a 100 and beat em.

Fer

bolted I
We tried 2 ride two bosses, goin in two
different direcksbuns, aud we fell to the

ground.

Aud both bosses turned on us and kicked

us.

And MickLellan nez no cuance—ne won't
hev the giviu uv the post offices. Wale !*
And Sherman took Atlanta, and chawd up
*.
Hood I Wale!
And Lee wants the Weldon road, but he
can’t git it!
And Governor Morton took the revolvers
from the peece meu uv lujeany. Wale!
Aud the draft won’t be resisted, and the
provo marshals will hev whole skins. Wale!
Wale! fer Maine and Vermont, wich wuz
tired uv the war, and wus a goin fer MickLellan, hev volid nblishn with a loosenis.
Wale! fer our rulers oppress us. They let
their men vote in the army, but won’t let our
men vote in Kanady!
Wale!
Wale! fer the ablishnists shell hold the orflses, and we shall be numbered among the
outs! Wale!
Wale! fer in the fucher I see no way uv
livin but by work!
Why wuz I born into sich a world ? Why
wuz whisky crealld ef you can’t
git it with-

price? why wuz orflses establisht
can’t git em ez wants em the most?

ef

a

them

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint,
Btadder,

MickLellan hurried his thousands in the
swamps uv the Chickahomlny—he hath hurried his tens of thousands under the platform
he kicked over!

The ablishnists jeer

and flout us—they
sayin’, “Go up, bald

hed!’’

often—it affords

so

me

Our Establishment is famished with all the ap-

C^JPISIC HOUSE,
This elegant suburban Watering Plaoe,

pleasant

eminence

near

And

our

Ca*

Ipisic Pond, but 2$ miles from Portland, havniJ11^ been plaoea m the most ample order by
fKkmt he subscriber, be most respectfully solicit*
the attention of the public, and oordially invites a
call irum his old friends.
The house is pleasant, retired and quiet. The
turniture and furnishings are ail new, and theroom*
cosy and sightly. The tables are supplied with all
the delacacies as well as tho substantials 01 the season, and the service of one of the very best cooks in
New England have been secured.
Extensive sheds and a tine stable with roomy stall*
are among the conveniences ot the establishment.
A nioe Bathing House sufficient for the accommo
datiop of several bathers has been erected with step*
projecting Into ten leet of water, and the whole secured from observation by a floating screen.
Smoking Arbors grace the banks of the Pond and
invite the indulgence of the lounger.
Hoping for a share of the public patronage the undersigned promises to spare no effort lor the entertainmentof his guests.
GEO. W. MUKCU.
Westbrook, May 21,1864.
may21dtf

Book and

■.

collection of

Fancy Types

Will bear ttvorable comparison with any establishment in the city.

Business and Professional
(Of every variety, style

and

cost,

Portland for Bath, Au«asta, Waterville,Kendall's
Mills and Skowhegan, at l.io P. M.

BilUHends Ruled and Cut in the Neatest Manner.

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS
Of every description executed in the best style.

Hailroad, and other Corporation Work, done
with promptness and fidelity.

STABLING,

Btrmoai, Reports, and all kinds af Pamphlets,

popular hotol,

Fat ap In superior style.

mch26 eodtf

HOUSE,

Bronzed
and
Colored Labels,
For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
In
the
best
get op
style of the art.

Boston,

Largest and Best Arranged Hotel
IN NEW ENGLAND.

Weddincr O ards,

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor,

/Totes

ooieiy

qf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Dan*
etc., qf every variety and cost,

oes, etc..

tarnished at short notice.

sich

plasher. You always was so dear to
hope you will soou be deerer. You
know 1 never hinted nothing about marriage

The

Is red the vilet blew
sweet and so are you.

r&M

Shugar
Mo. her stz matrimony is better to think about
than the reality. I remain till death or marriage, your owu sweet caudy, Mary Auu.—
N. B. I had a kussen married last month, who
says there aiut no true enjoyment but in the
married state. Yoursw list Dove, Mary Ann.
!“• S.—I hope you will let me know what
you
mean to do as there is four or five other fellows
after rne hot foot, and I shall be
quite uneasy
till I here. Your lover swete Mary Ann.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
Notes for Sale.

Seven-Thirty

Interest semi-annually, payable In paper at tht
rate of seven and three tenths per cent, per annum.
Bonds oonvertable in three years into six per cent
live-twenty bonds, upon whioh the interest is payable in coin.
The notes will be delivered here free of expense.
The purchaser will reoeive the interest to August 16
ii subscriptions are made before that time.
One-etghth per cent. commission wiU be allowed
subscribers at this Bank upon all amounts cf% 1,000
and

over.

W. B. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 30th, 1864.—dKwtf

Oanal

Ben Is..

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank is prepared to reoeive subscriptions to
the new 7 8-10 loan in same of WO and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the date of the new loan.
The notes are convertable at the end of thr< e
years into specie paying 8 per cent 6-80 bonds.
One eighth per cent will be allowed on all amounts
of 11000 and over.
B. C. SOMEKBf,
Cashier.
Portland. Aug. 1.1884.—dtf

First National Bank.
This Bank will convert the seven*thirty notes maand Oct. l.into eix per cent, bond?
of 1881, in ail the denominations in whioh the note
were issued, viz860, 8100, 8600, and 81,000-at a
commission of | per cent.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 80,1864.—eodtf

BOUNTIES!

-UD-

Are obtainod tor Wonnded Soldiers
(discharged
and the friends of deceased soldiers who
are entitled
to the same by

BYRON D. VERRILL,
Attorney ud Comellor, it Ho. 117 Middle Street,
-AND-

for

Washj“ngt£fent

811 018 Department! at

Portland, April 28,1884.

ap26 eodBm
~

Is u
Carolina

njTer,

Lumber

Company.

HE undersigned has been
bv the above
Compant, b de Agent for the sale o' lumber lor
the Mate of Mew fork and all ports and places north
of New fork, and is prepared to furnish hard pine
lumber in any quantities, by tbe oargo, sawed to any
desired dimensions, at theshortest notice; also Black
Walnut, Bay wood, fce.
JOB A. TURNER,

appointed

T

No. 66 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
eodBm
Aug.10,1864.

Maine insurance oo.
Augusta,

Maine.

Company Insure against
HPIu!LMalni® ln™t»noe
fiuildings, MerchanJLS'd„T**e *>y Fire, “6vo«U«
It

Kebv
for Onee, Thr“y,o'?1;i6vn‘ '£»«**■
J. H.

us

P^®l^d®n,•

SHAW__

So. 102 Middl. gtrwt
nol i m/uflw

American

Exchange

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY)
OF NEW YORK.

Oapiial #300.000.
Building., Merchandise, Henee-

hold Furniture.
Rents, Leases, Vessels un the Stuck*, and ether Perseaal
at tne Lesr-

Preperty
est

rrtes.

SAMUEL BROWN, President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, Seeretar.
EDWARD SHAW Agent, 10J Middle Street.
o«t27 lveod

PORTLAND DRY DOCK COMPANY.
assessment of Eight Dollars per share on the
Capital Stock of the Company la now due and
payable at the offioe of the Treasurer, 117 c«mmereisi street.
C. M. DAVIS, Treasurer,
duly 90th, 1864.—dtf

AN

POSTERS,

Sbop-bills,

M.

Stages leave Augusta for Belfast at 4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 6 10 P. M. for Anson,
Soion, to.
Through Tiokets for all the stations on this and
th.« Androscoggin Railroad, oan he proeurred in
Boston at tho Eastern or Boston and Maine stations.
B. H. CUSHMAN,Superintendent.
April 18, 1864.
apSStf

Located 1860.

THE DAILY PRESS
Printing Office has one of Roper’ Improved Calorie
Engines for motive power, and is furnished with
improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—

the first class business men, with many others of thu
city, will testify to the practical utility, capacious-

from the most celebrated makers. We have in constant use one of HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER

completeness of my systems and mannei
of teaching, and citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thorough oourses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett's
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, striotly
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain timer
will bo devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
hand-writing and I will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struction given. Students can enter any time. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate course,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Enand

lth,, 1864, trains will leave
C_Li follows, until further notice:

Saco River tor Portland at 6 46
{Freight Train with Passenger
Cars) and S.16 a. m., and 3.30 p. m.
Leave Portland lor Saco Eivor, 7.46 A. x. and
*.00 and 6,20 p. m. The 2.00 p. x. train out, and 6.46
A.

m.

train into

passenger

cars

book pres8 in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s Fast
Machine Job Presses; Ruggles' superior Card Pres;
Adams' and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Prosses, and all the machinery necessary for a well
appointed office.

QLOTHING

Barnsley Sheeting Frocks.

5 000

Overshirts. 6 000
Blue Flannel Undershirts.12 000
Blue Flannel Drawers, pairs .12 000
HJue Satinets, yards.60 0l>0
Blue Flannel,
60 000
••
Blue Nankin,
6 000
Calfskin Laced Shoes, pairs
10 000
K ip-skin Shoes,.10 COO
Woolen Socks.10 OU)
16 00*1
Blankets
8 000
12 000
Mattresses (with one cover for
8 000
•ach). 5 000
Black 8ilk Handkerchiefs. 6 000
8 000
6 000
Boots, pairs. 4 U00
Offers may be made for one or more articles, at the
of the bi ider, and in cage more than one arojption
ticle is contained in this offer, the chief of the bureau
will have the right to accept one or more ofthearti
cles contained in such offer aud reject the remainder.
The price must be uniform, and offers must embrace
all of any one or more articles deliverable at all the
stations.
For the description of articles in the above list
bidders are referred to the samples at the said Navy
Yards, and to the advertrsemeut of this bureau dated
July 8,1863; and for information as to the laws and
regulations (in pamphlet form) regarding contracts,
to the officers of the several commandants of navyyards and navy agents
Blue flannel

The Department reserves the right to iejectany
propo^a s not considered advantageous to the Government.
Blank form of proposals may be obtained on apto the navy agent at Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia, and at this bureau.
sep9law4w

P’*5*Jrjf

Rale of Lands and Timber tor the Benefit
of Normal Schools.
Land Office,
1
Bangor Septen her 13, 1864. }
N pursuance of the Act entitled “An Act for the
establishment of Normal Schools,” approved
March 26,1863. and the further
report of Council
made August 15th, 18«4: the Land A *ent will offer
lor sale at
public auction, at the Land Office in BanMarch 14.1865. at 12 o’clock noon
uTuesday,
ail
the right, title aud interest wh ch the
8tate has’
Deiug ope undivided half, owned in common with
nul“t)ered 8ixteen, Range
a“d Sixteen. Range Twelve, ( 6R
tho
B“e of the State, in County
ir a
a miu'mum
price of thirty centr
•*]?08I>00k’.ut
for either or both tiacts.
per acre
Terns Cash.
ISAAC R. CLARK,
a
10
lawtd
Sept
Land Agent.

K!SSt5S,»?*0wn8h:P8
Jo!'})

OFFICE
SURGEON GENERAL'S
Washington City, D.

C.

to^comdg? o/"Surgeon

An Army Medical Poard,
Charles ft. Tripler, U S. A.. President;
William 8. King, U. s. A and Surgeon
in. U.s A., Re order, will moot at Cincinnati Ohio
on the 18tti of Octo. ernext. lor the
examination oi
candidates or ad mission into the Medical istaff oi
the United States Army, ana of such Assistant aurgeons ior promotion as may be brought before it.
Applicants must be between twenty-one and thirty years of age, and physically sound.
Applications must he addressed to the Secretary
of * ar. or the
surgeon Geueral, stating the resiaeme of the
applicant, and tho date and place oi
ms birth;
they must also be accompanied by respccof moral character
w*e

Su^eoII
iilove~*Per»

ble

for the expenses ot persons
watlPe 4,1
^hie extt“»f»a’ion, as it is an indi»pensa-

lucre are now

iepl26 3tawlm

five vacancies

on

,0LK'

(lie

The Portland

Daily Press,

Thelargeet daily paper east of Boston, and haring
a larger circulation than all the other dallies in the
city combined, is published at the Office in Fox
Block, 821-2 Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday oxoepted, at <8,00 per annum.

Brooklyn.

...

Medical Btafl.

--burgeon Gen.
Dissolution.

.
L. 8. A.

day dissolved by mutual consent 'i hc aff» **« Vl8
late firm will be adjus-cd by either Part. rBO‘ the
M'. Sweat will continue in business at office No
06 No
U7 Middle street, Mussey’sBow.
Mr Cleaves at the office of Howard t Cleaves '"
No
•1 Middle street, over Casco Bank
M- SWEAT,
NATHAN CLEAVES.
]yl8dam
Portland, July 16th, 1861,

Portland,willbe freight trains

with

attached.

Stages connect at 8aooarappa daily for South
Windham, Windham Center and Great Falls.
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish. Steep
FallB, Baldwin. Sobago, Bridgton, Hiram, Limington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield. Lovel, Frveburg, Conway,Bartlett, Albany, Jaokson and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for Weet Buxton, Bonnev Eagle, 8outh Lfmington, Limington and Limeriok.
At Saoo River tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newiield, Parsonsfield, Ethngnam, Freedom, Madison, Eaton, Cornish, Porter, ho.
.Fares 6 cents less when tickets are purchased in
the Offlee, than when paid in the Cars.
DAN. CARPENTER,Snpt.
dtf
Fortund April 7,1864.
fllAl.WL OEJITBAL ft A 1C HO AO.
BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
f ra^n8 leave Portland, Grand Trank
for Lewiston and Auburn, at

For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P.X.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. X., and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. x. Leave Bangor at
7.30 A. X., and arrive in Portland at 216 P. x. Both
these trains oonneot at Portland with trains for

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. X., and returning is due inPortland at 1 p. x.
Stages oonneot with traine at prinoipal stations,
tally for most of the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
line.
Watervilie, November, 1863.

THE MAINE STATE

PRESS,

The largest paper in New England, eight
pages, Is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail a"d
telegraph, important reading
matter. Marine List, Market Reports, Ac., of the
Daily Press, at the following prices, viz:—

Single copy, one yenr, Invariably
In advance......*8.00
Subscriptions solicited. Agents wanted in every
Postmasters requested to act as agents.
N. A. FOSTER & Co., Pbopbixtor8.
Portland June 1, 18*4.
dtf
v

town.

inTERHATIOiUL

Fire Insurance

Company!

Of New York, Office 118 Broadway.

—,

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
WM. E. WARREN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.
’Portland Board of references:
B. Bkown & Son, Ukkset Fletcher A Co.
H. J. Libby A Co.
John Lynch A Co.

John

The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Attorney for this Compa* y, is now prepared
to iBsne Policies on Insurable Property at ourrent

rates.

%g~ Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.
June

JOHN W.
3.1864.—dtf

HUNGER, Agent.

Seizure of

NOTICE

is

hereby given

Goods.

that the

following

de-

scribed goods were seized at this port, on thf
days hereinafter mentioned, for a violation of the
Revenue laws:—June 24, 1864, on wharf from
steamer from St. John, N. B., 1 bbl. Whiskey, 2
cases Wine {of 12 bottles each)
Jnly 16, 1864, on
board brig Tho». Conner, 2 bbls Molasses, July 26,
1864, on board a team 1 bbl Migar, 1 bag Sugar.—
August 6th, 1864, on board brig Martha A Berry, 1
bbl Molasses. August 11,1864, on board brig Kalmuck 2 bbls Molasses
August 10, 1864, on board
brig C. H. Kennedy 4 bbls Molasses.
Any person or porgous, desiring the same, are re*
qmsted to appear and make such claim,within nicety days from the day •< the date hereof: otherwise
the said goods will b‘ disposed of in accordanoe with
the act of Congress, approved April 2, 1844.
I. WASHBURN, J*., Collector.
Sept 2—dlawSw

1ST Q TIP

eT

FB0V08T MARSHAL’S OFFICE,
)
First District, State of Maine,
}
Portland, August 11th, 1864 )
on all ordinary subject* connected
with the enrolment, draft, exemptions, liability
to drait. credits and accounts ot men furnished,
should be addressed to the Provost Marshal of the
Congressional District, and in case he is not able to
er them he will ask information of the Provost
Mai.^al General of the State. Answers may be thus
secured more
promptly than by addressing the Provost Marshal General at
Washington, where more
important business often prevent prompt answers
to multitude oi
inquiries now addressed to the Bureau on personal and other matters of minor consequence.
By Order of Major J. W. T. GARDINER.

INQUIRIES

CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Capt. and Provost Marshal 1st District Main*.
Aug. 18—d8m

Grand Trunk

Railway.

1
Freight Agency,
Portland, Sept 8,1864. j
persons requiring receips firom this Com*
pany for the de i wry of Freight, and payment
ot freight charges, above twenty dollars, must affix
stamps upon the same or they will not be signed.
Sept #—dU»
JOHK FOBTKOU8, Agent.

ALL

deol4

PORTLAND, SACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

International

Steamship Company.
Calais & St. John.

Eastport,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.
On and alter Monday, March 28,
superior sea-going steamer
NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. B.
Winchester, will leave Railroad
Whari, looi ol State Street, every Monday at 6
o'clock P.M., and the Steamer NEW ENGLAND,
Capt. E. Field, every Thursday at6 o'clock P. M.,
for Lastport and St. John, N. B.,
connecting at
Eastport with steamer Queen, for Robinson, St. Andrews and Calais, and with Stage coaches for Machias, and at at. John with steamers for Fredericton and with steamer Emperor for Digby, Wind—--

and

sor

Halifax,

and with the E. ft N. A. Railroad

Shediac and all way stations.
Returning, wifl leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday ai 8 o’oiock A. M., for Eastport, Portland
and Boston.
Through tickets procured of the Agents and Clerk
on board Steamers.
reoeived till 1 o’clock P. M., Mondays and
for

Prepared by the Proprietors of “Coe's Cough
Salaam.”

not
the >“» forerunner of death
the companion °?.'y
of a inferable life.
It has well
been eallod the Nauon's scourge; for more
persons,
both old and young, male and
suffer from its
lemale,
ravages, than from all other ailments combined? It
robs the whole system of Its vigor and energy rives

but

weariness

and

total

Will,

until further

notice, run

and

Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday
Ir’arein Cabin.‘...*2.00

and

P.

M., and India Wharf, Boston,

Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible

for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, and that personand
for
at the rate of
al, unless notice is given
paid
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
dtf
L.
Feb. 18,1888.
BILLINGS, Agent.

Portland and New York Steamers
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

splendid and iaet Steamships
"LOCUST POINT," Capt.. Willett,
and "POTOMAC," Captain Shsbwood, will,until further notloe, run
The

follows:
Leave Brown* Wbnrf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at IP. M., and leave Pier
9 Worth River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’olock, P. M.
These vessels are fitted up withfine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maino. Passage 87,00, Including Faro and State
Rooms.
Ooods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eostport and St,
John.
as

Shippers sr« requested to

send their

freight to the

steamers asearly ulf. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A OO., No. 8* West Street,
Hew York.
Dee. 0.1362.
dtf

those’

onoe
to

refusing its subjects m particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostraTo mtet the terrible ravages of
we have prepared

tion.

Commencing April 11th, 1884.
Passenger Trains will leavo the StatUsy&AmtS tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

oepted) os follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8-46 A.

X.

and 8.06

r. x.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. X. and 3.00
r. x.

Leave Portsmouth for

BA0

Portland, at 10.00 A. X. and

will heat every part of the house. Cistern lor rain
water and a never failing well of drinking water.
Copper pumps, &c. On the premises are a good
barn and sheds. The lot is about 126 by 44 feet. The
I'ouse can be examined any day from 10 A. M. till 6
P. 21., by calling on the subscriber who will famish
particular4 and terms of sale.

J. E. BRAZIER,
Ocean Instance Company Building,
No. 27 Exchange St.
Aug. 8—dtf

r. x.

These trains will take and leave

stations.

Freight trains leave

passengers at way

daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
Portland and Boston

Portland. Oot. 30.1863.

oo31 edtf

The

Hotel for Sale.
‘‘Caledonian House/’ situated

on

Gr*en street, with a front on the street of
86 feet and running through to Canton
Sr.,
together with the buildings and lot on east1-—Jerly side of Canton street. Also the stable
aiiu 46 by 106 on the
westerly tide of Green street
the lotsoontainaoout 11.000 ieet; all the unoccupied land is susccpt&ble to >ir-provements. The buildings are in good oroer and now rent for $600 per
annum.
For terms inquire of
JOUNC. PROCTER, Lime street.
o
* on
.a,
Sept 29—dtf
—

PRO
THE

FOR ERECTING

Custom House at Portland, Maine.
1
Treasury Department,
August 26,1864
J
will be reoeived at this department
until the first November 1864, at 12 o'clock
noon, for the construction oi the t u.stom House authorized to be erected at Portland, Me, according to
the plansand specifications prepared at this Depart-

PROPOSALS

proposals to be either lor the whole
building, or separate for different kinds of work: tile
Department iesorving the right to reject or accept
the proposals hereby invited, or any part thereof,
ment; said

where it deems the interest of the United Stat* s requires it; the Department also reserving the right to
exclude the bid of any person or persons, whom
there is just cause to believe will not taithfully perform the contract, also all bids that upon investigation are below a fair price lor the work.
Bids will not be receivod iu gross, and the Department having prepared a schedule ot the approximate quantities of oach kind of work and material
required, (which schedule mav be had at the office
of the Supervising Architect, Treasury Department)
tue bidder will be required to affix his prices thereto
for such articles and kinds of work as he proposes to
bid for, and then carry the whole out in one gross
amount.
Ninety per oent. of the amount of the work done
and material delivered according to contract price,
(said amount to be ascertained by the estimate cf an
Agent ol the Department appointed for that purpose) will be paid from time to time as the work progresses, and ten per cent, retained until the comple
tion of the contract, and acceptance ot the work by
the Agent aforesaid, and be forfeited in the event of
the non-fulfillment of the contract.
Contracts wi«l be awarded only to Master Builders
and Mechanics, and the assignment thereof, except
by consent of the Secretary oi the Treasury, will be
a forfeiture of the same.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a guarantee, signed bv two responsible persons, (certified to
be so by the United States District Judg* or Attorned of said District), in the sum of $5,600,00 for the
whole work, or of a proportionate amount if for any
part, that the bidder will, when required, if his proposal be accepted, enter into a contract and bond,
with suficient securities for its faithful performance.
Forms of the bond and certificate required; also

the plans, specifications and working drawing- will
be furnisuea on application to the Supervising Architect of the Department.
No bid will be considered, unless it fully complies
in all its details with the requirements ot this advertisement.
The Proposals must be sent to this Depart men i, addressed to Isaiah Rogers, Supervising Architect,
and plainly endorsesd :
“Proposals for the Portland Custom House."
Proposals will also be received at the same time
for tne old Custom House building and materials
therein, (the four granite columns on Fore s»reet
excepted) to be removed within Bixtv (60) days from
date of the award, and in case the sale of the same
be awarded to the succesatul bidder for the new Custom House, the amount of same will be taken as part
of his oontract.
payment
*
ISAIAH ROGERS,
Supervising Architect.
Sept 2—dtd

To Wood Dealers andLumbermen.
10,000 Cords Wood and Logs Wanted.
desired for cargoes of the following woods, viz:—White or Canadian Poplar,
Hemlock, Baswood, or American Linden, Beech,
Yellow Birch, and White or Red Elm aud White
Spruce—all to be sound and merchantable.
Offers may be made to furnish by ;the cord, or in
the log of 8 or 12 or 16 fcet long, from 6 inches in
diameter upward, to be delivered on navigable water
for vessels drawing when loaded nine feet. Parties
please state the kind of wood, and the amount they
can furnish, where they wish to deliver fur shipment, and when it will be delivered there, and the
lowest cosh price per cord or 1000 feet, as they desire

PROPOSALS

For further particulars,
Treasurer

B.

or

sending proposals,

story dwelling house on Congress St.
nearly opposite the castellated Villa of 8. L.
Carlton. Esq., and on the line of the Horso
Railroad.
This house contains fourteen finished
and is weJJ adapted to accommodate two
families,
with seperate out buildings, s^ble, Ac., and a well
of ater in the yard. A large part of the
purchase
meney can lay on mortgage if desired
This property will be oflered at Auction on the first
of August, if not sold before.
ALLEN HAINES.

MA

Cortland, July 21,1864.

Provision Store for Sale.
Stock and fixtures of a Provision 8tore,
favorably located in a thriving manufacturing
town, on the line of R R., a few miles from Portland. This is a good chance for a
party with a small
capital. Expenses small; rent only five dollars a
month. Will bo sold low for
oi busicash—change
ness cause of sale.
Present quota of the town to be
tilled by enlistments.
Call on or address immediO. W. BURNHAM,
ately
International House, Portland, Me.
Aug. 23,1864.—dtf

THE

Land

on

BUFFUM,

Providence,

........

valuable real

estate
Free street, known
THEthe "Furbish property.”
The lot is about 106
feet

on

as
on

Free street and extends back about 174 teet.
Said ostate will bo sold as a whole, or the easterly
half of the dwelling house, with lot about 40 bv 17o
feet, wiU be sold by itself.
Application may be made to James Furbish, Esq.,
on the premises, or to
GEO. E. B. JACKoON,
09 Exohange street.

jnlyldtf__

A

For Sale.
land, of about 72000

SQUARE

block of

of wood

For Sale.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 20
/ooniB.largeotable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elisabeth for a watering place, and summer boarders. For
rs enquire of
(JEO. OWEN,
W1 Commercial Street. Portland
ap7 dtf

Positively

our

A

Hoostju to Let.
or not, very desirable and convenof rooms on first m eegoDd floor, two

ient suits
FURNISHED

or more moms oonnee’ed
rooms, with or without
corner of Wiimot Streets.

if desired.

board,

"""

To Let.
first class tenements at the comer
one tenement

TWO
and Brackett Sts.; also
of JABEZ C.
St.

of Salem

Green
WOODMAN. Jr., Real
fcgpbange St., or NATHAN M.

inquire

Estate Broker, 31
WOODMAN. 28 OakSt.

on

septfidti

House For Sale.

TWO story wooden house, No. 18 Adams street,
11 finished rooms, convenient for two families ;
plenty of good water. For particulars inquire ol

A

Portland, May 14,1884.

Cure the Worst of You,

thing

juid
low it

by

a

single teaspoonful of

*

8

DYSPEPSIA CURE I
Relieve You

IT

Instantaneously.

gin

OOE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE!
Fever and

Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness at the
Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomit«‘g, a feeliug of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

will not and cannot exist where the cure is
used
It removes the disease oy
removing the cause nut
like Alcoholic Bitters whioh cover
up your bad feelings for a tew moments by their exhilarating effects 1
Beware ofsuoh remedies or beverages, but in their
use a remedy that will restore the
diseased
motions to their normal condition, and set in
motion the entire human mechanism in
perfect harmony, and upon principles synonymous with well
defined physologioal laws. That such will be the ef—

Klaoe

R.

1.

..

A

Notice.
young lady, a stranger in this oity, would like
to form the acquaintance of a middle aged
gentleman of wealth. No o'hers need answer All
correspondence strictly confidential. Address for
E. U. D. MA80N.
three day*.

A

to Let.
Cotton St., suitable for a boarding house.
Possession given immediately. Inquire of
I. K. UPHAM k SON.
Sept 21—dtf

COE’S DYSPEPSIA

national Hopse.

Jytdtf

now

Apply

on

over

the premises to
A. L. BROWN.

To Let.
ooonpied by ns. Possession given

STORE
immediately.
Front Offioein Hanson
Also,

a

Ian8 dtf

H. J.

Blook.
LIBBF.Y k. CO.

A Voice from home through our City Papers.
Now Haven, Conn Juno 18,1864.
Messrs. Editors:—Allow me, through your columns, to acknowledge my gratitude lor the benefit 1
use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
have received irom
Although I was a great ^uiferer irom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief and one ounce bus
enabled me to eat anything 1
please, without pain.
I have now stopped using the medicine, as I no
longer need it.
Falmiaa Lymaw.

Madison, Conn June 30,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s
Dyspepsia Cure in my family, I am prepared to say that

1 never intend to be without it and advise all who
are afiiicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philaiicex Lewis.

Mr. Coe:—The bottle or Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure
you
gave me has backed up your statement concerning
it. 1 have onlv used half a bottle, and can eat
pine
apple short cake or anything el-e, without trouble.
It acts like a charm. The relief it affords is instantaneous.
Jake A. Lowrry.
New Haven, June 18,1864.

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been lor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach
my case will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I please, and it is
very
eoldom I now have to use the medioine.
It relieved
me in an instant when I was in great
pain. My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.

Im oitant to
While journeying

on

THE

Travelers.

the cars,

my etomaoh be-

badly deranged, causing sovere pain in my
head. Had it been on the water it would hare
been oalled sea-sickness. A lady sitting
by me
knowing my condition, reached out abott.e
•‘take a swollow.” I did so, and in loss than fire
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” and from the effeot it had
upon the Stomaoh, and what I have learned of it
sinoe, 1 think it must be an excellent remedy for
Sea-sickness and Dyspepsia.
came

saying’

MK8. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1864.

New Haven, June 28th. 1864
Messrs. C. U. Clark fc Co.—Gentlemen:—1
to make known the almost Instantaneous effeots
of
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure,” incasea of cholera mor but
I had been for twenty four hours purging at the
stomaoh and bowels, every flftoen
I went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
bad always been told that It was a good
remedy lor
Dysentery. My pallid fsoe and my weakness at
once attracted tne attention ol the clerk in
charge
and he asked me at onoe “wnatisthe matter?”
I
replied: “I have been iortwentry-fonr hours vomiting and purging, and 1 am unable to stand or walk
from weakness and this deadly sickness at my stom<u>)> completely prostrates me.” He produoed a hottie ol Coe's Dyspepsia Cure,
saying, "take a large
swallow of that) it is now 11 o’clook; taken
another

imnuTes.

after dinner.”

From the moment I took that first dose
of the
medioine my eiokness at stomach was
gone—its effect
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat
dinner
my
with

good relish as ever hungry man partook las 1
was well oleared out of
food.) and
bv a
toe spoon fill of euro. 1 have not suffered a
particle
ol inconvenience sinoe I took the
remedy.
Its action fas so wonderfol and so immediate,
that 1 could hardly believe the evidences of my own
senses, and 1 desire to publicly make known these
facts,thatthe whole world may avail themselves of
its nBe. Like bread, it thonld hod a place in
every
one’s house, and 1 believe that no one should go
away from home without a bottle of it In his pocket,
or where it eoold be quickly made available.
QEO. L. DKAKK.
Truly yours,
a

followed’

?A* Twenty-Jive.
New Havpn, July 11th, 1864.■»
Mb. Co*—Fir.—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for Borne eight or twelye months. I have
Qltf

usual kinds of medicines, which have done
I saw your advertisement of a medime no good.
oine to cure the Dyspepsia. 1 have tried it and
found it to be th* medicine. The first 16 droDB (the
7th of June.) that I took, relieved me in one minute.
I have taken It three or four times, but have
had no
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking the

‘W Slfoddfih bofore, I

Respectfully,
__

m

_

To Let.

oonld not
**"• °r

fat

a

Jjf. WOODRUFF.

New Haven, Jqne 11th,

1864

Sir;—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medicine I received from you, gave Instantaneous
relief. I only used it when iny iiwd .distressed me.
It was about like
taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then every other day, increasing the quantity of food and deereasing the medicine.until I was
enabled to eat without taking anything at ul. My
case was an extreme one, having suffered for seven
cured, and by
y*ar*. I now consider myself in
the spaoe of two
only one battle of medicine

Co*—Aatf

using

months. The do*

*WPF 8. Allwt.

city and country, everyPrice $1.00 per Bottle.

Sold by Druggists
where.

in

Orders by wail, from either dealers
attended to.

or

consumers,

promptly

in

T- MA0Hlllr*

To Let.

C. G.
Wholeaale

CLARK Jc CO.
Druggiata, New Haven, Conn.,
Proprietors.

wither with-

seplldlw*

■oM *■ Portland by W. F. Phillips, H. H.
Hay,
7
and all other dealers.
»areb8eodly«4

addross,

a

pamphlet

write

or

us

trem any
we will

and

full treatise.
or

three bottles for So.

Price, CHEROKEE lyJBCTIOE, *2 per bo
three bottles for 86.

s

•

or

Bent by Express to any address

receipt of the

on

price.

or more young men with the above disease, some o,'
whom ore as weak and emaciated as though they

Bold by all druggists, everywhere.

had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All suoh asses yield to the proper and
only correct oourse of treatment, and in a short time
are mads to rejoloe in peridot health,

DR. W. R. MERWIN k 0»„
•OLB

TBOPHIBTOBS,

No.

MIDDLE AGED

69 Liberty St., New fork.

„,10are

from the

Cure !

Cherokee

the

patient oannot account lor. On exama ropy sediment will often be
found, and Bomettmes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
mllklsh hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearanoe. There are many men who die of thii
dilnoulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEARNESS.

ining urinary deposits

TUB Oik BAT

INDIAN MEDICINE,
OOMPOCKDBD PROM

I oan warrant a perfect oure in sueh cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
organs.
Persons who oannot personally oonsult the Dr.
oan do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately.
All uorrespondonoe strictly confidential and will
bo returned if desired.
DE. J. B. HU6HEM,
Address,
No. 5 Temple 8t., [oorner of Middle] Portland

ROOTS,

BARKS

AMD LBAVKl

An unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Semina
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polution; such as Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimness oi
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty

Breathing, Trembling, Wakefolness, Eruptions
the Face, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consumption, and all the direful complaints caused >y departing from the path of nature.
Eclectic Medical infiramry,
This medicine is a simple vegetable extract, and
one on whioh all can rely, as it has been used in our
TO THE LADIES.
practice for many years, and, with thousands treated,
HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles whs
not failed in a single instance. Its curative
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No, | it has
5 Tomple Street, which they will And arranged fo: j powers have been sufficient to gain victory over the
of

RF"8«ul Stamp for sireular.

on

DB.

their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eoleotlo
EenovatingMedlcineaarounrival'
led in effloaoy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is speoiflo and
certain ofproducing relie! in a short time.
-oADIES will And it invaluable in all oases of ohstruotlona after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It la purely vegetable,
containing nothing In
the leaet injurious to the health, and may betakes
with perfect safety at all time*.
Sent to any part ol the country with full directions
by addressing
Die. HUGHES,
Ho. 5 Tomple Street, comer of Hiddle. Portion d.

most stubborn

I

case.

To those who have trifled with their constitution
until they think themselves beyond the reach of
medical aid, we would say, Detpeurnot.' the CHER
OKEB CURE will restore you to health and vigor,
and after all quaok doctors have failed.
For foil particulars get a circular from any Drug

I

store iu the

country,

or

mail free to any

will

treatise in

pamphlet

Proprietors, who
desiring the same a foil

write the

one

form.

Prioe. 82 per bottle, or three bottles for 86, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists everywhere.
DB. W. R. M ICR WIN Ac Cw..

DIRIGO

SOLB

feb8

Insurance Co. of Portland, Me.
OFFICE

eod&wly

Invested

as

PROFBIBTOR8,

No. 69

Liberty St.,

New

York.

CATARRH!

28 EXCHANGE 8T.

$500,000.

NOISES IN THE HEAD! !

follows:—

Loans on Mortgagos of Beal Estate at twothirds its value,
Loans on pledge of United StatesSecurities,
Loans on pledge of City Scrip,
Loans on pledge of Bank Stocks,
Loans on pledge of State of Maine Bonds,
Loans on pledge of Androscoggin County

CUBED BY

866,300

INHALIN8

61,300

34 600

A.

28,900
24,600

Bonds,

Harmless
OF

4,000
8200,000

This Company Is now prepared to Issue polioius
upon all kinds of property in the city or country,
or damage by Are, at a-t low rates a. is
taken by any other office.
The patronase ot the
merchauts and citizen, generally of Portland and
is
most
solicited.
vicinity,
respeoti’ullv
A. K. SHURTLEFF, President.

NO

Fluid,

AGREEABLE ODOR.

VIOLENT

liable to loss

8YRINQINO

Of the Head.
IHK SENSE or TASTE AND SMELL RESTORED

JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.

J. B. Brown,
J. B. Carroll,

DIRECTORS:
8. E. Spring,

John Lynch,

DR.

D. W. Clark,
H. 1. Robinscn.

R.

UO©DALE’S

CATARRH

REMEDY.

TRUSTEES :

St. John 8mith,

U. J. Libby,
H. N. Jose,
II. M. Payson,
J.N. Winslow, G.W. Woodman,
Andrew Spring, Alvah Con ant, U 1. Robinson,
PhilipH. Brown, C. H. Uaskcll, 8. C. Chaso,
Jeremiah Dow, N. O. Cram,
Wm. Moulton.
Portland, August 1,1864.—is<13m

Dr. Goodale lias combatted Catarrh until he has

fought it down. It has been a long war, but his triumph is oomplete. Through all coming time his Catarrh Remedy will be known as the only one antidote for a disease which superflcialists have declared incurable. Catairh doctors, so called, spring np

STATEMENT OF TEE
Etna Insurance Company,

like

|

OF HABTFOHD, CONN.,

l

On the lat day of November, A. D. 1S63, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

I

mushroons.

on

all sides.

The

object of those

pocket practitioners is money. They use dangerous
instruments. Their violent manipulations irritate
the already Inflamed membrane. They nevor cure.

|

Good ale's treatment is medicinal, not mechaniHe does not believe in the force-pump system,
which is working so much misohief. His remedy
passes through the absorbents, to the seat of the disease, and obliterates it. It does not relieve merely
for a day, bat for all time. Lastly, it costs a dollar
a bottle—no more.
Dr.

cal.

Che Capital Stock is.*1.500.000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Beal estate, unincumbered,
*87,063 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in agent.’
hands,
316,950 06
United States Stocks,
512,847 60
State and City Stooks, and Town Bonds, 869.460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stooks,
1,047,276 00
Mortgage Bonds,
831,960 00
Atlantlo Mutual Ins. Co’s sortp, 1862-3,
16.8S6 60

Dr. Dodge of Auburn N. T.
After

having

witnessed the eflecte of this

Remedy

Catarrh, thus speaks of it;—It is truly and unHerculean Specific lor the v hole disease.
Such an article ought not to be “hid under a
Total Assets,
*8,026,879 74 bushel," and any man who can invent so truly an
Amount of Liabilities for Lasses not
cliicient and positive a remedy tor such a loathsome
due or adjusted,
*175,411 84 disease, ought to be consicered one of the beneiacAmount at risk, estimated,
tors of his race, and his name and the eflects ol bis
116,616 471) W
Yours respect full's
THOS.A. ALEXANDEH, Provident.
j skill perpetuated.
D. L DODGE, A.M.
Logics J. Habdes, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1868.
the
well-known Traveller,
Pliny Miles,
And whose family
uhysician Dr. Goodale was for
many years, savs—“ll Dr. Goodale says he can cure
Catarih, he ran cure It," Sic.
Brice #1- bend a stamp for a pamphlet.
No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.
Dr. R GOODALE’b (Juice ana Depot, 76, JBleeker
street, one door west ol Broadway, Sew Yoak.
decfldtf
H. H. Uay Agent for Portland.
June 2d, 1368.June2dly
in

conditionally a

J. C. CHURCHILL, Agent,

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a Copartnership under the namo and style of Fling &
Whittemore, and have taken the store formerly occepied by Henry Fling, Mo, 91, Commercial street,

SUROEOM GBNJeBAL’0 OlfICI,
I
Washington City, June ^4,1864.)
and Assistant burgeons
for the Colored 'Troops—Candidates must bo
Graduates of some Regular Medical College. end
must be examined by a Board of Medical Omcerf to
The Board
be convened by the burgeon General.
will determine whether the candidate will be apAssistant
Surgeon,
to
or
according
pointed burgeon
merit
Applications accompanied by one or mors
test moniaN from respectable persons, as to moral
character, Ac., should be addressed to the burgeon
General, U. S. A., Washington, D.C or to the Assistant Surgeon General, U. 8. A., Louisville, Ky,
Boards are now in session at Boston, New York,
Washington, Cincinnati, St. Louis, and New Or-

THE

WANTED—Surgerns

where they intend doing a Com mist.ion and Wholesale business, in Teas, Tobacco, W. I Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING.
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
Portland July 8,1864.
dtf

Notice of

Dissolution.

heretofore

name

firm

under the
and
THEstv leof Cloudman,existing
Stevens & Co., is hereby dis-

by

solved

mutual consent. Mersrs. Cloudman A Stevens are authorized to settle and
adinst tho affairs of
theutefirm.
JOHN CLOUDMAN,
AUBKKT B STEVENS,

Portland, Sept.l,

leans.
Also wanted, Hospital Stewards for Colored
Regimen ts. Candidates must possess a fair
English Education, and bo familiar with the compounding and
dispensing of Medicine*. Applications must be made
as ip the ease of burgeons end Assistant

JOSEPH WALJiEB1864.

Messrs. Cloudman k Stevens will continue the
same business at tlieold sand No. 162 commercial
sopl6eod3w
street.

Surgeons
Compensation from
!»to *33 00 per month, with
ciothing, rations, fuel and uusrairt
JOS. K. BaRBKS,
Julyl-2aw3m
Acting Surgeon General.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned it hereby dissolv'd by mutual

GRAHT’S COFFEE & SPICE MILLS.
ORIGINAL R8TABLISHMKNT.

_

taken the

_

ROOH8 to let,
out board, at 834 Congress Bt.
UNFURNISHED

Amu E. Baoqott.

our

the country,

Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, 82 per bottle,

CAPITAL PAID IN $200,000.

From the Pastor of the Methodist X. Church, Madison, Conn.
I have need Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in
my family
and can willingly testily to its value as a
medioine!
Hkhuy Gidmand, i'astor M. E. Church
Madison, Conn., June 30th, 1861.

store in

mail free to any

oomplaint generally tho result of a had habit In
youth, treated soientilloally, and a peridot cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes tut we are consulted by one

Authorized Capital,
TESTIMONIALS.

particulars get

Fur full

drug

NOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TV
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

attention.

Haven, June29,1864.

By the use of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE IHJECTJOE—ttu two medicines at
the same time—all improper dischargee are removed
and the weakened organs are speedily restored to
full vigor and strength.

maturoryoars,

Prostration that may follow Impure
Coition, ure
the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Bounty
and Complexion,

manner

It to dow in all its

CHEROKEE IFJECTIOH is intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE REMEDY, an
should be used in conjunction with that medicine In
all casesof Gonorrhea, Gleet, Phtor Albut or (Fhste#
Its elects are healing,
soothing and demulcent; re
moving all scalding, heat, choadse and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pal that In
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack injectiout.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous

and instantaneously, we
pledge our
ofhonor—our reputation as Pharmace-

To Let.
Store now ooonpied by E. E. Wttle, under
Mechanic Hall. Enquire of
C. P. KIMBaLL,
Preble Street.

STORE
Galt's Bloek.
ONE
APPly 40
H'
unU dtf

CURE,

diuretic and alterative In its action; purifying

cleansing the blood, causing

or

have confidence.
wmlttud an exoess of any kind,.
itaff vice oi youth, or the stingrebuke ^9?
01

OJ

LBAVB8

AMD

ease.

tor?

Young Men troubled with emissions in sleep,

BOOT*, BABB*

PROM

original purity and rigor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious causes whioh have induced dis-

H.B.—LA DIKE desiring may jonault one oftheli
own sex.
A lady oi experience tu ooastunt attf nd
■B®*lanl dfcwly

word as men
utists—our favorable acquaintance withjthe
people as
proprietors of the World-renowned ••Coe’s Cough
Balsam," if it is used according to our directions
which may be found with each bottle.
Wo odd below some Testimonials from our
neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask your careful

New

It is
and

bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting oi
burning sensation, and wcakoning the system In a

is not correct.
The medioine is powerftal but harmless, and whibt
a single teaspooniul will at once relieve the dyspeptic sufferer, the wholo Dottle would not
materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and oontains
no opiates
All classes ot disease that have their oriin a disordered stomaoh and bowels, are
dispel
led in tho same instantaneous way, by the use of

immediately

|

oury.

confidence in

INJECTION.

CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great ndian L)iuetio, cares all di -eases of the Urinary l gans, such
as Incontinenoe of the Urine, Indentation of the
IKidneys, Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those oases of Fluor Albut, (or Whites in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have failed.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated form, the
dose only being from one to two teaspoonfuls three
times per day.

portunity
pathology,

There are many men at tne a*,,,
...
troubled with too frequent evacuations

WILL

thus enabling you, by hearty
eating, and the use of
the euro after each meal, (as often as the
food distresses you, or sours on your stomach,) you will ret
in a very few days so that you oan do without
the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle Is used up, we will
guarantee you freo
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat,
digest and tulov
as hearty a brcakiast as you ever sit down to in
our
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to
you the price
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement

nmyUecutf

Offices single
in suites,
Stores Nos.
F)CR
V>2 and 164 Exchange Street, opposite the Inter-

Skates.

House

Also single

20$ Congress,
septfif dlw

at

CHEROKEE

*r>

SEER FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

statement,

not in a rear—not in a month—nor in a weak—bat
you shall see its beneficial influence at once immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived lor years upon tiraham Bread and
plain diet
who dare not eat auv
the least-wise heartyfirst, because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesaysitdown
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as
you wish,
as soon as the food begins to distress
you, fol-

as

For Sale.

TWO story House and Lot, situated on Portland street, with Stable and other out buildings
Also two adjoining lota containing about eight
thousand square feet. Enquire of N. STEVENS
No. 47 Portland street.
Junefidtf

ti

that remedies handed out from general use should
have their efficacy established by well-tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated phvsioian, whose preparatory study tits him tor all the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is flooded with
poor nostrums and oure-alls, purporting to be the
best in tbe world, whioh are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be r ABTicif lab in selecting his physician, as it is a lamentable
vet incontrwvertable fact that many ayphiiitic aptients are made misurable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment irons inexperienced physieians in
general practice; for it is a point generally conoedcd
by the beet syphilographere, that the study and manaeemeni of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
snooessital in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general praotitioner, having neither opnor time to make himself aociutlntod with
their
commonly pusrnes one system of
treatment, in most oases making an indiscriminate
■se of that antiquated and dangerous v sapon, filer-

misplaced

PLemedy

Cherokee

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every Intelligent and thinking person must know

iag

desire

aores

land, on the south side of the river
8t. Lawrance, in Canada East. It is interceeded by
two considerable rivers with eligible Mi'l sits. Well
wooded vifh every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
bercb, beech, tamsruc arid bass wo 'd toany amount.
Enquire of
H. T. MACE1N, Portland.
Portland, Feb. 1834.
feb26 eodtf

or

GOOD assortment of Skate* for**lebv
W.D. KOBINSON,
No. 20 Exchange *t.
Also, Violin*, Acordion*. Guitar*, and a large a»eortm nt of Toys, Cheap for CaBh.
Sept 26—w3m

NO.*

Free street for Sale.

To Let.

American Wood Paper Company,

An*,23—d3m
—

House for Sale.

two

are

to contract

please address

Dwelling:

snflbrlng under the
-

All who

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE"
and wo pledge our reputation
upon
when wo say it will

FOR SALE & TO LET
House and Lot No. 31 Danforth St., For
Sale.
The two and a half storied wooden dwelling
House and lot, No. 81 Danforth St., containj!

ar«

sS?SrSr'“ jfesss

this worst of

all diseases,

AND

Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday
at7 o’clock

to

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nausea
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,

>■

follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

Friday,
every Monday,

indisposition

strong and active; renders the stomach Dowerless
digest the food, and has lor its attendants.

Forect Oity, Lewiiton and Montreal
-sgW*

wh0

afflict inn

of the iffltatMt

STOMACH AND BOWELS

LAST.

AT

DISCOVERED

‘ffllot*1'«

ractcd^n ™f.h°r °* °4UJ
ttie^yitem^USld maku*
m^?Via
perfect and PERMANENT Jure’
He would call the attention

THE

O O E

THE STEAMERS

b® consulted privately, and with

OOKPOBHDBD

“m»y?atfC. C. EATON, Agent.

Portland and Boston Line.

®an

itmnding or recently co nt
the dregs of disease from

Diseases

^Frei^kt

tiling ten good sized rooms, with a bathing
room—piped for gas throughout—a furnace that

ARRANGEMENTS

BUMMER

■

6 0e0
lx 000
f> 000
8 000
10 000
18 ( 00
18 000
10 000
100 000
10 000
16 000
15 000

Morning, for Liverpool via Londonderry.
Also the steamers St. David. St. Grorgb, St.
Ajidrbw. St. Patrick, tri monthly Horn Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepaid and return tickets issued at
reduced rates. For passage apply to H. & A. ALLJ. L. FARMER,
AN, Montreal, or to
No. 10 Exchange street Portland.
mayl6dtf

as

—ggaff3
“***

PRESSES, capable of throwing off 2500 Sheets
an hour; one of Adam’s Power Presses—the best

The Daily Press Job Office is believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the country may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute all orders in the shorteatpossible time
gineering, Surveying, Native Business Writing.
Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence, Card
and in the neatest and best manner.
Marking, (and teaching from printed copies and
We will do all kinds of printing as well and as
Text Books will be avoided please call, or addrest
the Principal.
R. N.BROWN.
; promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
oo29 eodfeeowly
Portland. Oot.2,1868.
In the City, County or State.
All orders for Job Printing must be directed to
PROFOSAliS.
; the Daily Press Job Office, No. 82$ Exchange street,
Portland, Me.
AND CLOTHING MATERIALS.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision
of the senior proprietor, who is the CITY PRINTNavy Dkpabtmest.
)
ER, and is himself an experienced practical workBureau qf Provisions and Clothing, j
man, and employs only well-skilled mechanics in
September 1 1864
)
Separate Proposals, sealed aud endorsed “Pro- this department of his work.
posals for Navy Clothing and Clothing Material*,”

7 000
3 000

first-class

AND ALL

THB LOBO »OB«HT MOB

No. 5 Temple Street,

hJar.

Dyspepsia and Indigestion!

OF

PRIVATE MEDICAL BOOMS,
**•

Remedy

-FOE-

Boston.

Hanson Block, Middle St., No. 161.
Scholarships good in any part of the United States'
ne Principal has had 20 years experience; is
alwayt
on the spot, and attends to his business; and promises, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall be
spared in the future. Five hundred references e;

Charlestown.
Pea Jackets. 8 000
Round Jackets. 2 000
Blue Cloth l'/OAsere, pairs.... 3 000
Blue Satinet Trowsers,
80 0
...3 000
CanvaasDuckTrowserh,

-°n *nd aft®r MONDAY, April

S-SH?5S®SBstaiion,

plain printing: of erery description. Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and an
terms that cannot fail to satisfy.

and Evening, for a Thorough Busine* t

"1-T

CSKB3BSKD

mes, Circulars,

will be received at tn s bureau until two o’clock p.m,
on the *2lh day of octobor text, lor lurnishiug aud
delivering (on receiving thirty days’notice) at the
United Stites Navy lards at Charlestown, Mass.,
i-d Brooklyn, N. Y„ in such numbers and quantities ai d at such times as may be specified by the chief
of this bureau, or by t e commandants of the said
Navv Yards, respectively, the numbers aud quantities of the different articles, and at the places specified in the following list, viz:

The World’s Great

Will oommenco her Summer ArM—!».
.^3Ho*- ‘mt-|-1 on MONDAY
MOKNJune 6th, Leaving Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday Mornings, at
6 o'oiock.
Returning will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State street, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clook. connecting with
the Eastern, Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco
and Portsmouth Bailroads, from Boston and Way
Stations, leaving Boston at 3 o’clock, P. M.
The Boat will touch at RockUnd, Camden, Bel
But, Buoksport, Win torpor t and Hampden, both
ways. Passengers ticketed through to and from
Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and Lynn.
For more extended information, apply to J. O.
Kendriok, Bangor; the local Agents at the various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. fc P.,
Eastern, and B. A M. Bailroads; Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang A Delano, Boston, or
CHAS. SPEAK, General Agent.
Jane 4.—isdtf

every Monday,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Program-

And

can

p“ ‘“““I

WILLIAMS,SwretarJ?1'*31’

EDWARD

Hand-bills,

..

turing Aug. 19,

PENSIONS!

LARGE

ness

Built sxpreasly for this route,
WILLIAM R. ROIX,

following

Unfortunate.

Good New* lor tfce

Hl'CHSK

J. B.

DR.

tin iisrmiA mv.

CAPT.

York dc Cumberland Kullroad.
INSURANCE POLICIES, BILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sortsoi LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at short notice.

guests.

open Day
JSEducation.

Portland for Bath and Augusta 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for acationson the Androscoggin Railroad will obauso care at Brunswick.
The 110 P. M. train from Portland oonneots at
Kendall's Mills with Maine Central Railroad for
Bangor, ko, arriving same evening.
Stages leave Ba.h Tor Rockland at 9 A. M. and 8
P

nr The publio are specially informed that the
well known Hallowbll
Qoubb, in the center of Hallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togus Spring, hat
been reibrnished, and is open for the reception oJ
oompany and permanent boarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort o 1

....

25, 1864

Id-

spacious, convenient and

THE AMERICAN

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

ngnn Passenger trains leave Skowhegan for
I'ort.anu and Boston, at 8.46 A. Al., Augusta, ll.Oo A. M. and Bath 12.10 P. M. Augusta
for Portland and Boston at 6.30 A, m. ; Bath 6.30 A.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

FIXTURES]

a

Tho Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid ior at the rate
Of one paBsenger for every *600 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGEB, Managing Director,
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
June
26, 1864.
nov6
Portland,

Oards, Commencing Monday, April

8.0. DENNIS, Proprietor.

all the usual conveniences ef

LAKfi,

the

REOPENE DI

and

Portland for Island Pond, Montreal and
Qnebeo at 7.0o a. ■. and 1.26 v. m.

NATION !

OAB BB BOOTH) AT BIB

Line vizPeruvian,
American, Jura,BelaaMWEftgsa gian, Nova Beotian, Moravian, Damascus, will sail from Quebec, bvbry Saturday

Leave

THE

1804,

LADY

of the
steamers of this
Hibernia, North

SPRING A BUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

HALLOWELL HOUSE
HEW FUBHITUBE &

Arrangement,

the new, staunch and commodious

mOne

1 eave Island Pond tor Portland, at 6 80 am. and
llir.r.

MACHINERY,

Summer

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo.

Down Trains.

MODERN

WEST BROOK.
a

RAILWAY

Up Trains.

grate
me I

and I never mean to— ake your own time for
that. 1 shall always remember the old saying
procrastination is the thief of time, but moth
er says nothing should be done in a hurry but
ketchiu fleas. The fondest wish of my heart
is that we may sune become one. Do you
ever read Franklin’s Extracts, his remarks
concerning inaniage is deceitful. Our hearts,
he sez, ought to assemble one another in
every respect, they ought to be hetergenuis
so that our opinions may be mixed as well as
uniting, not like oil and water but like tee and
shugar. Truly I can feel for the mortal Watts
wb*n he s-z

TRUNK

Of Canada.

proved

The following letter was the cause of much
amusement on being read during the trial in
hear from you

GRAND

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING.

Pleasant Suburban Kesort.

The

England of a breach of promise case :
‘‘My dear sweetest ducky, I am so happy to

California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamer and Panama Railroad, may be secured
by early application at this ollioe.
mayStddAwti
for

JunelEdEm

Hanover Street

Epistie.

Passengers

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Jr.,

•located upon

to their advantage to

Office, 31 Exchange Street,
(VP STAIRS,)
W. 13. LIT'I LE, Agent,

Every description of

‘o!

korlui—all2{e(her.

A Tender

Travelers will And it greatly
procure their tickets at the

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

This House is si mated directly opposite
.the Grand Trunk Kaiiroai Depot, and head
Boston and Portland oteamers' Wharf.
J connected with this House is a Urst class
ivster and Dining Hall,
& CO., Proprietors.
Alias BRADLEY,
P. H. Bradley.
,. Bradley, Jr.

Petroleum V. Nashby,
Pastor uv sed church, in charge.
•In

oheernuiy granted.
Union Tiekct

ME.

Attention is respeutfully invited to onr unrivalled
facilities for executing in

American and European Plans,
Cor, of Commercial & India Sts.

amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1861.

up!

Tickets from Portland to all the principal cities
and towns in the loyal States and Canadas at the
lowest rates of fare, and all needful information

Block, 821-2 Exchange St.,
PORTLAND,

BRADLEY'S HOTEL,

are

Aud we hev gone

IS

go, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oskosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy. St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis Cairo,
eto., eto., and is prepared to turnisE Thkocou

CO.,

^Proprietors.
Fox

W. D
LITTLE.
Agent tor all the great leading routes to Chios-

FOK

Portland and Penobscot River,

West, North West & South West! STEAMER

__JySOdfiw_

us

wag their heds at us,

N. A. FOSTER &

Grav-

Railway

yoked—their heds and

And the teem is pultiu viggerously, but instld ot goih forerd,it’s
goin round androuud.
Wale! oh my people, fer the ticket wuzu’t
war euutf, and Cass hez bolted!
(xuash yer teeth 1 oh ye saints, fer the tictit wuz 1’t peece enuff, aud Vallandygum hez

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

and others similar, f warrant a cure by the use of the water.
Spiendid seenery and rides. At the short distance t»f tour miles
oan be Been Hum ford
Fal.s, the largest in New kin?Horses and Carriages to let.
Good Trout
ashing in stream** and ponds. A new road was
built to the House last Juoe,
access easitne
making
er than to
any other Mountain House. Daily coach
from Ur>ant'6 Fond btation ol the Grand Trunk
to the House.
Post Office address, Mt. Zircon, Me.
D. D. W. ABBOTT, Proprietor.
Mt. Zircon, July 29, 1864.

nominatid MiCkLellan and PendleShecago, aud wun is a war man aud

tails together.

-TOTH!--

Hngland.

tieiuov ia New
For cases of
el, Stone in the

f

■SB REDUCED RUES

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS

CAtonic POWER

MiUoH Plantation, Me.,
I* now opened to the publio, and no Dalne
.will be spared tula Season to meet the wants
and render pleasant and interesting tne
And also as usual, 1 still
stay of guests.
--board cheaper than any other summer

we

ton at
tother is a peece man.
The oi and ass is

out

Celebrated Mt. Zircon Mineral Serines.

(

The follerin lam uv hoomillashen ami
agon;
will be chantid in every church in my dioeeese, all day.evry Sundy, until the Conledrlts win a viulry:
A double barreld wale!
A cry uv anguish!
In the valiy and shadder alt we!
Job hed biles, but he scraped hisself with a

PRESS,

THE DAILY

thk

TUB

The allairs of the late tirm will he settled
consent
by the junior member who will coutinuo the Flour,
lea and Tobacco business under the Bimo of Freeman Brothers, at the old place, No F5 CommerJ a m kb Freeman,
cial street.
Sept 20—d2w
Samuel Freeman.

Rare Chance.
parchaso a stock of Millinery. -Kti
1

the best stands in the oitv.

_lv*I

tf

1ST

•

Wholesale Dealer in
'■

Address through

HII.f.INfcK. Cortland*

DR.

For Sale at a Bargain.
{|lr*e **ifry> brown-stone mustlo bouse,

No.

T,

kinds of

A Cream

Tartar,

N.v> Coffee and Spice Millt, 13 and IB Union .tree!,
Portland, Me.
Coffse apd Spices put up 'tor the trade, with any
address, ip all variety of psokayas, apd warranted
as

REMOVAL!

ail

COFFEE, SFICES,
Salrcratus

rent of one

HEALD has removed his office from No 241
Congress St. to the opposite side of the street
oorner ot (onurees and
Temple sireets, office formerly occupied by Dr*. Bacon A Hreslin.
sepBdtf

T??
jvi Cumberland,

j

U

represented.

Coflbo roasted and ground for thp trade at sport

M^AIl gr oda entrusted

a

!the owner’s

risk.

___marchlOdtf
PARTICIPATION.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

of Green street. con- j
taietag ten rooms, with dining room, ftp.. finished
w"1188”8 PnM«c« to be free after the
in modern
with
an abundance ol
also
gas:
style,
payment of six, eight or tjjn Premiums at the
hard and soft water in kitonen.
option
Apply at 120 ComiQ*n™d and at r*tes as low as any other
mercial at.
nil*?
sepl5d2w
Company. The Issue of Free Policies renders it at
corner

v

Chain Cable for Sale.
sal* bv

Cable—new—for
A ONE Inoh Chain
MeOIIrVERY, Hi AN A

NpHI*

DAVIS.

leaat
tf not superior to the participation
J Dantes.
Office No. 103 Middle 8t.
CI1AHLK8 HOLDKN, Pre*.
-HAW.se..

r» !•<»»«.

